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January 1, 2013 

 

Master Lantos  

 

We Are Very Blessed by this Process of Transformation 

Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones,  

Dear Masters of the Light of Genesis, we are very Blessed by this Process of 

Transformation.  The Blessed Process of Transformation may be experienced in different 

measures.  One measure and method by which change is often seen is produced by 

cataclysm—devastating events causing disruption and great turmoil.  Out of the ashes 

rises the new existence.  In this method the shaking is felt by all, change is experienced 

by all.  But in this measure pain dominates.  Loss and suffering dominate the realm of 

change. 

With great change it is possible, even likely, that the change comes about through the 

violent and abrupt destructive forces, designed to remove the unwanted conditions of the 

past, replacing them with the elements of the future.   

There is no mistaking the effective nature of the bomb.  As the bomb is set off the whole 

of the area is wiped away, nothing remains.  This is often the way with Transformation.  

What remains is ashes.  Out of these ashes rises the new expression.  This is one measure 

of Transformation, this is one measure. 

However; however, much is lost.  There is great loss, great waste.  It is a waste for 

Creation.  And, the time required for the restructuring, the Re-Emergence of the 

Expressions of Life, may be very great, very lengthy.  Much time must pass.  This, Dear 

Ones, is one path which change—Transformation—may take. 

There is another Path.  As with the First Path, the Forces of Change—we may even refer 

to them as the Forces of Destruction—are called upon to remove the unwanted debris of 

the previous state.  But unlike the complete annihilation of all elements, only the 

unwanted debris gets removed.   

As Beloved Masters of the Light of Genesis, this is a very important point to understand.  

Life on all Levels is Experienced through Change.  At times, great pain may be 

Experienced in living, causing that moment to be recognized for its Value of change.  But 

the change which arrives more quietly may bring growth without the need for great 

suffering. 

The child is growing every day, but only rarely will the child feel the pain associated with 

the growth.  When the pain is felt, the mother reminds the child of the process of growth.  

It is at this moment of pain that the attention is brought to the condition of change.  

However, the condition of change, even greater degrees of change, may be experienced 

by the child without the experience of pain.  Pain draws the attention. 
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Beloved Masters of the Radiant Light of Genesis, while pain and devastation may attract 

the attention, making change more readily visible, it is not required and, to the Grace of 

the Mighty Forces of Creation, it is not always the path selected.   

Dear Ones, it is through the great efforts of the Times leading to this present that the path 

is chosen.  We are very fortunate, we are very fortunate.  Blessed Masters of the Light of 

Genesis, we have asked for the path of greatest light and we are most fortunate.   

The child should not despair over the lack of attention brought to the process of growth.  

Only, it is important to continue forward, knowing with great reassurance that the process 

of growth is present in its Fullest Value.  When sufficient diet and exercise have been 

offered to the child there is no need for the pain.   

Beloved Masters of the Art of Creating, you have been Enlivening the Fullness of Eternal 

Light through your daily Techniques and Practices.  The Light of Genesis has spread with 

great effectiveness.  We are very fortunate.   

Now we continue.  Today we Experience the Value of growth through the Silence and the 

Melodious Phrases Emerging out of this Silence. 

It is very good, very good. 

Many Blessings. 
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January 2, 2013 

 

Master Lantos  

 

The Beloved Star of Genesis 

Lantos: 

Blessed Masters of the Light of Genesis, 

We are enjoying the Waves of Light which are rising from the Silence.  Out of the 

Sublime Silence the Waves roll, a Blessed Structure is Forming.   

Yes, Dear Ones, let us practice the Blessed Technique.  Ten days of Transformation and 

now we will enjoy ten days of the structuring of the Beloved Star of Genesis, emerging 

out of the Realm of Sublime Silence. 

Out of the Silence the Light Emerges.  Out of the Silence generated by the performance 

of the Blessed Technique of Transformation, out of the Sublime Silence, the Brilliant Star 

is Forming. 

Cindy: 

And then he paused quite a long time, and then he said: 

Lantos: 

Yes Dear Ones, now we may perform our Blessed Techniques of Eternal Light.  We will 

begin with our Blessed Technique of the Personal Pathway and Technique of 

Transformation.  We may also perform our Precious Techniques of the Art of Creating 

and our Beloved Phrases of Affluence. 

We will begin like this. 

Very good, very good. 

Enjoy the Blessed Silence. 

Very good. 

Many Blessings. 
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January 9, 2013 

 

Master Lantos  

 

Eternal Light Moving to Form the Great Star of Light 

Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones,  

A beautiful Structure is Forming—a Brilliant Star.  It is the Radiant Star coming out of 

the Universal Light of Creation—Eternal Light moving, Eternal Light moving to Form 

the Great Star of Light—the Great Star of Genesis.  Yes. 

Dear Masters of the Light of Genesis, Eternal Light is on the move—emerging into the 

structure of the Brilliant Star of Genesis, with Radiant Points of Light spreading out in all 

directions.  Beautiful. 

And, we are moving with this Blessed Current of Eternal Light.  Daily performance of 

the Blessed Technique of Transformation allows the cells of the physical structure to 

Shine with the Sublime Radiance of this Brilliant Light.   

We will continue in this manner our performance of the Blessed Techniques:  the Blessed 

Technique of Transformation, the Blessed Techniques of the Art of Creating, the Blessed 

Technique of the Personal Pathway.  And, Dear Ones, we will also enjoy the Song of the 

Blessed Phrases of Affluence—it is the Song of the Emergence of Light and Abundance.   

On the Waves of these few phrases the Heart swells—life rises on the Song of Creation.  

The Phrases of Affluence Emerge as the Precious Melodies of Creation, rising out of the 

Silence.  Waves of Light rising out of the Sublime Silence—a Blessed structure is 

Forming. 

Yes, Dear Ones, we will continue our performance of these Precious Techniques; for two 

more days we will continue in this manner.   

Very good.  It is very good.   

Many Blessings. 
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January 11, 2013 

 

Master Lantos  

 

Blessed Year of the Great Star of Genesis 
 

Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones,  

Creation Emerges through the Process of Creating.  Blessed Masters of the Art of 

Creating, you have Experienced, repeatedly, this Sublime Process.  It is the Process of the 

Emergence of the Precious Light of Genesis through the Dynamics of Initial Rotations—

Initiated by the Spark of Desire.   

 

Creation Emerges out of the Blessed Source of Creation, and All of Creation seeks to 

Unite with its Source.  It is a Continual Process—Waves Rising from the Silence, Waves 

Settling into the Silence—Rising and Settling.  And the rise and return?  This is the 

Process of the Dynamics of Initial Rotations.  

 

Blessed Masters of the Light of Genesis, the Enlivenment of these beautiful mechanics, 

the Mechanics of Creating, the Continual Process of Enlivenment, has brought forth in 

Creation a Blessed Form.  Through the process of Transformation, and supported by the 

Value of Time, a Blessed Form is Emerging—structured through the fabric of Eternal 

Light, the Radiant Beams of Creation.   

 

The Beloved Star of Genesis rises from the Stillness, Emerges from the Silence.  Out of 

the Sublime Silence of Eternal Light, Enlivened by the Performance of the Beloved 

Technique of Transformation, the Blessed Star of Genesis Emerges.  Eternal Light 

moving—Eternal Light moving into the Radiant Expression of the Formation of the Star 

of Genesis.  This Beloved Star is the Brilliant Expression, the Form of the New Era of 

Light—Eternal Light moving to Form the New Structure for Creation, the Expression of 

Creation.  

 

Dear Ones, the New Structure is a Beloved Great Star.  Dear Ones, the Blessed Rays of 

this Great Star will reach out across Creation.  Blessed Masters of the Sublime Light of 

Genesis, the Brilliance of the Great Star of Genesis will be seen throughout Creation. 

Dear Ones, the Blessed Star of Genesis is the Form Emerging for the Blessed New Era of 

Eternal Light.  It is the expression of Eternal Light—out of which Creation Emerges.  

 

Continue now your performance of the Treatments, the Treatments and all Techniques of 

the Blessed Light of Genesis.  The solid structures of the Earth are awakening.  It is 

through the Blessed service of the Masters of the Light—spreading the Master Tools of 

Eternal Light—the solid Earth is awakening to the Great Blessings of the Light of 

Genesis. 
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David: 

Now at this point, Cindy explained to Lantos—he paused—and so Cindy explained to 

him…   

 

Back in 2010, on July 21 of 2010, Lantos had mentioned that it was very important to get 

the Pendant of Eternal Light out to as many people as possible.  

 

He said, “The Pendant of Eternal Light is that Tool to generate this Great Transformation 

and this Tool must be in the hands of many.  Let us consider now ways that we can place 

this Tool of Great and Timely Significance into the hands of many, into the hands of all”. 

 

Well, over the past few months, we have had some Masters of the Light of Genesis ask 

how they could help to use the Pendant of Eternal Light to purify vast areas of land where 

“bad” things in the past have happened—wars and things such as that.  

 

And Lantos gave very specific instructions on how to do that.  She explained that these 

Masters of the Light had decided to donate the Pendants of Eternal Light to specific 

countries to be able to help purify the land of those countries.  

 

Cindy: 

And then Lantos continued on, and he said: 

 

Lantos: 

Yes, let us spend time to review this.  We will review the Blessed works of Great Light. 

We will establish a weekly time for review in this Blessed Year of the Great Star of 

Genesis.  We will gather together the weekly topics of interest, and we will sit to discuss 

the events; and in some cases, we will establish a new course of direction required for 

maximum benefit and full expression of the Sublime Radiance of Eternal Light. 

 

Cindy: 

And he paused again and so then I asked him, “When should we begin this kind of 

review. 

 

Lantos: 

We will begin on the Sun Day, the day of the Great Star of Genesis.  Beautiful.  Blessings 

of the Sublime Radiance of Eternal Light. 

 

David: 

Now we know that you have a couple of questions, at least, because we had those same 

questions.   

 

First off, let me say that we do not know exactly the format that this new weekly session 

is going to take.  We do not know if it is going to, in any way, replace the weekly 

conference calls.  We don’t think that it will.  We think that it will actually be in addition 

to the weekly conference calls; that this will be a question and answer session with 

Lantos.   
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The other question that we had—Lantos said in his message tonight that we would 

resume doing all of our BioGenesis Techniques.  So we wanted to know for sure what he 

meant by that.  And Lantos said: 

 

Lantos: 

Our Beloved Masters of the Light of Genesis should continue with the Tools and 

Techniques of BioGenesis. 

 

David: 

Cindy then asked him, “So we should continue every day doing the Technique of 

Transformation?”  And Lantos responded:  

 

Lantos: 

Yes, we may perform this Technique twice daily. 

 

David: 

Cindy asked if there were any other Techniques which we should perform every day. 

 

Lantos: 

We should perform with regularity the Techniques of the Art of Creating.  We should 

perform our Blessed Technique of the Personal Pathway prior to our Technique of 

Transformation.  We will perform our Shield Treatment, and we may, at any time, 

perform the Technique to Dispel the Darkness.  It is good.  Very good.   

 

The other Techniques and Treatments, as well as the Phrases of Affluence, may be 

performed with regularity based upon the schedule of the individual.  It is good to 

perform every Technique at least once every week.  We will continue developing our 

performance of the Blessed Techniques of Relationship, utilizing the Pocket Seal and the 

Great Seal of Genesis.  As the Star of Genesis grows in Form and Brilliance, we will see 

great leaps in the performance of each of the Blessed Techniques.   

 

Very good. 
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January 16, 2013 

 

Master Lantos  

 

It is a Very Great Blessing to be Living in this Time 

Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones,  

It is a very great Blessing to be living in this time.  This period of Great Transformation 

is a time of loss as well as gain.  There is the loss of many of the old structures.  These 

old structures have been in existence for some length of time.  In this amount of time they 

have grown familiar to us—familiar in the same way which the wart becomes familiar to 

the foot.  The foot, over time, grows accustomed to the wart.  The wart, which is no doubt 

a burden to the foot, ceases to dominate the perception and experience.   

Initially, the appearance and growth of the wart may be painful and draws the attention.  

After some time, this lump ceases to create the same distraction or disruption and the 

attention becomes more capable of focusing away from this problem.  The foot and the 

sock become used to the mis-formed shape and life continues its path in other 

directions—always in search of great experiences of Fulfillment.   

The path of life naturally moves away from problems and towards Fulfillment.  This is 

the nature of the stream, the stream of life.  The river will choose the most effortless path, 

the path which adjusts to experience the least value of obstructions.   

Even when an obstruction is met, the journey of the stream continues, never ceasing.  If a 

tree falls into the path of the river, the water may churn for days around the object which 

has disrupted its smooth path. 

However, some time later:  some few weeks; few months; or some length of time; the log 

will be absorbed into the path and the water will flow, nearly effortlessly, over the 

crossing of the log. 

This is the nature of life—obstacles are encountered which, at first, may bring great 

distress.  But, as time passes, these problems cease to hold the grip on the attention and 

life frees itself to move forward with greater ease. 

In this time of change, Dear Ones, there are both Values:  loss of the old and gain of the 

new.  Even though this lump has brought disruption to the foot, as the lump is removed,  

the foot may experience a time of strangeness.  Some strangeness may be experienced—it 

may be felt as a loss.  The problem, as it disappears—the old, as it leaves—may be 

experienced with some feelings of strangeness. 

As the riverbed is cleansed, the removal of the log may initially be seen as, once again, a 

disruption.  It is a kind of surgical process.  Sometimes the removal of the foreign object 

can create some sense of disruption in its surroundings.  To remove the splinter from the 

finger may cause some feelings of disruption, some strangeness.  Though this foreign 

object does not belong to life, the removal may also be felt with some strangeness.  
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Now, Blessed Masters of the Art of Creating, how do we best overcome these times of 

disruption brought about by the process of Great Change.  The continued flow of the 

Light of Genesis brings smoothness to the disruptions caused by the process of change 

and purification.  The Flow of the Light of Genesis—yes, it is the Flow of the Energy of 

Life.   

Beloved Masters, we have received many great gifts.  In our Technique of 

Transformation we govern the Energy of Life.  This Blessed Technique governs the 

Energy of Life.   

If the lump on the foot is detected, the Techniques must be applied to rid the foot of the 

lump.  Even greater discomfort and disturbance may be experienced during this time, 

owing to the aspect of attention.  The attention is drawn by the sense of discomfort, by 

the sense of strangeness.   

Dear Ones, the smoothness will increase as these unwanted elements are released.  These 

unwanted elements are on the level of the individual, the society and the grand Cosmic 

scale.  At this Time in Creation—the Time of the Great Transformation—these objects 

which bind—these elements of darkness, which are found hanging onto the Light—are 

shaking loose.  This will cause strangeness.  Some aspects of this strangeness will be 

experienced.   

We will pass through this time of the disruption through the Blessings of the Currents of 

Eternal Light.  Continue with your performance of the Blessed Techniques of Eternal 

Light and the use of the Tools of Genesis. 

Many Blessings Dear Ones. 
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January 20, 2013 

 

Master Lantos  

 

Faith is the Belief that Everything is Possible 

Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones,  

Faith is the belief that everything is possible, nothing is impossible.  This is faith.  Faith is 

the union of the Heart and mind of the individual with the Essence of the Creator, the 

Almighty Source of All Creation.  This union, even momentary, produces an undeniable, 

indescribable experience causing faith to bloom in the life of the individual.  When the 

limitations of the individual meet the limitless Radiance of the Almighty Sublime Source, 

the entire being is filled with awe—the entire being is swallowed up by the Sublime 

Experience of limitless Radiance.  This is the source of faith; this is the dawning of faith. 

Until this moment of dawning has occurred, the individual life is still propelled by an 

intense desire to unite with its source.  This desire, while at the basis of life, may from 

time-to-time, be shadowed by the experience of doubt.  However, in both cases, Dear 

Ones, the Goal remains the same—the journey of life continues in its direction of uniting 

with the Beloved Almighty Source of Creation.   

Dear Ones, doubt can be a very valuable ally on the journey to the Goal.  It is through 

doubt that many advancements may be made and mistakes may be averted.  Let us 

consider the Value of doubt in the growth of the life of the individual.   

The eyes tell us the Earth is flat, and it is only through the dissatisfaction brought about 

by doubt that this concept is questioned and we embark upon the journey, sometimes 

mentally, sometimes physically to correct this mistake.  The eyes tell us that the sun 

travels across the sky and yet, we have all come to realize that the eyes are, in this case, 

also mistaken.  The reality is embedded in our awareness as Knowledge.  Knowledge of 

the reality has come to rescue us when our direct experience fails to provide us with the 

accurate answers. 

Therefore, Dear Ones, we do not scold the Value or Experience of doubt.  Doubt is a 

pillar of Progress.  We seek to gather the answers and insights it may reveal.  Together, 

Dear Ones, doubt and faith must exist along the journey to Fulfillment.  In Reality, one 

does not exist without the other.  In order for doubt to exist, faith must also be present.   

One only can doubt the sun’s journey across the sky, owing to the faith that there is 

another option.  This faith in another possibility may be interpreted and experienced in 

certain moments as doubt, but in fact, the two are intimately connected.  When doubt 

prevails, suffering dominates; when faith prevails, Fulfillment dominates. 

Dear Ones, that which is seen and that which is unseen may, at times, only serve to create 

confusion.  Fulfillment is not found in that objective reality without the Knowledge and 

training of the deeper reality.  Life has been lived for thousands of years in this world of 

the basic senses and this is not the domain of Fulfillment.   
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Dear Ones, if the eyes do not yet see the Finer Values of the Radiance of Creation, we 

should not become distraught.  We instead look to the Blossoming of this Sublime Light 

in other areas of Expression such as the Blessed Expressions of the Heart and Mind.  The 

senses are the more concrete values of individual existence, and it can take some time for 

the functioning to make the necessary adjustments.  Patterns have been established and 

routines have been set, which may take some time to alter. 

However, Blessed Masters of the Art of Creating, we are today Experiencing the Greatest 

Emergence of the Brilliant Light of Genesis as the Earth has seen in millennia.  It is a 

Cosmic Phenomena, receiving support from great Cosmic Forces of Light, Great Beings 

of Light.   

Yes, Dear Ones, we will continue with our Techniques and training and use of the 

Beloved Tools of Genesis.  And we will enjoy the rising Waves of Fulfillment and the 

Blessings of the Sublime Radiance in all its Forms and Expressions. 

Many Blessings. 
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January 23, 2013 

 

Master Lantos  

 

A Beautiful Structure of Light 

Cindy: 

I started by asking the question, “Can you tell us more about the Star of Genesis, and 

when we may be able to notice the Star”? 

Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones,  

Dear Ones—the Star of Genesis, the Star of Genesis.   

Blessed Masters of the Art of Creating, we have seen the Precious expressions of Light 

rising in many parts of the world.  It is the Experience of the Formation of the New 

Structure of Eternal Light—the Structure, or Expression, of Eternal Light for the Era of 

Eternal Light.  This is Forming.  It is a Structure of Light, a beautiful Structure of Light, 

through which the Activities of Life, the Events of Creation, will be Expressed.   

All life, all expression, will be conducted on this new stage, in this new arena.  The old 

structure, the old arena, was insufficient, inadequate.  The old framework was incapable 

of supporting life in its growing expressions of the Light of Genesis—life in the growing 

Radiance of Eternal Light.   

Dear Ones, changes are made to allow for greater development, greater expression.  

Owing to the need arising, owing to the nature of Time, changes come about.  When the 

realm of Eternal Light functions, when Eternal Light moves; it is beyond any speech, it is 

beyond any action; it is spontaneous, automatic.  The changes come about 

automatically—as Waves, as Waves lapping the shore.  Change comes about 

automatically—as Waves of Understanding, Waves of Perception, Waves of 

Illumination.   

As with our Blessed performance of the Techniques of the Art of Creating, that Sublime 

Value of the Source of Creation spreads; that Sublime Value of the Source of Creation 

illumines the Realms of Creation through the Precious mechanism of the Heart, the 

Precious mechanism of the Heart of the individual.  It is such a Wonder, such a Great 

Wonder.   

The Beloved structure of the individual Heart is capable of such great heights of 

accomplishment.  This Precious physical structure is capable of housing the divine 

expression of the Source of Creation.  Such a structure is indeed most Precious.   

As the Sublime Light of Genesis spreads across all realms of Creation, the framework of 

Creation must adapt in order to support this increased Value of Light.  This happens 

automatically.  As the Light increases, the framework to support this Light is structured. 
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Dear Ones, the Precious New Structure of Creation is Forming—the Structure to Support 

the Emerging Radiance of Eternal Light in this New Era of Existence.  As our experience 

matures, we will gain the ability to comprehend an increased scope of Experience.  Our 

Ability increases daily with our use of the Tools of Genesis and performance of our 

Blessed Techniques of Eternal Light.   

Daily we are expanding our capacity for the experience of the deepest perception of the 

content of life—the Star of Genesis.  The Star of Genesis, Dear Ones, is the Blessed 

structure, like the mechanism of the human Heart; capable of supporting the highest 

Value of Expression, the Fullest Value of Expression of the Infinite Source of Light.   

As this Blessed Structure develops, as this Blessed Structure Forms; the Value of Life 

rises, perception rises, cognition rises.  There is nothing in the Universe, on any plane of 

existence—mental, material or spiritual—which cannot be directly experienced.  This is 

the Value of the Beloved Star of Genesis.  It is the Brilliant Star of Eternal Light.   

Dear Ones, we will receive a Blessed Master Tool and Technique of the Star of Genesis.  

Yes, Dear Ones, this is our Blessed Knowledge for this day of Eternal Light. 

Many Blessings. 
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January 27, 2013 

 

Master Lantos  

 

The Relationship of the Physical with the Physical 

Lantos: 

Relationship—we will now begin to apply the Precious Knowledge and Performance of 

the Techniques for Enlivening the Sets of Relationship.   

We will begin with the performance of the union of the physical plane of existence with 

the physical plane.  That is the relationship of the objective tangible level of Creation 

with itself.  This performance of Enlivening Relationship on this level of physical with 

itself will strengthen all Values of Stability and will promote the Expression and 

accumulation of physical comforts.  This level is the most Expressed Layer of Life, an 

outer layer which governs the sustaining of the physical values.   

When we Enliven this Aspect of Relationship we are Enlivening the Fullest Experience 

of the Highest Form of each object within Creation.  It is the Experience of the Highest 

Value of the human physical Structure, the Highest Form of the Relationship of each 

Structure with other Structures—the Structure of Nourishment, food.  It is the 

Enlivenment of the Highest Form of all objects.   

In this way all objects bow before the one who has mastered this Level of Relationship; 

offering always the Highest Aspects, offering always the best—the Highest Value of the 

food; the Highest Values of comfort; the rains fall on time; the sun shines in proper 

balance—for the maximal Nourishment on the Physical Plane.  The Relationship of the 

Physical with the Physical is the Structure of Balance and Support. 

For this reason we use the Precious Wheels of Clear Regeneration, Sunrise Energy 

Progress and Dark Violet Progress Wheels.   

Now, Precious Ones, let us today enjoy some minutes of the performance of the 

Enlivenment of this Blessed level of Relationship. 

Very good, very good. 

On this Sun Day, we begin with the Enlivenment of the Physical Plane of Creation.  It is 

very good. 

Many Blessings. 
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January 30, 2013 

 

Master Lantos  

 

The Relationship of the Physical Plane with the Mental Plane 

Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

It is very good, very good.  We are Experiencing that Value which Unites—Relationship 

is that Unifying Principle in Creation.  Establishing or Enlivening the Relationship of the 

Values of each place of Existence generates a Grand Expression of Fullness.  It is the 

Expression of the Fullness of Eternal Light Enlivening each Aspect of Relationship, each 

Level of Relationship.  We generate Fullness on that Level.  The Relationship of the 

Physical Plane of Existence with the Physical Plane generates Fullness in areas of 

Concrete Physical Expression. 

And, what do we mean by Fullness of Expression.  This is very beautiful.  Fullness is for 

Fulfillment, the Presence of Fullness generates Full-Fill-Ment—Fulfillment.  Fulfillment 

is complete satisfaction.  One is always striving for greater accomplishment, higher 

achievement—Fulfillment is the Attainment of the Goal.  As long as the Goal is not 

attained, satisfaction will not be present, Fulfillment will not be present. 

Today we Experience the Relationship between the Physical Plane of Existence and the 

Mental Plane—the Relationship of the Physical Plane with the Mental Plane.  This Value 

of Relationship Structures Direction, establishes the Right Path—Action, Occupation.  

The Path of Action Emerges out of this Value of Relationship—the Highest Path, the 

Course of Action—bringing each element necessary to support the Highest Direction in 

Life. 

Today we will perform the Technique to Enliven the Relationship of the Physical Plane 

with the Mental Plane.  We will use our Blessed Wheel of Dark Violet Transformation; 

we will use our Full Rays and Dark Blue Wheels of Regeneration.  Yes, we will perform 

now this Blessed Technique. 

Very good, very good. 

Many Blessings. 
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February 3, 2013 

 

Master Lantos  

 

The Physical Plane and the Spiritual Plane of Existence 

Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

We enliven the Strands of Light, we enliven the connections to reveal the complete 

structure.  One by one, strand by strand, beam by beam, we enliven the framework.  The 

Precious Techniques of Relationship Enliven vast regions—great collections of 

individual Strands of Light—at once an entire Plane is Illumined. 

One may build the skyscraper nail by nail, brick by brick; or one may erect entire floors, 

entire segments, all at once.  With this Precious technology, the Techniques of 

Relationship, we are Enlivening the great expanses of the Planes of Existence at once.  

Day by day we Enliven the vast segment, or Plane, of Existence.   

Today, we will experience the relationship of the Physical Plane of Existence with the 

Spiritual Plane of Creation.  It is on this Level of Relationship that the Blessed Structural 

Transformation occurs on the human, Physical Level.  The body rises to gain the full 

status of the Light of Creation, the Light of Genesis.   

The Physical Plane of Existence is a great mystery, the Greatest Mystery.  How it is that 

the Inexpressible came to be Expressed.  It is a Great Mystery—how the Fullness of the 

Light of Genesis came into Form, entered into the Physical Plane. 

In our performance of the Technique of Relationship, between the Physical Plane and the 

Spiritual Plane of Existence, we are connecting the Fullness of the Light of Genesis with 

the Physical Cellular Structure.  This we will accomplish with our Blessed Wheels of 

First Rays Progress, Sunrise Energy Regeneration and Light Violet Progress.   

After completing this Technique, it will be good to perform the Precious Technique of 

Transformation. 

Very good, very good. 

Now, we will begin. 
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February 6, 2013 

 

Master Lantos  

 

Relationships of the Physical Plane of Creation 

Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Masters of the Light of Genesis, 

 

Unity dawns as the Values of Relationship awaken on each Level of Existence.   

 

We will proceed now with our performance of the Blessed Values of Relationship.  

Fullness has been revealed on the levels of the Physical Plane of Existence—the physical 

as it relates to each of the other Planes of Existence—the physical relating to itself, the 

Physical as it relates to the Mental and Spiritual Planes.  Yes, these are the Values of 

Fullness Enlivened through the Relationships of the Physical Plane of Creation. 

 

Let us practice now these Blessed three Techniques of the Physical Values of 

Relationship.  We will begin with the Physical Relationship with the Physical.  We will 

then introduce the Physical Relating with the Mental Plane; and then, Dear Ones, we will 

perform the Blessed Technique of the Relationship of the Physical Plane of Existence 

with the Spiritual Plane of Existence. 

 

After we have completed these three Techniques, we will, together, perform our Beloved 

Technique of Transformation. 

 

Very good, it is very good. 

 

Many Blessings Dear Ones. 
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February 10, 2013 

 

Master Lantos  

 

The Structure for the New Era of Eternal Light 

Lantos: 

Very good, very good.  The Star of Genesis:  the brilliant Star of Genesis; the Radiance 

of Creation; the Light of Creation; the Sublime Light which structures Creation; the 

Beams of Light which Form Creation.  It is the Form.  The Radiance is the structure of 

Creation—fully awake, complete Radiance. 

This, Dear Ones, is the structure for the New Era of Eternal Light.  The Star of Genesis is 

Forming, Emerging as the Structure for all Life, all Existence.  And, what is this Form—

this brilliant Radiance giving expression to Eternal Light, giving Form to Light?  This 

Precious New Structure is the universal framework, the Form of the Universe. 

On this stage, all of life’s activities are performed.  Through these specific paths of 

Eternal Light, Creation flows.  The display of Creation unfolds on these Brilliant Beams, 

extending to all reaches of Creation, Illumining all Creation.   

The Blessed Star of Genesis.  The home is structured; then the family enters into the 

home.  The home is built:  the ceiling and the walls are formed.  Only then does the 

family enter.  In this New Era of Eternal Light, the Blessed Star of Genesis is the home, 

and the creation enters into it.  In this case, the home is taking form, taking shape, coming 

into being.  A New Era means just this—it is a new home, a New Platform on which all 

action is performed.   

As one moves from home to home, the entire reality of day-to-day existence is altered.  

The rooms are much larger, offering a greater range of possibilities for all activities 

within the home.  The windows are much larger, offering clearer vision and greater 

perception.  The kitchen offers all the latest technologies, providing the family with the 

greatest comforts, nourishment and ease.  It is clean, fresh, brilliant.  Still, it takes some 

period of adjustment.  Always, change requires some period of adjustment, some time.  

Yet, the change is occurring.   

One does not spend a long time in the process of a move.  Great preparations must be 

made prior to the move.  The move itself does not take the great time—some time, some 

time, for this process.  Then, there is some time required for the adjustment to the new 

conditions, new surroundings.  Yes, you see?   

Now, Blessed Ones, it is of great importance to understand this Blessed New Structure, to 

experience this Blessed New Structure.  It is the structure, it is the home, for the 

Brilliance of Eternal Light. 

Very good, very good.  A Blessed Tool—the Star of Genesis.  Very good. 

Now, let us practice our Blessed Technique for the Relationship of the Mental Plane of 

Existence with the Mental Plane.  For this we will use our Wheels of Progress and 

Transformation. 

Beautiful.  Very good.  Many Blessings. 
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February 13, 2013 

 

Master Lantos  

 

The Relationship between the Mental Plane of Existence 

 and the Spiritual Plane 

Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

 

Today we will Enliven the Relationship between the Mental Plane of Existence and the 

Spiritual Plane.  In this experience we will Enliven the highest aspects of the Expressions 

of Creation.  We will Enliven the finest aspects of Creation.   

 

We Enliven the Plane of the Great Celestial Beings, the plane of existence which 

nourishes or feeds the Highest Orders of Energies in Creation—the Beings of Light, the 

Celestial Forms of Energy and Intelligence, which govern and promote the functioning of 

Creation on all levels of expression—the Orders of the Mighty Angels.   

 

It is this Level of Existence which gets Enlivened and Nourished through our 

performance of the Technique of Relationship of the mental plane with the spiritual 

plane.  Yes, these Precious Values of Relationship open and strengthen the Channels of 

Energy—the Beams of the Radiant Light of Genesis within our own existence—that 

which I do for you, I experience within myself.  In nourishing the child, the mother grows 

in the strength of Love—there is gain for the child, gain for the mother.  This is the 

Blessed Product of Relationship.  Beautiful. 

 

We will begin now with the practice of the Blessed Technique of Relationship of the 

Mental Plane with the Spiritual Plane of existence.  Following this Technique, we will, 

together, perform the Vision Technique, the Technique of Refinement.  It will be good to 

perform these two Techniques in one sitting—one following the other.  One follows the 

path through the open door. 

 

Very good. 

 

Let us begin. 
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February 17, 2013 

 

Master Lantos  

 

We Chart Our Path to the Goal 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

 

We have progressed through the steps of the Values of Relationship, moving from the 

Physical to the Mental and to the Spiritual Planes of Existence.  In our Practice of the 

Technique to Enliven the Physical Plane with itself we strengthen the body—the Value of 

comforts, the Value of physical nourishment—a very important aspect of life; a basis for 

the Expressions and development of all Values of Life.   

 

In our performance of the Relationship of the Physical with the Mental Planes, we chart a 

Path to the Goal.  We fix our compass settings, we establish our course of Action—the 

Activities we will perform in this Precious Life—in order to achieve Fullness, 

Fulfillment, Illumination.  These are the steps of Action.  Beautiful. 

 

Next, we proceed to our performance of the Physical as it relates with the Spiritual Plane 

of Existence.  Yes?  Step-by-step you see the development.  One cannot think of the 

Higher Values of Life if one is plagued by an empty stomach.  The Nourishment on the 

Physical Level of Life frees the Awareness to Perform the Higher Functions.  Then we 

establish the correct Path; we chart the Path of Action leading to Fulfillment.  Then we 

arrive at the performance of the Relationship of the Physical with the Spiritual Planes of 

Creation.  This is the Value of Transformation of the Physical Structure into the Body of 

Light—the Fullness of the Light of Genesis Reflected on the Structural Level of Life. 

 

This marks the beginning, the opening of the Radiant Value of Eternal Light in the life of 

the individual.  This heralds the Awakening.  The Enlivenment of this Level of 

Relationship heralds the Process of Transformation, Illumination. 

 

Beloved Masters of the Light of Genesis, we sing the praises of development on every 

Level of Existence.  At this level, we call out “Eureka!”  The Radiant Values of the 

Blessed Field of Totality have penetrated the shell of the objective Layer of Expression.  

Now that which was without Radiance gains the Value of Radiance.  The physical 

becomes Radiant; the Physical Level becomes the Vibrant Receptacle for the Radiance of 

the Sublime Light of Genesis.  This is the Transformation of the Physical; it is the 

Relationship of the Physical with the Spiritual Values of Existence.  For this, we also 

employ our Blessed Technique of Transformation.   

 

Cindy: 

And then, at that time, he paused a very long time.  Then he continued, 
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Lantos: 

Dear Ones, Beloved Masters of the Sublime Light of Genesis—it is Time, it is Time.  

Today we receive the Precious Vision from the Light of the Great Star of Genesis.  On all 

levels, at all times, Vision awakens.  As the level of Light changes, as the degree of Light 

increases, Vision becomes clearer; more is seen, greater Values are Perceived.  

 

The Blessed Great Star of Genesis, in its arrival, brings the Supreme Value of the Light 

of Genesis.  This Light Fills Creation—Light from the Source of Creation, Light of the 

Source of Creation.  This is the Great Transformation Dear Ones—Light of the Source of 

Creation filling Creation.  It is beautiful, it is beautiful—it is Time. 

 

This great Light will Emerge first as Points of Great Light.  The Galaxy of Light is seen 

Emerging as Points of Light.  The Galaxy is Perceived as a collection of all Points of 

Light.  Yes, the Galaxy, the Force of the Galaxy, is always Present.  However, its 

Presence is seen through the Expression of the Points of Light. 

 

Blessed Masters of the Light of Genesis, we will Form these Blessed Points of Light—

the individual Points of Light which together Form the Assembly of Light, the Great 

Assembly of Light—known as the Beloved Great Star of Genesis.  Beloved Masters of 

the Light of Genesis, we will Form Star Chambers, Chambers of the Light of the Brilliant 

Star of Genesis.  Beautiful, beautiful. 

 

In the course of Enlivening the Values of Relationship we arrive at the Transformation.  

And, out of Transformation Emerges the Beloved Great Star of Genesis.  It is beautiful.  

This is the Path of Creation.  These are the Steps of the Unfoldment of the Era of Eternal 

Light.  And, today, we herald the Vision of the Blessed Great Star of Genesis and its 

individual Points of Expression as Star Chambers. 

 

Beloved Masters, this day has brought about a Great Expression of the Radiant Beams of 

Light.  As we approach the performance of our final Level of Relationship—the 

Relationship of the Spiritual with the Spiritual Plane of Existence—the Blessed Radiance 

of the Ten Beams of Creation bless us with their Sublime Light, the Sublime Expressions 

of Eternal Light. 

 

Today, we will together perform our first three Techniques of Relationship—the 

Relationship of the Physical Level with itself, with the Mental Level and with the 

Spiritual  Level—concluding with the performance of the Blessed Technique of 

Transformation. 

 

Yes, now let us perform these Blessed Techniques. 

 

Many Blessings Dear Masters. 
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February 20, 2013 

 

Master Lantos  

 

There is a Great Assignment Ahead 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

 

Blessed Masters of the Sublime Light of Genesis, Blessed Masters of the Art of Creating,  

today we receive a Beautiful Vision.  This is the Vision of the Structure of Eternal Light, 

the Vision of the Brilliant Radiance of the Beams of Eternal Light Forming the Great Star 

of Genesis.   

 

This Blessed Great Star of Genesis is the New Form which is Emerging.  It is the New 

Structure which is coming to be realized for our Precious Earth. 

 

Today, we receive the Light of Knowledge, the Illuming Precious Beams of Eternal Light 

as together they Form the Structure for the Blessed Great Star of Genesis—the Blessed 

Great Star of Genesis.  This, Beloved Masters, is the Form, the New Framework, for the 

Era of Eternal Light.  Great activities lie ahead; there is great work to be accomplished.  

It is a beautiful, a most beautiful, time; a most Precious time in Creation.  We are 

building the New Form, the New Framework, for the Sublime Light of Creation. 

 

The house must be built, only then the family enters.  First, the home must be Fully 

Structured; then the Honored Guests may enter in Great Dignity.  One enters only after 

the home has been Structured.  The preparations are accomplished before the arrival of 

the occupants.  In this way, all may enter into the New Dwelling in Great Ease and 

Comfort.   

 

This is the time of the Great Transformation; the period of entry into the New Era of 

Eternal Light.  The New Structure of Eternal Light is Emerging.  It is the Form; it is the 

home for the occupants of the New Era.  It is the New Form of Expression of Eternal 

Light capable of supporting the heightened level of functioning, the Heightened Level of 

Energy for the New Era.   

 

This Beloved Form, this Framework for Creation, must be established—established in the 

Expression of Fullness, established to uphold the Presence of the Sublime Radiance of 

Eternal Light.  This Blessed Form for the New Era is the Beloved Great Star of Genesis.   

 

Beloved Masters, the Earth is a Blessed Structure, a home—a Radiant home--capable of 

supporting the Highest Expressions of Life—Purity and Knowledge.  The Highest Forms 

of Life and Expression are Supported by this Precious Structure of Creation. 

 

During this Blessed Time of the Period of the Great Transformation, our Beloved home is 

experiencing great change as the old structures are swept away.  It is the Blessed Time of 
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the Emergence of the New Structure, the New Form.  It is the Blessed Process of the 

Emergence of the Great Star of Genesis.   

 

At this present time, Beloved Masters of the Light of Genesis, we call upon your great 

assistance.  The Formation of a New Structure requires many hands—much attention and 

preparation and many hands to carry out the necessary functions.   

 

Dear Ones, Dear Masters of the Light of Genesis, collectively we will weave together the 

Beams of Eternal Light.  A Sublime Brilliance will develop as the Luminous Rays of 

Light Connect to Enliven the Emergence of the Blessed New Form—The Beloved Great 

Star of Genesis. 

 

The Earth is one Form, one Structure.  In Essence, this Form is Expressed through solid 

matter, surrounded by fluid matter.  That which is fluid—the Blessed world ocean, the 

Blessed global ocean—moves around the solid areas of land.  Within the core, within the 

center—beneath the structures of land and water—is the Energy which Balances and 

Directs the Surface Expressions.  It is One Body, One Home.   

 

As with the body, the Inner Functions may be reached through the Outer Layer of the 

skin.  The land is this outer layer of skin.  The Actions which are performed on the 

surface of the land get absorbed into the Inner Aspects of the Earth, affecting the Energy 

and Balance of the Entire System. 

 

Now, Beloved Masters of the Light of Genesis, there is a great assignment ahead.  We are 

charged with a Blessed Task, a Global Task.  For this many hands of Light are required.  

Beloved Masters of the Light of Genesis, together we will Form a Global Network of 

Light.  We will establish Cells of Light, Small Chambers of Light, in many, many areas 

around the world; collectively Enlivening the Great Star of Genesis throughout the lands 

and waters of the Earth.  It is the Formation of the Framework of Eternal Light, it is the 

Awakening of the Presence of the Great Star of Genesis. 

 

Very good, very good. 

 

On this coming Sun Day, we will receive, in fullness, the Vision of this Blessed program 

of action. 

 

Very good.  Many Blessings. 
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February 24, 2013 

 

Master Lantos  

 

Today We Inaugurate Our Blessed Network of the Light of Genesis 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Blessed Masters of the Light of Genesis, Dear Masters of the Art of Creating, 

Blessed Radiant Beacons of the Light of Genesis:  the Sun shines with great brilliance on 

this Sun Day.  On this Blessed Sun Day, the Vision is Illumined.  The path is seen with 

great clarity.  On this day of Radiance we receive the Blessed Vision of the New Form, 

the coming structure for the Era of Eternal Light.  It is the Vision of the Formation of the 

Great Star of Genesis. 

 

Beloved Masters, we will establish Star Cells of the Light of Genesis, Chambers of 

Eternal Light, throughout the world.  We will Enliven this great Network of Light, the 

Blessed Great Star of Genesis, throughout the lands and the waters of Earth. 

 

There is yet a residue of the past era remaining on Earth.  It is a residue of past actions, 

past deeds, past events.  Even thoughts generated on the mental plane are stored in the 

grounds of the Earth.  But great amounts of this memory has been Enlivened, Awakened, 

in the Light of Genesis.  The storage of negative energies has been greatly reduced.  Time 

has directed this release.   

 

With the passage of Time, many of the impressions of the past are shed.  This occurs 

naturally over time, but certain areas retain the hardened patterns of the past.  These may 

be areas or locations of greatest chaos—locations of disaster, locations of war and 

misconduct.  These impressions, or residue of actions, are picked up by the individuals 

living in those areas.  The forces of energy, the expressions of life, are influenced by the 

residual structure of memory.   

 

This force of residue may be the cause for the creation of storms, the spread of disease; 

the general values of either progress or suffering for the area.  It is the value of interaction 

between the residual force and the current impulses of energy which give rise to the 

structuring of the day-to-day events of life. 

 

Blessed Masters of the Sublime Light of Genesis, the Precious Tools and Techniques of 

Eternal Light have far-reaching effects on the layers of existence.  When one cleans the 

house, one sweeps and mops and scrubs the surface level of dirt.  When one places in the 

room a great Pyramid of Genesis, one Enlivens the sleeping values of the surroundings; 

one awakens the values of the Light of Genesis within that vicinity. 

 

Dear Ones, for the Purification and Enlivenment of each home on this Precious Earth we 

cannot think in terms of placing one-by-one Tools.  Just as in the early days, a message 

was delivered by foot—one walked across the town to deliver the information to another. 
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Great expeditions were designed to bring Knowledge to another region of the world.  The 

spread of information was a difficult process, requiring much time.  Then came the radio 

and the telephone, and one could place a call directly into the other country.  One could 

sit in the home and speak to the person in the next country.   

 

This process of greater ease, greater ability, develops with time.  The change comes with 

time.  Now, the satellites are carefully positioned in the skies in order to transmit the 

signals; carry the information, the Knowledge, to all parts of the world.  One may sit on 

the mountain top, and receive the message from the friend in the city.  This, Dear Ones, is 

a network for information.   

 

We are, today, inaugurating a network for the Light of Genesis; a Web-Work, a network 

capable of Enlivening the Beams of Eternal Light throughout the world, such that all 

receive Illumination.  The Enlivenment of the Precious Web-Work, the Precious structure 

of the Great Star of Genesis, will Enliven the Radiance of Eternal Light; making it 

available to every individual in every location on Earth.  This Radiant Structure emerging 

is the Form for the Light of Genesis for this Precious Planet.  It is the Form to support the 

activities of the Era of Eternal Light.   

 

The messenger carrying the information on foot could not have dreamed of the 

possibilities which exist at the present.  Like this, the scope of the Transformation of 

Ability for All Existence is beyond the dreams or imagination.  It only required the 

insight of a few to change the lives of all—only a few.    

 

Blessed Masters of the Light of Genesis, Masters of the Art of Creating:  we will Enliven 

the Blessed Great Star of Genesis for all.  This is the inauguration of the Blessed Network 

for the Light of Genesis.  This Network will be Formed by individual Star Cells of 

Eternal Light, together Forming Chambers of Eternal Light.   

 

Ten Stars Cells together Form one Chamber of Eternal Light.  Individual Star Cells are 

constructed in the Form and Nature of the Beloved Great Star of Genesis.  It is a Blessed 

Form of Creation emerging for the Earth as the structure or Web-Work of Radiant Beams 

of Eternal Light; supporting Life and all actions in the Era of Eternal Light—one 

Chamber of Eternal Light consisting of ten Star Cells of the Light of Genesis. 

 

The requirement for the structuring of this Blessed Form for Earth is based upon the 

residue of thoughts and actions of the population of Earth.  Each individual is a vibrant 

receptacle influenced by the imprinted memories of the actions of the past, which are 

stored and emitted through the lands and waters of the earth.   

 

These Chambers of Eternal Light must be positioned in locations based on past and 

present populations.  A Chamber consisting of ten Star Cells may be placed in the ground 

or may remain on the surface of Earth.  There should be one Chamber for every one 

million population of Earth, each positioned in the ground in the general area of that 

population. 
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This, Beloved Masters of the Light of Genesis, is the task at hand.  To construct a Blessed 

Network of the Light of Genesis Capable of Supporting the Emergence of the New 

Form—the Beloved Great Star of Genesis for the Era of Eternal Light.   

 

For this Beloved task, we will ask our Beloved Director of the Light of Genesis to 

appoint coordinators for each region.  In this way the positioning of the Blessed 

Chambers of Eternal Light will Correspond to the need of the area.  One may appoint a 

director for a region, for a country, and for a continent of land and people.   

 

Blessed Masters of the Light of Genesis, the task is great.  Each Star Cell will be trained 

with the Sublime energy of the Light of the Great Star of Genesis.  

 

Yes, Dear Ones, today we inaugurate our Blessed Network of the Light of Genesis, a 

network, a Web-Work, Formed by the Radiant Beams of Eternal Light—the Illumining 

Rays of Eternal Light of the Great Star of Genesis.  

 

Many Blessings Dear Ones. 
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February 27, 2013 

 

Master Lantos  

 

The Nature of the Blessed Star Cell 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

 

Very good, very good.  We will discuss now the nature of the Blessed Star Cell.  We 

have here a beautiful picture of the Brilliant Form of the Star Cell.  Ten of these cells 

configured near to each other generate the Blessed energy for the construction of the 

Great Star of Genesis.  We may say this—we may say the construction of the Beloved 

structure for the Era of Eternal Light.  These ten Star Cells must be trained in a specific 

manner; trained as one chamber, one unit, of the Blessed Energy of the Light of 

Genesis—the brilliant Radiance of the Great Star of Genesis. 

 

These chambers may be placed in the home, in the business, or in the ground.  They may 

be positioned above the ground or beneath the surface of the ground.  The significant 

aspect of the placement is in the relationship of Chambers of Eternal Light with the 

corresponding population of that vicinity—one for one million population—one for one 

million. 

 

The Blessed influence generated by this collection of Star Cells present in the land will 

Enliven the Blessed Dynamics of Eternal Light through the brilliant Radiant Beams of 

the Great Star of Genesis.  The Chambers of Eternal Light work together, interact 

together, to generate the complete structure—the structure for the Earth.  And this 

structure we are constructing is the framework required for the Beloved Great Star of 

Genesis. 

 

The Earth is one Form, one body.  It is essential to attend to all aspects of the body for the 

Emergence of Health, Well-Being, Peace, Fullness—the Fullness of Functioning—

Allowing the Blessed Values of the Sublime Source of Creation to Emerge in the Surface 

Expression of the lives of all. 

 

Now we will commence with this Blessed program for the Creation of the Great Star of 

Genesis. 

 

Many Blessings Dear Ones. 
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March 3, 2013 

 

Master Lantos  

 

Structuring the Framework for the Network of the Light of Genesis 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

 

Today we will begin the structuring of the framework for the Network of the Light of 

Genesis—the Network of the Light of Genesis.  Beloved Masters of the Light, the steps 

for accomplishing this Blessed task are great, there is much work ahead.  We will require 

the dedicated assistance of many Blessed Masters of the Light of Genesis.   

 

Today we will offer the framework, the framework upon which this Blessed Network of 

the Light of Genesis may be constructed.  Through the assistance of our Blessed Masters 

of the Light of Genesis we will Structure the Form; the Form for the Era of Eternal Light, 

the Form of the Great Star of Genesis.  The brilliant Light of the Great Star of Genesis 

will shine for All, for All. 

 

First we must establish the Cells, the Star Cells.  The Cells are Formed and the Life 

Emerges—the Cells carry the Signature of the Life.  The Cells carry the Knowledge, the 

Organizing Energy for Life to Emerge.  These Star Cells—positioned properly according 

to the general areas of population—these Star Cells carry the Knowledge, the 

information, for the Emergence of the Beloved Great Star of Genesis.  The Knowledge is 

contained Within the Cells.  The Knowledge and the Energy is contained Within the 

Blessed Star Cells. 

 

Each Beloved individual wishing to assist in this Blessed program to create the Network 

of the Light of Genesis will each become a tool, an instrument, of the Era of Eternal 

Light.  One’s hands, one’s feet, one’s life is Blessed with the Radiance of the Form of the 

Era of Eternal Light—the Sublime Radiance of the Great Star of Genesis.  To assist in 

this program, to assist in the creation of the individual Star Cells, or to assist in the world-

wide placement of these Clusters of Star Cells—the Blessed Chambers of Eternal Light—

these actions, actions to create, actions to position properly, these actions carry great 

energy, energy of the Beloved Great Star of Genesis.  The life force of the individual gets 

aligned with the brilliant Beams of the Light of the Great Star of Genesis.  The individual 

engaged in this activity—the activity to create the Blessed Star Cells, the activity to 

position the Chambers of Eternal Light—the life force of the individual devoted to these 

activities gets infused with the energy contained within the Beloved Great Star of 

Genesis.  The life gets immersed in the essence of the brilliant Form of the Era of Eternal 

Light, bathed in the Radiance of the Sublime Light of the Great Star of Genesis.  The 

thoughts, the actions, the life, gets Illumined with this Blessed form of Sublime Radiance.   

 

There is a world-wide requirement of 7,000 clusters of Star Cells, Chambers of Eternal 

Light.  The task is great.  The process to create this quantity of Star Cells requires vast 
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resources, and there is a tremendous need at this time for assistance to come from our 

Beloved Masters of the Light of Genesis.   

 

Beloved Masters of the Light of Genesis, you have worked tirelessly for many years in 

the Enlivenment of the Genesis Energy for Creation.  These actions, this dedication, and 

the dynamics of Time, have brought about this Blessed Process of the Great 

Transformation.  This is the great shift of the structure of life.  The shift from the 

suffering brought about by darkness, into the Era of Eternal Light.  This, Dear Ones, is 

the Great Transformation and, as foretold by the wise of every culture, this Blessed 

period in Creation is Now.  This is the Time.   

 

The initial phase in this Blessed process has been accomplished.  The Light must be 

sufficient for the New Form to be seen.  Dear Ones, just as the foundation must be 

prepared before the framework is erected; the Light of Genesis must be Enlivened before 

the New Form Emerges.  The land must be prepared—settled, leveled and prepared.  

Then the foundation is set. 

 

Dear Ones, we have set the foundation.  Now it is time for the construction of the Form.  

The foundation is of utmost importance.  The entire development, or construction, of the 

Form can only be based upon this Platform.  The solidity, the stability, the scope of the 

New Structure, is already established by the quality and design of the foundation.  Our 

foundation, Dear Ones, is solid.   

 

The Light of Genesis, Enlivened by the performance of the Techniques of Eternal Light, 

the Art of Creating, the use of the Blessed Tools of Genesis—all of the efforts of our 

Beloved Masters of the Art of Creating—have established a brilliant structure, a brilliant 

foundation upon which the New Form for the Era of Eternal Light may Emerge.  This 

Form, Dear Ones, is the Beloved Great Star of Genesis.  The foundation is accomplished.   

 

The second phase is the Process of Creation.  In this phase, Dear Masters of the Art of 

Creating, you will find the blossoming of your abilities.  In this Process of Creating, you 

will find the Fruits Forming from the Seeds which you have laid and tended to in your 

performances of the Blessed Techniques of Eternal Light.  Creation is the second phase 

in this Beloved Formation of the Era of Eternal Light—Creation of individual units of 

Eternal Light, the Star Cells.  This is the construction of the framework. 

 

The final phase in this Blessed process of the great shift in Creation is the Formation of 

the Network of the Light of Genesis.  And this is accomplished through the proper 

placement of the Clusters of Star Cells.  Many hands of Light will be required for the 

proper placement of these Chambers of Eternal Light throughout the lands.   

 

There will also be Star Cells, especially designed, for placement within the waters of the 

Earth.  The Blessed Cells, these Star Cells, carry great power and energy.  Each contains 

the signature of the Blessed Great Star of Genesis, just as every cell in the body is 

imprinted with the Knowledge of the Form. 
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Dear Ones, at this time we will ask for the assistance of those who are able to offer the 

resources for the creation of the Blessed Star Cells for the Network of the Light of 

Genesis.  Every Blessed Master of the Light may participate in this phase, either on an 

individual scale or on a large scale.  Each home of our Blessed Masters should have at 

least one Chamber of Eternal Light.   

 

Many performances are to come which will use the Blessed energy of this great structure 

of the Great Star of Genesis.  By the middle of this year we will see 1,000 Star Clusters in 

place around the world.  With this energy in place we may begin our instructions in the 

Techniques and use of the Blessed Star Cells in the Era of Eternal Light.  It is a beautiful 

Emergence of the Blessed Great Form of the Light of Genesis for All.   

 

Yes, it is very good, very good. 

 

Many Blessings Dear Ones. 
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March 6, 2013 

 

Master Lantos  

 

The Great Star of Genesis is the Beloved Form for the Era of Eternal Light 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

 

Beautiful, beautiful—the Blessed Form for the Era of Eternal Light is emerging.  The 

Great Star of Genesis is the Beloved Form for the Era of Eternal Light.  We are 

structuring the framework, Dear Ones.  We are putting into place the framework for the 

Emergence of this Great Form—the Great Star of Genesis.  The Framework, Dear Ones, 

is the Network of the Light of Genesis.   

 

As this Global Network of the Light of Genesis is Established, the Brilliance may be seen 

by all.  The Brilliance of the Light of Genesis in the Era of Eternal Light is for All to see.   

 

The Essence of the Structure of the Great Star of Genesis is contained Within the 

Individual Star Cell.  Clusters of the Cells Form a Blessed Chamber of Eternal Light 

capable of transmitting the Energy of the Blessed Form of the Great Star of Genesis to 

the Surroundings.  Many Clusters Form the Framework—the Blessed Global Network of 

the Light of Genesis.  Yes, beautiful. 

 

These are the dynamics of the shift from one Era of existence into the New Era of Eternal 

Light.  It is a great shift, it is a Great Transformation.  There is great work to be 

accomplished in the months ahead. 

 

Our Beloved Director of the Light of Genesis will appoint coordinators for the Network 

of the Light of Genesis—first appointing continental coordinators; then we will gather the 

Hands of Light which may position properly these Blessed Chambers of Eternal Light, 

centering in the locations of greatest population of Earth. 

 

We are creating one Chamber of Eternal Light for every one million population—7,000 

Blessed Chambers of Eternal Light Forming the Beloved Network of the Light of 

Genesis.   

As this Network Forms, Luminous Rays of the Great Star of Genesis will shine with 

Great Brilliance.  As the Framework is completed, the occupant enters the dwelling.   

 

Beloved Masters of the Art of Creating, we are Blessed with the task of preparation.  We 

are trained in the Knowledge of the Light of Genesis and the Precious Knowledge of the 

dynamics of the Process of Creating.  Many hands are required for this great task.  We 

will establish 1,000 Chambers of Eternal Light by this coming mid-year, positioning 

properly the Clusters of Star Cells, such as, to support the Blessed Network of the Light 

of Genesis.   
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At that time, we will train our Blessed Masters of the Light in the Techniques of the 

Great Star of Genesis.  These instructions will be on the use of the Blessed Chamber of 

Eternal Light in aligning the physical structure of the body with the Form of the 

Luminous Rays of the Great Star of Genesis. 

 

Dear Ones, as these Chambers of Eternal Light are established in the proper locations, 

Forming the Brilliant Network of the Light of Genesis, your own homes will become 

Holy Grounds—grounds Blessed with the Streaming Radiance of the Luminous Rays of 

the Great Star of Genesis.  Yes, it is beautiful. 

 

For this Blessed great task, all hands of assistance are required.  We are erasing the 

negative residue remaining in the lands and even in the waters of this Precious body of 

Earth.  Sublime Energy and Balance will Emerge for the entire system. 

 

Very good, it is very good. 

 

Many Blessings Dear Ones. 
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March 10, 2013 

 

Master Lantos  

 

Today is a Day of Great Silence 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

Today is a day of Great Silence, the Blessed Great Silence dwelling at the basis of all 

Form.  Within all Form of Activity, all Form of Existence, lies the Silent Layer—Fullness 

of Silence, Complete Silence, Pure Silence.  This Silence is within all Form. 

Today, this Blessed Silent layer Emerges to bless all Form, all Creation.  On this Blessed 

day of Great Silence, we will discuss the inner nature of the Form of Eternal Light, the 

Beloved Great Star of Genesis.  Our Beloved Great Star of Genesis draws its Form from 

the depths of this Beloved Great Silence.  The glory of the expression of this Blessed 

great Form of Eternal Light, the Great Star of Genesis, owes its origin to this Realm of 

Blessed Stillness.  The expression—eight points of light extending out in all directions—

is Formed through the Rotations of the Blessed Process of Creation, Initial Rotations.  

The Great Spiraling which occurs at the basis of all Form, this process of Creating, 

generates the eight points of Light, the eight pyramids of this Mighty Form of this Era of 

Eternal Light. 

The Blessed eight points of the Radiant Great Star of Genesis are Formed on the basis of 

Silence.  The Silence is located in the Inner Core of the Beloved Great Star of Genesis.  

Out of this Inner Core Radiate Shooting Beams Spiraling out in eight directions.  This, 

Dear Ones, is the Structure of our Beloved Great Star of Genesis—the Form for the Era 

of Eternal Light.   

In the center is Silence, Stillness—the greater the Silence the more dynamic the actions 

surrounding it.  Out of this Great Silence Emerges the brilliant shooting rays of Light, 

Forming the Blessed Network of the Light of Genesis for all.  This Blessed Network of 

the Light of Genesis is Formed through the Proper Placement of the Blessed Star Cells; 

each an Eight Pointed Star, each Reflecting the Energy contained in the Mighty Great 

Form of the Beloved Great Star of Genesis. 

The proper placement:  the placement in the lands and in the waters of Earth, the 

placement according to the residue of action.  Action—impressions left in the memory of 

the location.  We will position these Blessed Star Cells according to the population.   

Impressions get deposited into the Earth’s structure through the thoughts and actions of 

the individuals of each continent. There will be separate methods applied to the 

positioning of each cluster of Star Cells for each continent.   

Yes, Dear Ones, now based on this Blessed day of great Silence, let the dynamic actions 

be launched to Form the Blessed Network of the Light of Genesis.  All hands are 
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required.  The work is for our Beloved Masters of the Light of Genesis, our trained 

Masters of the Art of Creating. 

The placement of the Beloved Chambers of Eternal Light—in your homes, in your 

areas—working together to support the creation and placement of our Beloved Network 

of the Light of Genesis. 

In the coming days, following this Blessed day of the Great Silence, we will commence 

assembling and training the Precious Star Cells within this Phase of Creation of the 

Network of the Light of Genesis. 

Enjoy the Sublime Blessings of the pure Silence which has Emerged today in the 

Brilliance and Fullness of the Glory of Eternal Light. 

Many Blessings Dear Ones. 
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March 13, 2013 

 

Master Lantos  

 

This Great Miracle of Creation 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

There exists, on every Layer of Creation, a particular energy—certain impulses of 

Creation, certain vibrations.  These impulses give rise to the expressions of life on that 

layer of existence.   

An apple seed will only give rise to an apple tree.  It will not grow into a coconut tree or 

an orange tree.  The Form of the apple seed contains the Energy, the Knowledge, the 

Structure which gives rise to the Formation of the fully developed apple tree.  This entire 

body of information, the entire Form of the apple tree, is contained within this small seed, 

which one may easily hold within the palm of the hand.   

Can you imagine the surprise if this connection is unknown to an individual.  One may 

point to the mighty apple tree and then to the seed and say, “You see, this too contains the 

energy, the Knowledge, the Form, of that mighty structure”.  Such a surprise—the person 

would receive a great shock.  How can this be?  The Knowledge and the Form, the 

Energy of that Great Structure, is contained within this tiny seed. 

Yes, Dear Ones, it is a great amazement that the energy, the Knowledge, of the Beloved 

Form of the Era of Eternal Light—the mighty structure of the Beloved Great Star of 

Genesis—is contained within the Blessed Star Cell, which can be held easily within the 

palm of the hand. 

Just consider for a moment, this great miracle of Creation—such a great Blessing.  The 

energy, the Knowledge, of the mighty structure of the Great Star of Genesis may be held 

in the palm of the hand.   

Just as the seed requires proper placement, a proper environment for its growth, so too, 

the Blessed Star Cells require a specific environment, a specific placement for the 

development into the Full Value of the Mighty Form. 

Now we are speaking of the Layers of Creation, the positioning of the Star Cells into 

specific Formations, specific Arrangements.  These, Dear Ones, are the Formations of the 

Chambers of Eternal Light—the Assembly of Star Cells laid out in a specific pattern 

according to the location of the placement on Earth—the placement on the land, the 

placement in the waters, the placement in the lower levels of altitude, the placement in 

the higher levels of altitude. 

We will have four different types of arrangements of the Star Chambers.  The positioning 

of the Chambers of Eternal Light throughout the lands and waters of the world is to be 

designed according to population.   
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Soon, very soon, we will enter the process of the creation of the Blessed Star Cells.  Each 

Cell will contain the Blessed energy, the Knowledge, the dynamics of the mighty 

structure of the Beloved Great Star of Genesis.  Each Star Cell is a Precious Form, a 

Form containing the Energy—the brilliant Radiance of the mighty Star of the Era of 

Eternal Light.   

We are Forming the Blessed Network of the Light of Genesis.  We are Forming the 

Blessed Network to stretch across the Earth, Purifying, removing the residue of action.   

This Blessed Network of the Light of Genesis consists of one Chamber of Eternal Light 

for every one million population.  This is the great power of the Radiance of the Beloved 

Star Cells. 

Dear Ones, with your Beloved assistance and dedication, we will generate this Blessed 

Form for the Era of Eternal Light. 

Many Blessings Dear Ones. 
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March 17, 2013 

 

Master Lantos  

 

One Chamber of Eternal Light for Every One Million Population 

Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

Do we have our coordinators?   

Cindy: 

And I answered his question that I believe we have several of the coordinators selected.  

And then he continued, 

Lantos: 

Our Blessed coordinators will begin to construct a plan for the proper placement of the 

Beloved Chambers of Eternal Light for each continent, based upon the population—the 

locations of greatest population.  There can be an Assembly of Chambers of Eternal Light 

in areas of great population. 

For each continent, look at the maps, maps which detail the populations for each region 

of the world.  Areas of greatest density must receive the greatest numbers of Star Cells.  

Within each continent, the designation is for one Chamber of Eternal Light for every one 

million population.   

Each Beloved Chamber of Eternal Light consists of Ten Star Cells.  These Blessed Star 

Cells, Assembled in the Clusters Forming Chamber of Eternal Light, will rid the lands of 

the residue of the effects of action—human condition, thoughts, actions.  The residue 

must be cleared away.   

The Blessed Chambers of Eternal Light are not only responsible for the clearing away of 

the past, together they Form the Beloved Network of the Light of Genesis, the structure 

for the Emergence of the Great Star of Genesis—the Form for the Era of Eternal Light.   

The Phase of Creation is under way.  Soon we will be Generating the Beloved Star Cells.  

By the middle of this year, we will have positioned the first one thousand Chambers of 

Eternal Light, and we will be set to receive the instructions for the personal use of the 

Star Cells, as well as our Blessed Water Cells. 

Let the coordinators create the maps for the Network of the Light of Genesis—the plan 

for the Network of the Light of Genesis.  We will review this plan.  We will review these 

maps, charting the general placement of the Chambers of Eternal Light for each 

continent.   

It is very good, very good. 

With the assistance from all, we will move to create this Blessed Network of the Light of 

Genesis. 

Many Blessings Dear Ones. 
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March 20, 2013 

 

Master Lantos  

 

The Global Network of the Light of Genesis 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

The Blessed Network of the Light of Genesis—we will refer to this Blessed directive as 

the Global Network of the Light of Genesis—yes, the Global Network of the Light of 

Genesis.  Our Beloved Linda is our Global Coordinator and Director of the Light of 

Genesis with our Blessed coordinators for each continent. 

Tomorrow we will announce the names of our Blessed Continental Coordinators of the 

Global Network of the Light of Genesis.  This beautiful seminar will offer each 

individual the full scope of Knowledge of the Sublime Activities which have 

commenced.  The detailed Knowledge of the structuring of the framework of the Global 

Network of the Light of Genesis for the Emergence of the Mighty Form of the Era of 

Eternal Light—the Beloved Mighty Great Star of Genesis. 

Blessed Masters of the Light of Genesis, Masters of the Art of Creating, you are each 

presented with a Blessed Invitation to align your attention, your activities, your support, 

with the Radiance of the Global Network of the Light of Genesis in constructing the 

framework to support the Beloved Form for the Era of Eternal Light—the mighty Great 

Star of Genesis.  Aligning the life force of the individual with this Blessed activity; one 

receives the Radiance, the Sublime Energy, from the Beloved Great Star of Genesis. 

We are focusing on the Full Range of Structuring the Layers for this Global Framework, 

from the Layers of the Smallest Expression—the Individual Star Cell--through the Layers 

of Increasing Expressions of Fullness—the Clusters of Star Cells, which we Call 

Chambers of Eternal Light—the Collections of these Chambers within the boundaries of 

areas of great populations, ascending to the scale of the great regions and continents of 

Earth. 

From the tiny Star Cell Rising Upwards, to the Layer of Greatest Expression of the 

Mighty Great Star of Genesis—the Fully Formed Expression of the Beloved Global 

Network of the Light of Genesis. 

Tomorrow, Dear Ones, we will Receive the Knowledge of every Aspect of this Blessed 

Unfoldment of the Era of Eternal Light. 

Many Blessings Dear Ones. 
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March 24, 2013 

 

Master Lantos  

 

The Precious Water Cells Act for the Waters of Earth 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

The Form of the Era of Eternal Light is the Beloved Mighty Great Star of Genesis.  This 

Form will Emerge in its Full brilliance as the framework of the great Global Network of 

the Light of Genesis is structured for the Earth. 

We may understand this process more easily and clearly as we consider the process of the 

construction of a home, a dwelling.  A dwelling is the framework, or form, for the 

activities of a family.  In a house with only one or two rooms, the family’s activities are 

limited, limited by the lack of certain features.  For instance, this one or two room home 

does not have a kitchen and, thus, does not support the function of preparing the meals. 

In this structure—a framework without a kitchen—the path of the family, the activities of 

the family, remains limited.  Great efforts must be applied in order to prepare the meals in 

such a house.  The lack of a kitchen does not entirely prevent the food preparations.  We 

do not say that it is impossible to prepare the foods; only, we say that in such a house, in 

such a form, the activity of cooking is not supported. 

As it happens, some time passes and a new house is constructed for the family.  It is a 

very great Blessing for the family.  In this new house, this New Form, there is a greater 

number of rooms—the sleeping and bathing rooms, a kitchen, a library, a play room.  As 

the family enters this new dwelling, it is quite automatic that the daily activities expand to 

include actions which were not supported by the previous form.  The young children play 

in the playroom, the older children perform their studies in the library and the meals are 

prepared with great ease in the kitchen.  The activities are performed with ease, owing to 

the support offered by the form. 

Dear Ones, in such a manner the activities of life are performed, carried out within the 

structure of the framework, within the structure of the Form for that particular Era.  A 

Form with limitations will not support Greater Expressions of Life.  Life’s Full Value 

will not easily be attained under the conditions of a form with many limitations.   

This is the Time of the Great Transformation.  It is the shifting of the Form—the shifting 

of the very Structure through which Life’s Activities are carried out.  Actions are 

performed by every individual and, yet, these Actions are performed on the Stage.  The 

Stage is the Platform on which the Actions are performed.  It is the same Structure, the 

Platform—we refer to it as the Form of the Era.  The Form of the Era of Eternal Light is 

the Beloved Mighty Great Star of Genesis. 

Yes, good, very good. 
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The Global Network of the Light of Genesis is to establish the Blessed framework for the 

Emergence of this Mighty Form. 

Each Star Cell is the Reflection, the dewdrop of the Blessed Radiant Mighty Form.  The 

drop is the Reflection of the ocean—the relationship of the ocean with the drop.  The 

structure, the nature of the ocean, is contained within the drop. 

Collectively, the Precious Star Cells Form the Clusters, and these Clusters Form the 

Global Network to Support the Emergence of the Mighty Form—the Beloved Great Star 

of Genesis.  The Star Cells act for the lands of Earth.  The Precious Water Cells act for 

the waters of Earth.  The Water Cells perform a separate function.  The function of the 

Water Cells, assembled into Water Chambers, is to generate a cosmic energy—an energy, 

a vibration, one may even call it a sound—which is of the highest order.  These Precious 

Water Chambers are receptacles brilliantly reflecting the Radiant Beams of the Great Star 

of Genesis as they encircle the Earth, Blessing All. 

Now, Dear Ones, we will position these Blessed Water Chambers in the major bodies of 

water—the Earth’s ocean and the great waters of the Earth.  In turn, we will receive the 

great Blessings from these waters.  The waters will be changed; the waters will offer the 

Earth the frequency, the energy, for the structuring of the Beloved Global Network of the 

Light of Genesis for All. 

We will ask for a Coordinator for the Waters.  This Coordinator will work together with 

our Beloved Masters of the Light of Genesis across the Globe, in placing Water 

Chambers in each of the great waters of Earth. 

Based upon size, we will distribute and place into the waters, some number, some 

number in the vicinity of 3,000, Water Chambers.  Based upon the proportion of Earth’s 

surface, we will position these Blessed Water Chambers.  Some consideration will be 

offered for depths, but greater emphasis is placed on the spread of the water across the 

surface of the Earth, the surface area.  Only some small consideration is added, some 

extra several chambers may be added for greater depths.   

Yes, yes, very good, very good. 

We will discuss this further in great detail with the maps.  We will examine the maps. 

Yes, very good.  It is beautiful. 

Many Blessings Dear Ones. 
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March 27, 2013 

 

Master Lantos  

 

These Blessed Clusters of Sublime Energy will Awaken the Lands 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

Silence is the core.  Within the field of action, one locates within the Silence.  Our 

Blessed Star Cells radiate out brilliant Beams of Sublime Light—Beams like brilliant 

lightning bolts, streaming out in all directions.  This brilliant activity, issued on the 

surface, is generated by the source of this energy.  The source of the energy of the Star 

may be traced to the dynamics which occur within the Core of the Star. 

The outer expressions of bursting Light and Energy arise out of the process which occurs 

within the Great Star.  Like this, in this same manner, the Blessed Mighty Great Star of 

Genesis is the energy source which is reflected by each individual Star Cell.  Each Star 

Cell is a brilliant Reflection of the Blessed Energy of the Beloved Great Star of Genesis.  

Eight points, radiating out in all directions—the Blessed Form for the Era of Eternal 

Light. 

Now, we will place these assemblies of Star Cells in the proper arrangements, according 

to layer, according to continent.  These Blessed Clusters of Sublime Energy will Awaken 

the lands—Clearing the Memory, wiping clean the residue from past influence, action—

the Impressions which have been deposited into the Structure of the Lands.  These 

Structures, these Impressions, Influence the Quality of Life for all in that location.  And, 

the lands of every location impact the Structure of the Global Form.   We refer to this 

Global Body as the Form of the Earth, as the Global Form. 

At this time of the Great Transformation, this Earth is experiencing the Great Shift from 

the previous form to the Form of the New Era, the Era of Eternal Light.  The Expression 

of this Form, the Structure of this Form, is the Beloved Mighty Great Star of Genesis. 

Through our Blessed Global Network of the Light of Genesis we are placing these 

Blessed Star Cells, arranged in proper assemblies, to rid the areas of the residue which 

still remains, existing within the lands and waters of the Earth.  We are positioning the 

Beloved Chambers of Eternal Light, and the Water Chambers, to rid the Earth of these 

impressions which have been deposited into the structure of the Earth—through the 

thoughts, the actions, the impulses of activity—generated by the individuals of every 

continent.  Together we are Forming the Beloved Global Network of the Light of 

Genesis. 

Dear Ones, the Invitation is for Action—Action to accomplish the Sublime Blessings 

which await all Existence at this very time in Creation. 

It is very good, very good Dear Ones. 

Many Blessings. 
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March 31, 2013 

 

Master Lantos  

 

A Great Joy to Announce the Star of Genesis Training Course 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

It is a great joy, a great joy.   

We will structure the course for the training of our Blessed Masters of the Global 

Network of the Light of Genesis.  A course to offer the Techniques for utilizing the 

Blessed energy of the New Form which arrives for this Blessed Era of Eternal Light—the 

Mighty Great Star of Genesis. 

We will train our Beloved Masters in the Techniques for healing, Techniques for 

increasing the vibration of the environment—beginning with the household—Techniques 

for guiding one’s life along the proper path.  The path is marked by the Beloved Mighty 

Great Star of Genesis.  The Star of Genesis is the Guide, the Tool which will guide one in 

the proper direction. 

When there is a problem, a dilemma, the solution is seen by the Guiding Light.  The 

Beloved mighty Great Star of Genesis shines as the Guiding Light of the New Era, the 

Form of the Era of Eternal Light—a Star, a Mighty Star.   

Yes, Dear Ones, you will receive the proper training whereby this Blessed Tool, the 

Beloved Star Cell, will serve as the guiding light; Illumining the Path, Illuming the 

Goal—the great Star which shines in the sky, signaling the Goal. 

Dear Ones, such a vision has been received on Earth in prior times—the sign of the Great 

Star.  At those times, in those earlier periods, the Star would appear, only to again 

disappear.  The Blessed Mighty Star—the Great Star of Genesis—is the Form which, 

once structured through our Beloved Global Network of the Light of Genesis, will shine 

with great streaming rays, extending outwards in all directions.   

Once the framework has been achieved, the Beloved Great Star of Genesis will assume 

the position as Guiding Light for Earth’s New Era—the Form for the Era of Eternal 

Light.  This Light will shine with great fiery brilliance for tens of thousands of years, 

before settling into its Subtler Form. 

Dear Ones, it is a great joy—today it is a great joy—to announce the Star of Genesis 

Training Course for our Beloved Masters of the Global Network of the Light of Genesis.  

It is a great joy. 

Many Blessings. 
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April 3, 2013 

 

Master Lantos  

 

These Blessed Star Clusters Cleanse the Earth 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

Dear Masters of the Light of Genesis, our steps are supported by Great Elements, Great 

Beings of Light, as well as the direction of Time.  We are structuring the Blessed Global 

Network of the Light of Genesis—the Blessed Network Formed by the Chambers of 

Eternal Light placed in set locations across the lands and waters of the Earth. 

As a Plan Forms, even the Formation has an effect on the environment.  Yes, even the 

Structuring of the Blessed Global Network of the Light of Genesis, in this Phase of 

Creation, in this Phase of Formation, even this—the early Steps of Activities—has 

Generated a Wave of Energy and Light.  Even before one embarks upon a significant 

activity, one may experience a taste prior to the activity.  At this time, we will gather all 

Forces of Support, all hands of Assistance, in order to Accomplish the Formation of the 

Blessed Global Network of the Light of Genesis.   

The Essence of the Structure of the Great Star of Genesis is contained within the 

individual Star Cell.  Together the Clusters of Cells Form the Beloved Chambers of 

Eternal Light, emitting the Energy of the Blessed Form of the Mighty Great Star of 

Genesis to the surroundings. 

Positioned in locations around the world, these Great Clusters of Light Form the 

framework for the Blessed Global Network of the Light of Genesis.  It is very beautiful, 

very beautiful.  We are ridding the body of Earth of the impact of human action, the 

residue of human condition, the memory of action stored in the lands and waters of Earth. 

These Blessed Star Clusters cleanse the Earth, the lands, the waters, of these negative 

deposits—one Chamber for every one million population, centering in the locations of 

greatest population.  The positioning of the Clusters according to population will Bring 

Forth the Full Radiance of this Blessed Great Form for the Era of Eternal Light.  Yes, it is 

very good, very good. 

Now, let us act together to Form this Great Structure for all. 

Many Blessings Dear Ones. 
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April 7, 2013 

 

Master Lantos  

 

Make Way for the Arrival of the Beloved Mighty Great Star of Genesis 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

Today, on this Blessed Sun Day, the Knowledge arrives to us in the Form of one simple 

instruction:  Make Way for the arrival of the Beloved Mighty Great Star of Genesis.  Yes, 

beautiful—the Beloved Mighty Great Star of Genesis: Make Way, Make Way!  We have 

received the instructions establishing one Blessed Chamber for every one million 

population.   

The human structure is a Form, which both generates impulses of energy, impulses of 

activity, as well as receives impulses of energy from the environment.  One knows the 

effects of energy on the human structure—electrical energy has an effect, magnetic 

energy has an effect, sound energy has an effect.  All Forms of Energy have an Influence 

on the condition of the human system.  Likewise, the human system generates its own 

influence—this is the influence of action.  Action is energy, energy which radiates to the 

environment—affecting not only the actor, the one generating the action, but also 

impacting the surroundings.  The effects of these actions are stored in the lands and 

waters of the Blessed Earth.  The Earth is impacted by these stored actions—actions 

which affect the quality of the overall condition of the Earth, and in turn, the Earth’s 

ability to support life.  You see—one affects the other. 

Over Time the Earth’s system cleanses itself from many of these residues.  This process 

occurs both naturally, through the Earth’s own mechanisms, as well as through the 

continual influence of actions generated.  The Earth is continuously cleansing itself, 

through measures such as storms, rains, fires, winds—these features serve as the tools to 

cleanse, to purify itself from residues of action, deposits which have been stored in the 

physical structures of Earth. 

This purification may also be accomplished from the side of human action.  As the 

positive vibration of action increases, much of these negative residues are uplifted, 

eliminated from the structure of the lands and waters.  But there still exists some deposits 

of the past, some residues we call them.  These residues continue to influence the lives of 

all.  All life is affected by these remaining packets of past action.  Even after the rocks 

have been cleared from the road, some dirt is left behind—some particles, some smaller 

pieces—still making it dangerous to navigate. 

Dear Ones, it has taken many thousands of years to clear away the old boulders, the large 

impediments, causing the suffering seen existing generation after generation.  In this 

Blessed Time, this Blessed Time of the Great Transformation, we hail the great removal 

of these large impediments to life.  And yet, there still exists some hesitation, some 
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conditions, preventing the Full Experience of the Sublime Radiance of the Era of Eternal 

Light. 

The framework of the home, the structure of the home, must be fully constructed before 

the owner enters the dwelling.  Yes.  For this, for this, Dear Ones, we are assembling the 

Blessed Global Network of the Light of Genesis, constructing the framework for the Era 

of Eternal Light, and it is upon this Platform that the Beloved Mighty Great Star of 

Genesis—the Form for the Era of Eternal Light—may Emerge in full Radiance, shining 

with Sublime Brilliance to guide all life for thousands of years to come. 

Today, we are simply instructed to make way, make possible, make preparations to offer 

your assistance and dedication to assembling these Chambers of Eternal Light, placing 

them according to population around the world.  We have the maps—our Blessed 

coordinators for each continent have generated maps, indicating numbers and locations 

for the placement of these Chambers within each region of each continent.  We will soon 

have available the first 1,000 Chambers of Eternal Light for distribution.   

Dear Beloved Masters of the Light of Genesis, while it is important to assemble the 

proper number of chambers for your own region, it is equally important to accomplish the 

Formation of the framework in other regions of the world, as this Blessed Network of the 

Light of Genesis is truly a Global Network.  And, while the bedroom and closet may be 

constructed, the framework is not complete until the kitchen and living rooms have also 

been completed.  Each region is important, each region is significant to structuring the 

Whole, and Wholeness is required, Wholeness is required. 

Very good, very good. 

Many Blessings Dear Ones. 
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April 10, 2013 

 

Master Lantos  

 

Each Chamber of Eternal Light will be Set According to Each Location 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

Very good, we are Forming the framework, we are constructing the framework.  Each 

Chamber of Eternal Light will be set according to each location.  Each Chamber of 

Eternal Light will be tuned according to the frequency of that layer within that particular 

continent. 

The signals must be transmitted properly, just as in the case of the satellite network.  

Each satellite dish must be pointed in the proper direction so as to receive and carry the 

proper signals.  Each Chamber is designed to both receive as well as transmit.  We are 

constructing the Beloved Global Network of the Light of Genesis.  Upon this Platform, 

upon this framework, the Mighty Great Star of Genesis Emerges as the Form for our 

Blessed Earth. 

Each Blessed Chamber of Eternal Light is tuned in such a way as to send and receive the 

Blessed beams of the Great Star.  Each individual Cell is a Reflection of the whole.  

Within this structure is the brilliant Reflection of the Radiant Dynamics of the Blessed 

Great Star of Genesis.  Each Cell interacts with the other Cells, Forming the Unit, the 

Cluster, the Radiant Chamber of Eternal Light.  Together, these Blessed Radiant Units 

Generate the Radiant Form of Wholeness. 

Dear Ones, the Blessed upcoming course—the Star of Genesis Training Course—will 

offer the Knowledge, the instructions, for utilizing these Blessed Tools.  We will offer the 

Knowledge, the instructions, for initializing the Holy Waters with our Precious Water 

Cell.  We will practice the Procedures to receive the Guiding Light of the Blessed Great 

Star of Genesis with our Star Cells.  Yes, Dear Ones, you will become Masters of the 

Global Network of the Light of Genesis and receive all Knowledge:  all Knowledge, all 

Knowledge. 

Very good. 

Many Blessings Dear Ones. 
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April 14, 2013 

 

Master Lantos  

 

A Worldwide Presence of the Blessed Star Cells of Genesis 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

Each expression of Creation has Form.  As Creation Emerges, as Creation Emerges, it 

Emerges as Vibration.  Yes, Creation Emerges as Vibration.  This Energy, or Vibration, 

has a Specific Pattern, a Certain Pattern.  This Pattern is the Form—the Form of the 

Expression of Creation.  This is the Process of Creating, yes. 

Dear Masters of the Art of Creating, this is the Blessed process whereby—out of the 

Limitless Realm of Eternal Light—Creation Emerges, Form Emerges.  Yes, this Blessed 

process occurs on every level, on every scale of Creation—from the smallest scale to the 

largest scale.  From the Creation of the tiniest dust particles to the Formation of the 

grandest galaxies, the process is the same—it is the Process of Creation, the Process of 

Creating.   

Knowing this, understanding that this process is the same process, the same process for 

the Creation of all Form, one realizes that—even when we are speaking of the Creation of 

a Mighty Form, the Beloved Great Star of Genesis—we are speaking of the same 

process: it is the Process of Creating.  Yes.  It is good to always see the simplicity of 

Creation:  while the expressions of Creation are many, the Process of Creating remains 

the same.  

Our Blessed Global Network of the Light of Genesis will establish a World-Wide 

Presence of the Blessed Star Cells of Genesis.  The Reflections of the Energy and Form 

of the Beloved Mighty Great Star of Genesis, assembled together: ten of these Precious 

Star Cells generate the Energy, the Vibration of a Chamber of Eternal Light.  Each 

Chamber of Eternal Light transmits the energy across distances of Earth, cleansing the 

lands, clearing the lands, of the effects of human activity.  The Blessed Chamber of 

Eternal Light generates an influence of the Great Star of Genesis and Enlivens the energy 

to purify the negative residues stored in the lands and waters of the Earth. 

Past deeds, past thoughts, past events—these influences have been stored in the Earth as a 

residue and have been carried forward through time, burdening the Earth, causing 

disruptions in the cycles of the Earth, as well as creating disturbances in the patterns of 

the weather and climates of the Earth.  These influences, the burden of these residues, 

impact all life, all forms, causing disruptions, suffering, disease and war. 

At this great time, the mountains of memory have been released out of Earth’s 

atmosphere.  The Blessed Great Beings of Light, together with the ongoing Blessed 

activities of the Light on Earth, have cleansed the Earth to a very great degree.  In this 

Great Transformation, supported by the Great Cycle of Time, in this shift we now have 
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the Blessed opportunity to construct the framework whereupon the New Form for Earth 

may Emerge.  This Beloved Form is the Mighty Great Star of Genesis. 

Dear Ones, in these coming two, three months, we will place 1,000 Blessed Chambers of 

Eternal Light throughout many countries.  It is through the assistance of our Beloved 

Masters of the Radiant Light of Genesis that our Blessed Global Network of the Light of 

Genesis will Form.  Yes. 

It is beautiful, a beautiful structuring.  Beautiful. 

Many Blessings Dear Ones. 
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April 17, 2013 

 

Master Lantos  

 

A Star Master—Monarch of the Stars 
 

Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

We are opening the doors to the Great Light, the Great Light of Creation.  This is the 

transition—this process of opening the gates is just that.  We welcome the arrival of the 

New Era, we welcome the arrival of the Form of the Era of Eternal Light—the Beloved 

Mighty Great Star of Genesis.   

This is the Great Transformation—from the previous state to the state of Sublime 

Radiance—the Radiant Beams of the Great Star of Genesis.  All life proceeds in the 

direction of a greater state. 

As we Construct this Beloved Global Network of the Light of Genesis we are 

Constructing the Framework to Support this greater state. To have in one’s own home 

this Precious structure is a great Blessing.  The structure of the Chamber of Eternal Light 

is such that the Brilliant Illuming Rays of the Mighty Star may be reflected or transmitted 

into the surrounding lands.  The effects go into the Earth.  The Earth absorbs this 

structure, this framework, and, as a result, the Earth releases its grip-hold on the 

impressions of the past—past actions, past thoughts.   

This Precious Chamber of Eternal Light automatically sends out the signals to other 

Chambers in the surrounding area.  The signals travel across the distances.  When picked 

up by another Chamber, there is an increase in the effect; there is an increase in the Light, 

an increase in the energy. 

It is like the traveling whales.  The whale travels the great distances across oceans:  

underwater, swimming and going along, proceeding along the designated path.  From 

time-to-time, the whale sends out the tone—the sound which carries great distances.  

When received by another whale this signal creates ripples of joy, it generates a 

collective effect, an increase of energy.  Collectively these Blessed Chambers of Eternal 

Light act to rid the lands of the remaining influences of human condition, allowing for the 

upsurgence of this Blessed Mighty Structure, the Form of the Era of Eternal Light. 

Cindy: 

And then he paused a long time, and I thought he was just done.  But then he went on and 

said, 

Lantos: 

A Star Master, Monarch of the Stars—this is the coming Knowledge, the coming 

experience for our Beloved Masters of the Sublime Light of Genesis. 

Very good, very good. 

Many Blessings Dear Ones. 
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April 21, 2013 

 

Master Lantos  

 

The Mighty Form Emerging to Support All Life 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

This Global Network, yes, this Global Network of the Light of Genesis—it is a structure, 

it is a Web-Work.  Do you see?  Each Chamber is a clear Reflection of the Great Star of 

Genesis.  The brilliant rays expand outwards in all directions.   

The structure—the structure of the Blessed Star is a subject for discussion in our 

upcoming Course of Training.  During our Course of Training, we will investigate the 

nature of the Great Star of Genesis, as this Mighty Form is the Form for our Blessed 

Earth for the Era of Eternal Light. 

We will gain the Techniques for the use of the Star Cells.  These Precious individual 

Tools are the Units of the Blessed Form of the Era of Eternal Light.  The Units, the 

Cells—together a Cluster of these individual Cells Forms the Chamber.  A Chamber is 

Formed out of the arrangement, the specific sequence, of these Precious Cells, Units.  

These Blessed Star Cells shine with Streaming Brilliance, Lighting the Path, indicating 

the Proper Path, Signaling the Goal—yes, the Goal which is at hand. 

As these Chambers of Eternal Light are assembled for each region, each region becomes 

illumined, connected.  In this manner, the Network is structured.  Very good. 

We are constructing the Platform for the Blessed Form of the Great Star of Genesis.  This 

is the mighty Form emerging to support all life, all activity, for the Blessings of All for 

thousands of years to come. 

Many Blessings Dear Ones. 
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April 24, 2013 

 

Master Lantos  

 

The Beloved Great Star of Genesis is the Coming Form for Our Blessed Earth 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

This is it!  This is it!  The Form, we are commenting now on the Form of the Era of 

Eternal Light.  Within the Form abides the complete Value of Expression—such 

Perfection, such Perfection of Expression.  The Expressions come forth out of the 

Form—out of the Form the Expressions Emerge.  The Form is the basis, the Framework.  

That which is not contained within the Form will not be Expressed.  This is a very 

beautiful point, very beautiful.   

One does not go to the flower shop to purchase a car.  One can only Acquire that which is 

Supported by the Form.  From within the flower shop the selection may be made for the 

Tulips.  The selection may be made for the white Tulips or the yellow Tulips, the 

selection may be made for the red Roses—many choices, a full range of choices.  Yet, 

this is the form of the flower shop—all flowers, all plants—but there is no ability to 

acquire a vehicle here.  The thought for purchasing a vehicle does not even arise while 

browsing around the lanes of the flowers.  This is the role of the Form, the Form. 

The Form Acts as a Filter, out of the Complete Range of Fullness; the Filter Acts to allow 

certain Qualities, certain Expressions to Emerge.  You see?  The Form determines the 

Array of Expressions Emerging out of Fullness.  The Form Establishes the Channels, the 

Pathways of Expression for Creation. 

Fullness Flows through these Open Channels.  And who designs this Blessed Structure?   

The Great Cosmic Architect, the Great Universal Being of Light possessing the Vision—

Complete Vision, Vision to Perceive the Unfoldment, the Dynamics of Interaction as 

time unfolds. 

Through the Unfoldment of time all these Expressions Emerge along the Pathways 

Defined by the Form of the Era.  A beautiful Vision, a complete Vision. 

Now, Dear Ones, in this Time of the Great Transformation, the Form—that Filter for the 

Structure of Creation—the Form is Shifting.  It is a Great Cosmic Shift, from the old to 

the New.  From one house, one structure, to a New Structure.  The Significance is 

Great—Total, Complete.   

While there may be similarities from one dwelling to another, the Experience will be 

Greatly Altered—the family living in one home shifting to another.  Now the family may 

Experience the Greater Possibilities coming along with the new home, Greater 

Possibilities—bedrooms, library, entertainment, swimming.  Experiences which were 

unavailable in the old dwelling will be at the fingertips, easy access with the New 

Structure.   
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Like this the Form, the Precious mighty Form of the Era of Eternal Light, will offer a vast 

increase in all that is possible—all that is available in the experience of the expressions of 

Creation.  This is a New Form, a Platform for the expressions of Creation.   

The Beloved Great Star of Genesis is the coming Form for our Blessed Earth.  Yes, Dear 

Ones, this is the significance of the Blessed structure, the Blessed Form of Eternal Light.  

It is, for this reason, that we are establishing the Global Network of the Light of Genesis 

to generate the Web-Work of Light, Energy, around the World, for the Emergence of this 

Blessed Mighty Form of Creation. 

Many Blessings Dear Ones. 
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April 28, 2013 

 

Master Lantos  

 

We Are Preparing for Great Action 

 
Lantos: 

The leader of a nation wields the directorship for the people of the nation.  The greater 

the nation, the greater the authority held by the post of leadership.  The leader is the 

Reflection of that which is led.  The leader of a great corporation is met with reverence 

and respect.   It is like this, like this.   

Our Blessed coordinators for each region, for each continent—our Blessed coordinators 

reflect the energy associated with the Formation of the Network of the Light of Genesis 

for that area—the Mighty Energy associated with the collection of Star Cells, the 

assemblies of Chambers of Eternal Light for that region, that continent.  Soon Dear 

Masters of the Light of Genesis, very soon, our Beloved Chambers of Eternal Light will 

be ready for placement. 

The Phase of Creation has commenced and soon we will require the many hands of Light 

for the positioning of these Beloved Chambers of Eternal Light.  Each Chamber must be 

positioned to bless an area of the land.  Placement of the assemblies of Star Cells in the 

proper arrangements will purify the lands, will awaken the lands; purifying the lands 

from the past influence, the residue of action.  We are clearing the memory, the residue of 

human condition.  Our Blessed Global Network of the Light of Genesis will purify the 

lands and waters of the Earth. 

Dear Ones, this is the call for action, action to complete the Phase of Creation, action to 

implement the Phase of Placement.  Through these activities we will structure the 

Platform for the Form for the Era of Eternal Light—the Beloved Mighty Star of Genesis.  

We are preparing for great action. 

Your many months of experience with the Blessed Techniques for Creating have 

prepared your cells for this great period of change.  Now, again Dear Ones, as we await 

the arrival of our Blessed Star Cells—the Pure Reflections of the Great Star of Genesis—

we will practice on these Sun Days, again, our Blessed Technique of Transformation. 

Today, following this message, each individual, in the comfort of the home, should again 

sit and practice our Beloved Technique of Transformation.  Yes.  With this instruction we 

will begin. 

Many Blessings Dear Ones. 
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May 1, 2013 

 

Master Lantos  

 

The Beloved Water Cells are Initialized Specifically for Each Individual  

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

 

The Blessed Star Cells:  these Blessed Points of Light reflect the beautiful structure of the 

Great Star of Genesis.  Yes, it is a great amazement!   

 

The Energy, the Structure, the Nature of the Mighty Great Star of Genesis, can be 

Awakened within a small, small Form.  Such brilliance, such blinding Radiance 

generated by the Dynamics of the Process of Creating, Awakened in an object which can 

fit in the palm of the hand.  It is the brilliance of a Spark.  Yes, the Blessed Star Cell is 

like the brilliance of a tiny Spark.  

 

Within the Nature of the tiny Spark Exists the Qualities of the Great Fire.  Even this tiny 

Reflection of the great whole can ignite a blaze.  The Spark possesses the same Form, the 

same qualities, as the great blaze—one Spark—it is Precious in its nature.  A cluster of 

Sparks interact to express more fully the Nature of the full blaze.  Like this, like this, our 

tiny Star Cell is the Reflection of the Mighty Great Star of Genesis.  Like this, like this, 

our Precious Water Cells serve as the drop, the Precious drop, reflecting the mighty 

fullness of the ocean.  

 

The Beloved Water Cells are initialized specifically for each individual.  Each individual 

will provide the information of the full name and the birth day.  With this information the 

Water Cells will be initialized for the specific sequence code of the individual.  It is a 

blueprint, a blueprint of Life—the code of memory, the channels of Light—through  

which Life passes, Life progresses.   

 

Life is lived on these bands of Light—the Channels of action, memory—specific to each 

individual.  The Blessed Water Cells will be initialized with the Knowledge of the 

fullness of the individual blueprint, restoring the memory.  We will discuss the nature of 

the functioning of the Blessed Water Cells further.  

 

At this time we will sit comfortably together now.  Let us enjoy the practice of the 

Blessed Technique of Transformation.  

 

Many Blessings Dear Ones. 
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May 5, 2013 

 

Master Lantos  

 

Training Course and Celebration 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

The Blessed Water Cells, the Blessed tiny droplets of the Great Cosmic Ocean.  This, 

Dear Ones, this aspect of the Great Star of Genesis, is the Blessed Great Cosmic Ocean—

the flowing aspect of the New Form of the Era of Eternal Light.  It is the aspect of 

fluidity.  The Great Cosmic Ocean is the fluid aspect of the Mighty Form.  Do you see? 

For some time now, this Blessed Great Cosmic Ocean has approached our Sphere of 

Earth.  It is a great purifying influence; an influence of the highest vibration, the highest 

order.  Its very Presence Purifies—Purifies and Uplifts—raising the Vibration of all Life, 

establishing the Connection between the Forms on Earth with the Great Universal 

Energy. 

It is an Ocean of Energy, an Ocean of Life, an Ocean of the Motion of Light—Motion of 

Energy.  This, Dear Ones, is the Blessed Great Cosmic Ocean.  It has appeared at certain 

times in recent months, offering Great Blessings, Great Upliftment.   

As we establish our Beloved Global Network of the Light of Genesis, we will establish 

the Form to house, to support, the Blessed Great Ocean.  The two work together.  The 

Beloved Mighty Great Star of Genesis is the Form for our Blessed Earth.  The Beloved 

Great Cosmic Ocean is the Blessed Aspect of Motion—Purity.  These two aspects 

complement each other to Form the complete framework for the structure, the Form for 

our Beloved Earth.  It is the complete Form to support the highest experience of life, the 

highest order of Energy on Earth.   

We, Blessed Masters of the Light of Genesis, we are Forming this Global Network to 

support the Highest Experience of Life—the Experience of Eternal Light in all Aspects of 

living, all Expressions of Creation.  It is the Form which supports the experience of life.  

The Form acts as the Great Cosmic Filter to offer up the specific channels of possibilities.   

The Blessed Great Star of Genesis is the Form.  The Great Cosmic Ocean is the flowing 

aspect which interacts with this Blessed Mighty Form, together Forming the magnificent, 

Complete Value of Life—Supreme Value of Life, Supreme Value of Sublime Life, Life 

Experienced in Fullness, Fulfillment.   

We are offering Fulfillment to all through the structuring of this Beloved Global Network 

of the Light of Genesis.  Do you see the role now each one of our Beloved Masters of the 

Art of Creating is to Fulfill?  You are establishing Points of Light, Clusters of Light—

here, there, in every area of Earth—Forming a Global Network to support the Brilliant 

Light of the Great Star of Genesis.  It is not degrees of Fullness—Fullness Emerges as 
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Fullness.  It is not 80% Fullness, 90% Fullness—once it is there, it is there.  It is 

beautiful. 

We are discussing the nature of our Beloved Global Network of the Light of Genesis.  

Starting with the droplets of the Great Cosmic Ocean, the Blessed Water Cells, we are 

Forming the Water Chambers.  We will position these Blessed Water Chambers into the 

Oceans of Earth, just as the Oceans of Earth wrap around the lands of the Earth, together 

Forming a Whole.  Like this, the Great Cosmic Ocean wraps around the Beloved Mighty 

Great Star of Genesis, Forming a Complete Structure, a Supreme Form for the Blessings 

of all—a Form for the Era of Eternal Light. 

We will soon distribute these Precious Tools, Master Tools.  We will offer the training 

course to instruct our Beloved Masters of the Light in the proper use and placement of 

these Precious Instruments.  We will structure this course for July.  July is the time of the 

Great Assembly.   

During the Assembly of Light, we will train our Beloved Masters of the Light—one hour 

on the 7th of July, an hour on the 8th, an hour on the 9th.  On the 10th of July, we will 

Celebrate the Placement of the Beloved Chambers of Eternal Light around the World.  It 

will be the beginning of the great steps to achieve the Global Network of the Light of 

Genesis—the initial Placement of one thousand Chambers of Eternal Light around the 

World.  Beautiful, beautiful.  Training in the use of these Blessed Master Tools, training, 

and then Celebrating the Placement.  Beautiful. 

Let us connect with our dear Masters around the World.  Can this be accomplished with 

video?  Let us offer the visual Celebration to each of our Beloved Masters of the Light.  

Those working tirelessly to assist in the Great Transformation—the Transformation from 

limitations to the Life Illumined by the Limitless Value of Eternal Light.  Yes, let us 

show to all the great map of placements, the locations of the Blessed Clusters of Eternal 

Light, and the Water Chambers, together Forming the Blessed Global Network of the 

Light of Genesis.  Yes. 

Many Blessings to all. 
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May 8, 2013 

 

Master Lantos  

 

The Precious Structure of Creation is Brilliant 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

 

We will consider further the nature of the water droplet, the droplet of the vast and 

Mighty Ocean.  In this way, with this simple example, we may more clearly understand 

the Relationship of the Star Cell—the individual Star Cell—with the Mighty Great Star 

of Genesis.  

 

One droplet, one droplet—this single Expression contains the Essence of the Great and 

Vast Ocean.  The wetness, the saltiness—the similarities are there in Structure.  And, it is 

this Structure which Supports the Great Diversity of Life seen Existing within the Mighty 

Body of the Ocean.  We say the droplet offers the taste of the Ocean.  The droplet 

provides a clear Reflection of the Qualities of the Mighty, Vast Ocean.  

 

And yet, and yet—this is an important point—there is still yet something missing from 

the droplet, something missing.  That Element, that Missing Something, can only be 

found within the Collection of Many—Many Individual Droplets.  That which is missing 

can only be found in the Assembly of Many, the Collection of Many.  The Droplet, in and 

of itself, is a Great Representation of the Nature and Qualities of the Ocean, but 

something is Missing.  

 

What is Missing is Fullness, Fullness—that Fullness which Emerges out of the Collection 

of Individual Droplets.  Only then the True and Mighty Value of the Ocean Emerges.  

Only then, the tiny Droplet rejoices as the True Status of its own Nature is revealed.  Do 

you see? Nothing has changed for the Droplet of Ocean, individually it remains itself—

and yet, and yet, this tiny Droplet has Assumed the Status of the Mighty Ocean.  

 

This Transformation, this Transformation comes about through the Proper Assembly of 

the individual Droplets.  The change comes about through the Great Assembly, and it is 

through this Great Assembly that the whole array of New Possibilities Emerge.   

 

Though the Entire Whole is merely a Collection—an Assembly of individual Droplets—

Infinite New Possibilities Emerge as the Collection is Assembled.  The corals may grow, 

the whales may exist, the tides may Form, the waves may rise.  These Great Possibilities 

come out of the Collection.  Great Possibilities Emerge out of the Proper Assembly.  You 

see? 

 

Dear Masters of the Art of Creating, it is Brilliant.  The Precious Structure of Creation is 

Brilliant—a Brilliant Plan, a Brilliant Design.   
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The Reflection of the Mighty Ocean is contained in a Droplet.  The Mighty Tree Emerges 

from the tiny Seed.  The Source of the Great and Mighty Universe may be located within 

the smallest Values of Expression.  

 

When we say we are Forming a Global Network of the Light of Genesis, what we are 

saying is that we are Assembling the many, many Droplets in the Proper Form, the 

Proper Arrangement—the Precious Star Cells.  We are Assembling many, many Star 

Cells in the Proper Clusters and Positioning these Chambers of Eternal Light in the 

Suitable Locations throughout the world according to Population.  And, in so doing, we 

are generating the Expression of the Fullness of the Great Star of Genesis—the Mighty 

Form of this New Era of Eternal Light.  It is the Blessed Global Network which offers the 

Structure, the Proper Framework.  And, what Emerges?  Fullness.  It is brilliant, the 

design of Creation is Brilliant—such Simplicity at the basis of such Great Diversity.  

 

Dear Ones, through the Great Assistance and Support and dedication of our many 

Masters of the Light of Genesis, we are Creating this Blessed Global Network of the 

Light of Genesis.  Yes.  It is through your devoted support and efforts that this is coming 

about for our Blessed Earth.   

 

In the coming few weeks, we will have our first Star Cells and Water Cells; our first 

Chambers of Eternal Light and Water Chambers, to begin the Phase of Action, the Phase 

of Placement.  More and more Chambers are required for all parts of the World.  

 

Let us hear a report from our Blessed Continental Coordinators on the requirements for 

their regions.  In our upcoming Sun Day conference, let us hear the description of the 

Beautiful Design of the Plans for Placement.  On this coming Sun Day we will enjoy the 

reports from our Blessed Coordinators of the Global Network of the Light of Genesis.  

Yes, we will look forward to this Blessing of Knowledge. 

 

Very good. Very good.  

 

Many Blessings. 
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May 12, 2013 

 

Master Lantos  

 

It is the Mother’s Day 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

It is the Mother’s Day—the Blessed day Honoring the Source.  It is a day of Celebration 

for that Great Force of Creation responsible for All Life.  Mother is the grand title given 

to signify this position.  One has offered one’s life for the great purpose of Creating and 

Nourishing.  A higher role than this does not exist. With deepest reverence, we offer 

gratitude to every mother.  Beautiful—the day of this most beautiful Expression of Life, 

the day of this Expansion of Life.   

Now Dear Ones, on this celebratory day, we will hear from our Blessed Coordinators of 

each continent—those individuals with the broad scope of Vision, the heightened sense 

of Direction; along with a great capacity to Organize and Guide the Energy and 

Resources to accomplish the Goal of establishing the Global Network of the Light of 

Genesis. 

We will hear now from each Continental Coordinator, beginning with the continent with 

the greatest population, and in descending order, continue along until we have a complete 

Vision of the requirements for the World; the requirements for our Beloved Global 

Network of the Light of Genesis to Generate the Platform for the Mighty Great Star of 

Genesis—the Form for the Era of Eternal Light.  Yes, it is very good, very good. 

On this day, when Hearts and Minds are focused on the Highest Value of Creation, the 

Value of the Source, we will enjoy this Blessed Vision of the structuring of Fullness for 

our Blessed Earth.  It is the Emergence of the Highest Light, the Beloved Mighty Great 

Star of Genesis.  Yes, yes. 

Dear Masters of the Light, let us enjoy now these words of Vision from our Beloved 

Continental Coordinators. 

Many Blessings.  
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May 15, 2013 

 

Master Lantos  

 

This is the Great Shift of Time 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

These are the Blessed Days of Training.  One will look back upon these days with great 

appreciation for the steps taken.  It is the preparation.  Before Ascending to the Throne, 

there are some preparations, some training period.  Our Beloved Masters of the Art of 

Creating have been practicing the Blessed Steps of Creating, the Blessed Process—

Universal in its Nature—of the Art of Creating.  These things are learned through 

repetition.  Then, that which is learned is sustained.  It becomes a part of the life, a part of 

the day-to-day process of living.   

This is the Great Shift of Time.  We are in the Process of the Great Transformation of one 

Era into the next.  We will continue our steps along the Path.  These steps have Great 

Significance.  Each step is Significant in Structuring the Results.   

We are now in the Process of Creating the Framework for the Era of Eternal Light.  We 

are Assembling the Chambers of Eternal Light.  Our Beloved Continental Coordinators 

are establishing the designated locations for the positioning of these Blessed Chambers of 

Eternal Light.  All hands working together will Structure this Blessed Global Network of 

the Light of Genesis.  Upon this Framework of Light, the Mighty Great Star of Genesis 

will Emerge as the New Form for our Blessed Earth, the Form for the Era of Eternal 

Light for all.   

In only a few short days we will begin the process of distribution of these Blessed 

Chambers of Eternal Light.  We will commence the phase of placement, the phase of 

positioning.   

Each Blessed Star Cell is a Luminous Reflection of the Mighty Great Star of Genesis.  

Each Blessed Star Cell offers Brilliant Streaks of Lightning-like Radiance which travel 

out in all eight directions, shooting across great spaces.   

We may think of the Stars spread across the vast ocean of space.  One Star, so isolated, 

separated from others by enormous lengths of distance, and yet—and yet—the Light 

from this Brilliant Fiery Cell travels across all space, its Radiance reaching all other 

Stars.  Together they Connect; together they Form the Web-Work of the Great Galaxy.   

The positioning of each Precious Star in relation to each other will determine the Quality 

or Identity of that particular Galaxy.  Galaxies are Formed in certain Patterns or 

Formations according to the Placement of the Stars within that Galaxy.  One Formation 

may result in a Spiral Galaxy, another Formation may result in a different Pattern.  Each 

Pattern or Formation will have a particular set of Qualities and will behave in a specific 

manner.  
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Like this we have our Blessed Individual Star Cells—each Cell, a beautiful Reflection of 

the Mighty Great Star of Genesis.  When Assembled together we see the Formation of a 

Chamber of Eternal Light, a Cluster of Star Cells.   

According to the particular Formation, different Effects will be seen.  It is an important 

point to understand this Relationship of the Individual Star Cell with the Collection—an 

Assembly of Star Cells into the Specific Chambers of Eternal Light—one Galaxy here, 

one Galaxy there.  Together these Blessed Galaxies Form the Great Band of Universe.  It 

is the Collection.  Out of the Collection, Fullness Emerges.  The distances may be great, 

and yet they are Linked Together, one with the other, altogether.  The great Universe 

Emerges out of this Collection of each Individual Galaxy Formed in particular Patterns, 

Arrangements of the Blessed Iindividual Star Cells.   

Dear Ones, it is a Great Amazement, it is a Great Amazement.  Within each individual 

Star Cell is the Reflection of Totality—the Whole.  Fullness of the Form of the Great 

Mighty Star of Genesis is Reflected within the Precious Star Cell.  The grandeur of the 

Great Tree is Reflected within the tiny Seed.  Yes, this is the Blessed Vision.   

You will be given the details of the specifics for placement in the Training Course.  Now, 

Precious Masters of the Light of Genesis, let us Assemble this Great Form.  Let us 

Assemble this Great Universal Form of the Mighty Great Star of Genesis for Earth.   

Very good.  It is very good.   

Many Blessings.  
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May 19, 2013 

 

Master Lantos  

 

A Universe of Possibilities 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

Now we will consider the Formation of the Blessed Global Network of the Light of 

Genesis.  Night and day, day and night—this is our focus.  The focus is on Structuring the 

Platform, the basis, the Web-Work of the Channels of Light for the Emergence of the 

Great Form—the Mighty Great Star of Genesis. 

This should be in the thoughts of every Blessed Master of the Light of Genesis.  In so 

structuring this Blessed Network, we Structure the Home, the Residence for the New Era.  

The Path of Life is lived in the Conditions set forth by the Environment.  The Actions of 

Life are enjoyed; Life Finds Expression through the Structure of the Form Present. 

We will take an example—one living in the desert will not learn the wonders of the 

ocean.  The form of the desert will support other activities, but not the familiarity with the 

ocean journeys. 

Precious Masters of the Art of Creating, we are Experiencing the Period of Great 

Transformation—one complete State of Existence, one Complete Set of Possibilities, 

Shifting to give rise to a Blessed New State—New Possibilities, a Universe of 

Possibilities, lively within the Structure of the Form of this Blessed Era of Eternal Light. 

We are discussing the Nature of the Blessed Great Star of Genesis, the Mighty Eight-

Pointed Star of Supreme Light.  Each Point contains the Dynamics of Creating, Radiating 

out from the Center, from the Core, to each Direction of Creation—the Process of 

Creating Awakening all in every Direction.  It is beautiful, beautiful. 

It is time now for all to see our Blessed Star Cell, the Pure Reflection of the Great Light 

of the Mighty Great Star of Genesis.  This image must be seen by our Beloved Masters of 

the Light.  It is the image of our Beloved Star Cells.   

Very good, very good. 

We are approaching that Blessed Time of Commencement of the Phase of Positioning. 

It is beautiful.   

Very good, very good Dear Masters of the Light. 

Many Blessings. 
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May 22, 2013 

 

Master Lantos  

 

We are Celebrating the Commencement of the Global Network  

of the Light of Genesis 

 
Lantos: 

It is beautiful, yes?  Beautiful.  Our Beloved Star Cell—the Reflection of the Mighty 

Great Star of Genesis; the Precious Droplet Reflecting the Sublime Glory of the Mighty 

Ocean; the Precious Spark; the Reflection of the Brilliant Flames of the Sun.  Yes, Dear 

Masters of the Art of Creating, it is beautiful. 

The Blessed Structure which Supports the Glory of the Vast Form of the Era of Eternal 

Light—it is beautiful.  The Cherished Form of the Seed, the Seed which Contains the 

Glory of the Mighty Great Tree—it is the Great Amazement of Creation, a Great 

Amazement—the  Reflection of the Mighty Tree contained in the tiny Seed. 

Today, Dear Ones, we will enjoy the Blessed Radiance of the view of this Blessed Star 

Cell.  Dear Ones, we are Celebrating the Commencement of the Global Network of the 

Light of Genesis, now and for all to come, for all to enjoy. 

Many Blessings Dear Ones. 
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May 26, 2013 

 

Master Lantos  

 

All Life on Earth will Enjoy the Expanded Reality of Life  

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

The Conditions of the Earth, the Conditions of Existence on Earth, are determined by the 

Form Governing the Earth—the Form.  Yes, Dear Masters of the Art of Creating, we are 

in the Process of the Great Transformation.  On Earth, this is the Great Shift of the 

Conditions of Life, Existence.  It is the Field of Change.   

At this time of Transformation, that which Dominates is Change.  As the New Form is 

Structured, as the Mighty New Form Emerges, that which will Dominate is the Field of 

Eternity.  The New Form for the Era of Eternal Light is Without the same Limitations, 

Without the Boundaries which Guided the Expression of Life for Millennia.   

Life is Directed by the Governing Form.  This New Form, the Mighty Great Star of 

Genesis, is the Structure which Supports the Limitless Realm of Light—the Light of 

Genesis.  Such a beautiful thing—a Structure which Supports the Structure-less, a Form 

which Supports the Formless—it is beautiful. 

The Energy, the Vibration, which is Emitted from each of the Precious Chambers of 

Eternal Light Awakens the Form, gives Structure to the Form of the Era of Eternal Light.  

In only a short time you will Experience the Energy, the Awakening, of the Pure Energy 

of the Mighty Form—the Beloved Great Star of Genesis. 

We will Experience the Structuring of the New Form for Earth, for all.  All will enjoy the 

changes—all life on Earth will enjoy the Expanded Reality of Life, the Real Nature of 

Life—Supported by the Mighty Form of the New Era.   

All Activities will Flow, all Life Flows on the Stream of Time.  And yet, the Platform 

whereon all Actions are performed, the Platform, will Hold the Energy, the Intelligence 

Required for Complete Success in the Techniques of the Art of Creating.  It’s beautiful.  

It is the Nature of the Great Star of Genesis.   

Even though it is the same Earth, the same continent, the same village, and the individual 

is still completely engaged in the activities of Time and Space—even so—the individual 

enjoys the Expanded Range of Possibilities Offered by the Beloved Mighty New Form.  

This is the Realization of the New Era.  Yes, this is the Structuring of the Global Network 

of the Light of Genesis for all. 

Many Blessings. 
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May 29, 2013 

Master Lantos  

 

We Begin the Discussion of Placement  

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

Today we begin the discussion of Placement—Placement.  Always, in every Plan of 

layout, there are Levels of consideration.  This is the Brilliance of Creation, the Brilliance 

of the Process of Creating.  There are many Levels, Layers.  We have the Layer of the 

Global Network of the Light of Genesis, the Layer of the Structuring of the Platform for 

the Emergence of the Form, the Mighty Form of the Great Star of Genesis for all.  This, 

Dear Ones, is one Layer, one Level of consideration—Fullness. 

It is the consideration of the Whole.  There is the Layer of the Continents, the Vast 

Regions.  On this Level of consideration we look at the general Aspects of population.  

Population is an indication of the Level of Human Activity, human condition, which has 

left impressions in the lands and waters of the Earth—residue of action deposited in the 

Structure of Earth, Impressions deposited by the Thoughts and Actions of the population 

over time. 

Placement on the Level of the Continents is a general consideration according to overall 

population.  From the level of the continents we go through the Levels of the Regions, to 

the Levels of the large Cities, to the localized Level of the Household.  At each Layer of 

consideration, the Plan for Placement becomes less general, more specific, more and 

more localized.  Each Layer has its own conditions and each Layer relates to every other 

Layer, Structuring Fullness.  Fullness Automatically Emerges out of the Collection of the 

many, many Layers.  It is the Brilliance of Creation.   

The Structuring of Fullness comes out of the Collection of Every Layer of Creation, 

Automatically.  Each Layer will have its own Set of Conditions, its own Set of 

Knowledge.  Brilliant, beautiful. 

We have now some idea of Placement on the larger Levels of area—on the Levels of the 

Regions and the Continents, even on the Levels of the Cities—we have some good idea 

of the numbers of Chambers of Eternal Light required to Fulfill the Structuring of the 

Global Network of Sublime Light. 

Our Beloved Continental Coordinators have designed beautiful maps, maps for the 

Placement of these Precious Chambers of Eternal Light, Reflecting the Radiance of the 

Mighty Great Star of Genesis.  Beautiful, beautiful. 

As our consideration comes to the Finer Layers, the more Localized Layers, we arrive at 

a more specific set of conditions, a Specific Set of Knowledge.  It is on this Layer that we 

will consider the Specific Placement of the Chambers of Eternal Light within the 

household.   
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Do you see the Relationship of the Finer Layers with the larger, more General Layers?  

Together the Collection of the individual households give rise to the Layers of the Cities 

and Regions.   

The Layer of the Global Network of the Light of Genesis Emerges from the Assembly of 

All Layers.  Out of the collection of All, Emerges Fullness—the Form of the Era of 

Eternal Light, the Beloved Mighty Great Star of Genesis, the Blessed Form of the New 

Era. 

We will discuss the details of the Placement within the household on Sun Day. 

Many Blessings. 
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June 2, 2013 

 

Master Lantos  

 

Locate a Place of Honor   

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

The household is the location of the Form of the Family.  It is an Individual Energy, 

Formed out of the Structure of the home, along with the Energy of the Individuals 

dwelling within the home.   

As a new individual enters the household the Energy of the home Shifts.  The arrival of 

the guest has an Influence on the members of the household, and the guest, in turn, 

receives the Blessings of the Form of the house.  The Energy is exchanged in both 

directions.  The honored Guest Offers the Blessings to the home and the household 

Offers the Blessings to the New Arrival.   

The Placement of the guest will determine the Dynamics of the household.  If the guest is 

placed in one room, the children are asked to move their play to the other side.  On this 

Surface Level of consideration, we may understand the Effects of Placement, the 

Influence of Placement. 

Now Dear Ones, today—on this day of Illumination, on this Sun Day—we will consider 

the Effects of Placement of our Precious Chambers of Eternal Light within the individual 

household.  As with the consideration of the Placement of the esteemed guest, we will 

offer some points, some Insight, into the Influences Generated through the selection of 

Placement of the Precious Chambers of Eternal Light. 

Positioning:  There are Layers of Consideration; Knowledge Arises in various 

Expressions according to the Layer of Consideration.  First, we will consider a very broad 

Layer, the Global Layer. 

Because our Blessed Chambers of Eternal Light are each a Precious Reflection of the 

Brilliant Form of the New Era—because of this Significant and Sublime Layer of 

Consideration—we will offer a general guideline.   

Within every home one may locate a place of Honor, a place in the home which, when 

the attention is focused on this location, when the attention is focused in this direction, 

the attention is Elevated, the Spirit is Raised, owing to the Heightened Quality of the 

Existing Conditions.   

These Conditions may include special objects such as family images, pictures, plants, 

objects of beauty.  Or, or, this location of Honor may simply be a Quiet, Still Location—

one which does not attract the day-to-day objects.  This Special Location, this Location of 

Honor, is a very good choice for our Precious Form, our Precious Chamber of Eternal 

Light.   
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It is the Placement of Honor:  the Precious Chamber of Eternal Light may be placed on a 

table, it may be placed on a shelf, it may even be placed upon the floor.  If the floor is the 

location chosen within the household, it will be good to Offer a Mat or some material to 

be placed under the Chamber.  It may even be acceptable to position the Chamber of 

Eternal Light within a drawer or within a case, providing that there are no day-to-day 

objects within the same location. 

This Precious Cluster of Star Cells, Dear Ones, will be Performing an exceptional task 

day and night.  Therefore, a Location of Honor should be Offered.  This is the 

Knowledge on the Global Level of consideration, on the broadest Level of Consideration.  

This selection of Honor will be acceptable on All Layers. 

Now, there are several other Layers one may consider.  These are considerations on more 

Localized Layers.  One may consider the level of the needs of the individuals within the 

household.  Different placements will accomplish different, specific results.  These 

individual needs may include points such as the health of a member of the family, the 

status of the head of the family within one’s community, or within one’s workplace.  One 

may also consider the happiness or wealth of the family as another aspect for 

consideration when placing the Precious Chamber of Eternal Light.  According to the 

desired specific effect, the placement may be selected, may be directed, specifically to 

match these needs.  We will continue this discussion of Placement in the coming days.  It 

is very good. 

The arrival of the Precious Star Cells, the entry into the Seat of Eternal Light—the Seat 

of Eternal Light is the Gateway for these Blessed Master Tools of the Light of Genesis—

the Star Cells flock to the Seat of Eternal Light to enjoy the Blessings of the Great Beings 

of Light. 

From here, they will spread to all parts of the Earth for the Blessings of all. 

Many Blessings. 
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June 5, 2013 

 

Master Lantos  

 

We Welcome the Arrival of Our Precious Star Cells 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

We welcome the arrival of our Precious Star Cells.  The Quality of the Light for Earth is 

increased.  Even the Presence of these Precious Tools, even the Creation of these Blessed 

Forms, has Expanded and altered the Structure of Earth.  It is a Great Expansion for the 

Precious Light of Creation. 

This increase of the Level of Energy, this Quality of Light, draws the Angels to Earth.  

This Sublime Value of Light offers the suitable conditions, the suitable environment, for 

the Great Cosmic Beings.  Earth, in this Time of the Great Transformation—this Great 

Time of the Shift from one Form, the previous form of Earth’s Existence, to a higher 

Universal Form—Earth rises to become a suitable home, a Blessed Location for the Great 

Beings of Light.  The Shift for All Mankind, all individuals, is Great. 

In addition, this Shift will bring, will draw to Earth, many New Orders of Luminous 

Beings—Angels and Great Luminous Beings will rejoice.  Mankind will develop the 

Latent Potential, the Latent Skills, Blossoming into the Fullness of Individual Life—

Individual Life Embodying the Fullness of Universal Light, the Light of Genesis.  This is 

the Fruit of the Achievement of the Global Network of the Light of Genesis. 

We will offer to you now the instructions for the Initialization of our Beloved Tools, the 

Precious Reflections of the Mighty Great Star of Genesis—the New Form which 

Emerges for the Era of Eternal Light. 

Cindy: 

And, he paused for a bit there and then I decided that…he had mentioned in the last 

message that he would be discussing in great detail the placement of these Chambers of 

Eternal Light within the house, and how, you know, different spots that we would place 

them would have different influences.  So I asked him, I said, “You’d mentioned this and 

would you like to discuss this at this time”.  

And he said, 

Lantos: 

Yes, yes.  In these coming few days we will discuss the Aspects of Placement.  You see, 

it is like a Mighty River, the water is Flowing in a Direction, it is Flowing along a Set 

Path.  If one places a boulder within this river, the Flow of water is affected.  The object 

Interacts with the Environment in a particular manner.  The Positioning of the Boulder 

will Create varying results, the Outcome will be Different.   
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Placing the boulder on the side of the river Creates a different Effect, a different Result 

than if this same boulder is positioned in the center of the river.  The Depth of Placement 

will also Generate Different Results. 

Every detail may be considered—the more Significant the Object, the Greater the Need 

for Consideration of these Specific Details.  Placing a pebble here and there along the 

path of the mighty river will not have much consequence. 

Dear Ones, the Chamber of Eternal Light is a Great Reflection of the Mighty Great Star 

of Genesis and this, Beloved Masters of the Light of Genesis, is a Great Object 

generating Immense Influence for the surroundings and; therefore, Illumined 

Consideration may be well applied to the Placement of this Brilliant Cluster within the 

household. 

Very good. 

Now we will begin our discussion of the steps of training for these Precious Star Cells. 

Many Blessings to our Beloved Masters of the Great Art of Creating. 
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June 9, 2013 

 

Master Lantos  

 

It Is a Global Plan, a Global Event 

 
Lantos: 

We are in the Phase of Preparation—Preparation for the arrival of the Blessed Chambers 

of Eternal Light, the Blessed Star Cells, the Clear and Radiant Reflections of the Mighty 

Star of Genesis.  The preparations are being handled on many Layers of Existence:  on 

the Cosmic Scale, on the Individual Scale.  Preparations are for the Establishment of the 

Global Network of the Light of Genesis.  It is a Global Plan, a Global Event—an event 

whose Effects spread throughout Creation, Influencing Creation as the Great 

Transformation occurs into the Era of Eternal Light. 

On the Individual Scale we prepare our household.  We make arrangements for the 

Placement of the Chambers of Eternal Light.  When we consider the Aspect of 

Placement, we may consider the Influence of the Placement of an object within its 

environment.  We have evaluated on one Level the Placement within the home.  We have 

found that the Peaceful, Uncluttered Location—a Location of Respect or Honor—such a 

Location will Glorify the Influence for the members of the household.   

Now, let us consider the greater specifics, the more minute details of the Influence of the 

Energies of the Blessed Chambers of Eternal Light.  There are often many rooms in a 

house.  With each room, we may look to several Qualities which Define its Nature.  One 

Element is the Purpose of the room.  Is it a place of food preparation, or it is a place of 

rest?  The intended Purpose of the room has an Effect on the Energy of those entering 

that particular location.  If one feels hungry, one will not enter the bedroom.  One gets 

accustomed to the Pathway of Fulfillment for each of the daily Needs.  Purpose of the 

room is one Element. 

A Second Layer or Element is the consideration of the individuals most Connected to that 

particular room.  The playroom has a greater connection with the children; the children’s 

connection is not so great with the business room or office room.   

There is a Third Layer we will consider in our Evaluation of the Specific Details for 

Positioning this Great Cluster of Light.  This Third Element is Direction:  Direction with 

respect to Earth’s Functions.  We are referring to the Compass Directions, the directions 

of the sunrise, the Directions of Earth’s Impulses.  With the consideration of these three 

detailed layers, we may identify certain locations which may offer the greatest benefit for 

an individual of the household, or for a Specific Desired Result.   

It is important to consider many Layers at once—while considering one Layer, we should 

not lose sight of other Layers.  We should always keep in mind the General 

Considerations, while at the same time giving Recognition to the Details:  a Location of 

Peaceful Honor will serve the General Purpose of this Mighty Cluster of Light.  Also, we 

should always Acknowledge the Highest Purpose of these Precious Chambers of Eternal 
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Light as the Elements to Structure the Global Network of the Light of Genesis, bringing 

about the Brilliant New Form of the Great Star of Genesis. 

During the course of training, we will cover many Specific Effects of Placement within 

the household.  This will take about one hour’s time, and it will be good to have present 

with you the Precious Chamber of Eternal Light.  It will also be good to make note of the 

Location of the sunrise, as well as sunset, and the Fixed Directions of north, south, east 

and west as relating to the household or Location of the Placement of the Chamber of 

Eternal Light.  The Chamber of Eternal Light may be positioned in a house or in an 

office, or in nearly any building.  Or, the Precious Cluster may be planted within the 

Earth’s Structure:  in the ground or in a cave.  The Water Chambers go into the waters, 

and we will discuss this Process later. 

There is Great Value to the Placement of the Precious Chamber of Eternal Light within a 

home, or within a location where one spends time:  a school, an office, a government 

structure—these are Highly Effective Locations which offer Specific Benefits.  The 

Presence of the Chamber of Eternal Light within a continent will be Felt; therefore we do 

not need to concern ourselves much with these very Specific Layers of Consideration.   

The Importance is in the Structuring of the Global Network of the Light of Genesis.  In 

this way, all will be Blessed.  The Great Star of Genesis will offer the Structure for the 

Fullness of Life to be lived by all.  How can there be any other real concern?   

We Focus on the Accomplishment of the Placement of 7,000 Chambers of Eternal Light 

throughout the World.  This is our Focus, dear Masters of the Art of Creating.  Yes, this 

is our Focus.  All hands, all attention, must be offered to the Achievement of the 

Assembly of this Precious Framework.  Yes. 

Very good, it is very good.   

Many Blessings Dear Ones. 
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June 12, 2013 

 

Master Lantos  

 

The Star Cell Training Course 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

The Star Cell Training Course will be offered during the time of the Great Assembly of 

Light.  The first lesson will cover the Details of Placement of the Chambers of Eternal 

Light within the residence, within the household.  It will be good to receive this lesson in 

your home, in the Presence of a Chamber of Eternal Light.  The length of this first lesson 

will be about one hour. 

Cindy: 

And I asked him, because we had had the question of the timing, I asked him if it would 

be alright to do the 6:00 pm Pacific Time.  And he said, 

Lantos: 

Yes, good. 

We begin by Establishing the Proper Setting for each household. 

On the second day we will delve deep into the Energy contained within each Star Cell, 

the Great Universal Energy Expressed by the Great Star of Genesis.  On this second day, 

we will describe in detail each Reflection of the Great Star of Genesis.  We will describe 

the specific uses for each Tool. 

On the third day, we will offer the instructions to those wishing to learn the Process of 

Initialization of Holy Waters.  This may only be accomplished with the Sequential Star 

Cell, and the Initialization of the Waters of Life may only be achieved in the Presence of 

an Enlivened Value of the Form of the Era of Eternal Light.  This requires the Presence 

of the Influence of the Great Star of Genesis.   

Today, Dear Ones, we are on the doorstep of the Initialization of the First Chambers of 

Eternal Light.  These Chambers will be sent out to all parts of the World and, by the time 

of the Great Assembly of Light, we will have 1,000 Chambers spanning throughout the 

World.  This is a start to the Formation of the Global Network of the Light of Genesis.   

What is required is the mark of 7,000 Chambers world-wide.  For the Blessed Process of 

Initialization of Holy Waters—the Enlivenment of the Individual Sequence Code of Life 

within each individual, Awakening the Memory of Fullness—for this Process we require 

a Significant Presence of the Reflection of the New Era, a Clear Value of Reflection of 

the Great Star of Genesis. 
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This may be accomplished with multiple Chambers of Eternal Light in an area of dense 

population and surrounded by land.  One may require Five Chambers of Eternal Light.  

Five Chambers positioned properly will offer a Brilliant Starburst of the Energy of the 

New Form—the Beloved Great Star of Genesis.  This will enable the Process of 

Initialization to generate the Individual Sequence Code of Life:  Restoring the Memory, 

Cleansing the broken Values, Restoring that which was forgotten—the Values of the 

Physical, Mental and Spiritual—to the State of Full Radiance, Supreme Balance, 

Supporting the Awakened State of Living—Life lived in Fullness. 

In preparation for this Illustrious day, Dear Masters wishing to be trained in the Process 

of Initialization of the Holy Waters, it will be good to obtain in advance the proper 

number of Chambers of Eternal Light, also, the Individual Master Tool.  We refer to this 

Tool as the Supreme Sequence Star Cell, that Precious Master Tool capable of 

Initializing, with the Individual Sequence Code, the Holy Waters of Life—one Master 

Tool for each individual.  It is like this:  one Supreme Sequence Star Cell for each 

individual.  With this Master Tool, and in the Presence of the Radiance of the Great 

Chambers, one will obtain the Showering Blessings of the Sublime Sequence Code of the 

Individual Expression of Universal Life.  Very good, very good. 

Now, on the final day of the Training Course, we will discuss the Blessed Global 

Network of the Light of Genesis.  This will be followed by Celebration and a Message of 

Light.  Very good.  Great events are commemorated by the Display of Light.  Good. 

It is clear? 

Cindy: 

And then he paused, so I just said, “So it will be one hour each day, and then the last day, 

how long?”  And he said, 

Lantos: 

Less time will be required for this final day, half the time.  Enough time to enjoy the 

Global Vision of Light. 

Many Blessings. 
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June 16, 2013 

Given on June 15, 2013 

Master Lantos 

The Completion of the First Chambers of Eternal Light 

Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

We herald Success!  Today we Celebrate a Brilliant Achievement for Earth, an 

Achievement of the Phase of Creation for our Blessed Program to Establish the Global 

Network of the Light of Genesis—a Great Achievement, it is a Great Moment.   

At this very time, when the Great Beings of Light celebrate the arrival of the Clear 

Reflection of the Mighty New Form, the Form of the Era of Eternal Light.  This Clear 

Reflection has Emerged in the Form of the Precious First Chambers of Eternal Light.  

Today we celebrate a Great Achievement in the Phase of Creation, the Completion of the 

First Chambers of Eternal Light.  Brilliant, a Brilliant Success. 

Much gratitude goes to those who have generated this Great Success.  It is a Brilliant 

Success for Earth, for all.  Beautiful. 

Now we continue with the steps required for the Complete Fulfillment of this Great 

Activity of Creation.  Yes, we all share in the Radiance of the Blessed Achievement.  

Here now begins the next phase. 

While we continue with the steps of the First Phase, we today, commence the Next Phase 

of the Establishment of the Global Network of the Light of Genesis, the Phase of 

Placement—Placement in every continent, Placement according to the required needs of 

the lands for the removal of the residue of action imbedded in the memory of the lands, 

lifting the residue of the heavy burden laid down over time, Generated by the Thoughts 

and Actions of the Collective populations.   

This, Dear Masters of the Art of Creating, this Dear Masters, is our task at hand.  We 

continue the Process of Creation, we now begin the Process of Placement. 

Very good, very good.  Well done. 
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June 19, 2013 

 

Master Lantos  

 

It is a Week of Great Achievement 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

It is a week of Great Achievement, Great Success.  We are Celebrating the Achievement 

of the Initial Phase of Creation for the Blessed Star Cells:  the Pure and Radiant 

Reflection of the Mighty Great Star of Genesis, the Clear Reflection of the New Form for 

our Beloved Earth and the Great Transformation into the Era of Eternal Light.  The 

Blessed Energy of the Mighty Great Star of Genesis is Emerging.   

With the Establishment of the Global Network of the Light of Genesis we will 

Experience the Great Awakening of Ability, the Achievement of the Works of the Art of 

Creating, Mastering the Art of Ability:  Ability supported by the Structure, the Form 

which Governs the Dynamics of Activity of Life on Earth.  The Establishment of the 

Global Network of the Light of Genesis is the Creation of a New Platform for all Life, a 

Platform for All Actions and Expressions of Life.   

Now we will take some time to review these Precious New Tools—Tools of the Mighty 

Great Star of Genesis, Tools for the Establishment of the Global Network of the Light of 

Genesis.  We will now hear from our Blessed Coordinator a description of each of these 

Precious Tools.  We will Enliven in our thinking the Establishment of the Global 

Network of the Light of Genesis.   

Dear Masters of the Art of Creating, we are heralding the Creation of the New Era 

through the Establishment of the Global Network of the Light of Genesis.  Yes, it is very 

beautiful, very beautiful. 

Let us hear now these beautiful descriptions. 

Many Blessings. 
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June 23, 2013 

 

Master Lantos  

 

The Emergence of the Great Form for Earth 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

The Whole Vision is so beautiful—the Complete Vision of the Development of the 

Platform for the New Era—the Form, the Development of the Framework for the 

Emergence of the Great Form for Earth.  We have commenced this Blessed Process.  It is 

the Process of Awakening.   

The great painter Awakens the colors and the Form onto the canvas.  Some strokes here, 

some strokes there.  It is out of the accumulation of brush strokes that the Form Emerges.  

The Form is not fully contained within the singular stroke.  The Totality of the Brilliance 

of the Form does not Emerge out of the singular stroke.  It is the singular stroke which 

Enlivens the Values of the Form.  The collection of strokes brings about the Brilliance of 

the Totality of the Mighty Form itself.  The strokes are Individual Reflections, 

Reflections of the Greatness of the Form.   

When all strokes have been Assembled, when all strokes have been laid onto the canvas 

in the Proper Positions, Proper Locations, that which Emerges is a State of Fullness, Full 

Awakening of the Form.  And, in this State, every stroke receives the Full Glory of the 

Form.  There is a Transformation which Occurs.  That which was once an assembly of 

strokes—though each a Brilliant Spark of Color and Form—that Collection, when 

complete, brings about the Transformation from the Assembly of strokes to the 

Emergence of the Brilliant Radiance of the True and Mighty Form.  It is a Process of 

Creation and placement of the strokes—a Phase of Creation and a Phase of Proper 

Placement for the Full Development of the Emergence of the Mighty Form. 

You, Blessed Masters of the Art of Creating, are the Great Artists of Creation, Artists of 

Creating, casting your strokes upon the canvas, each Positioning Properly the Blessed 

Individual Reflections of the Full and Mighty Form of the Era of Eternal Light—the 

Blessed Great Star of Genesis. 

Each stroke is Precious, each stroke necessary for the Completion and Emergence of the 

State of Fullness—the Fullness of Form, the Form which will Govern Life and Its 

Expressions, Actions.  All Expressions of Living will be Guided by this Great Filter, this 

Cosmic Filter, which will offer a Range of Possibilities to Life greater than can be 

foreseen or foretold.  It is not enough to speak about the Glories of Fullness—Fullness 

must be Lived.  It is not enough to describe the State of Full Possibilities—this State must 

be Experienced, must be Lived. 
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It is a Great Transformation.  The Strokes are Assembled and the Mighty Form Emerges.  

You are the Artists of Creation Creating the Blessed Masterpiece—piece by piece the 

Master Emerges.  Fullness is represented by the word Master, Master is Fullness.  

Therefore, the Great Masterpiece is just that—it is the Process of the Phase of Creation 

and the Phase of Placement of the pieces to Form together the Fullness.   

On the Platform of Fullness the Master Emerges.  This tells the whole story.  Yes, it is 

clear?  The whole story of the Blessed Art of Creating may be Expressed in one word—

Masterpiece.  Out of the Collection of all parts, all pieces Properly Assembled—out of 

this Emerges Fullness.  Then it is seen that within each stroke, within each of the pieces, 

Fullness Exists. 

Beautiful, beautiful. 

Many Blessings to the Great Artists of Creating. 
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June 26, 2013 

 

Master Lantos  

 

The Place of Each Chamber of Eternal Light is Significant 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

One by one the Blessed Reflections of the Mighty Great Star of Genesis are Illuming the 

Earth, one here, one there, one by one.  It is not a large number which needs to be 

Achieved; it is very manageable, only 7,000 total Chambers for the lands of the Earth.   

Our Beloved Continental Coordinators will offer the guidance and assistance to the 

Masters of the Light for each continent.  The Placement of each Chamber of Eternal 

Light is Significant and must be recorded and logged into the mappings for the 

Illumination of the lands in our Global Network of the Light of Genesis.  It is the Blessed 

Light of Genesis, the Radiant Beams of the Great Star of Genesis, which clears the 

remaining residue of the previous era of existence.  It is a house-cleaning, a clearing 

away of the residue of the past action.   

This Process of clearing is Performed through the Dynamics contained Within the 

Radiant Star Cells.  It is contained within the Structure.  This Blessed Eight-Pointed 

Structure Generates the Influence to Purify the Structure of Memory of the lands.  

Purification means Awakening—Awakening of the Natural State, Awakening of the 

Natural Conditions, ridding the structure of the outer influences which have been laid 

down over thousands of years as a heavy burden on the lands of the Earth.   

This burden is experienced by all, all who walk upon the lands.  As you enter a room you 

can see immediately the atmosphere in the room—are the people happy and joyous, are 

they arguing and distressed.  Right away the atmosphere from these actions can be picked 

up and felt on a solid level of experience.  It is a Concrete Experience.  One can sense the 

Quality of the residue of action.  These Impulses, these Memories, are absorbed into the 

Structure of the lands.  The lands absorb the Influence of Action of each individual over 

all of time.  It is an immense accumulation over time.  All human condition, the Effects 

of Thought, Speech, Action—All Levels leave the impact.   

Now, Dear Ones, as these Precious Chambers of Eternal Light are spread to many 

different locations, the Effects of this lifting of the residue which weighs down the 

Earth’s Energy will begin to be felt by all.  We are spreading hundreds of these Precious 

Reflections of the Mighty Great Star of Genesis to locations in all parts, all lands.  It is a 

great coordinated effort, organized under the insightful guidance of our Blessed 

Continental Coordinators.   

Now, the Chambers are spreading out—it is a very Great Process which has begun.  The 

Purification of the residue is the Awakening of the lands.  The Beloved Mighty Great Star 

of Genesis is the Precious New Form, the Form of the Era of Eternal Light.   
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We are preparing for the Blessed training course.  In these few days, you will gain the 

Knowledge for the Placement of the Precious Chambers and the use of the Great Tools of 

Light—the Precious Star Cells. 

It is very good.  Great steps have begun—the Phase of Creation, the Phase of 

Placement—together Structuring the Global Network of the Light of Genesis for all. 

Many Blessings. 
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June 30, 2013 

 

Master Lantos  

 

Great Call to Action 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

We issue a Call to the Supreme Light of Creation, the Light which Illumines Existence, 

beginning with the tender First Expressions of Creation, continuing through the multitude 

of Expressions of Galaxies.  We issue a Great Call to Action.  We begin with the 

sounding of the Bells, the sounding of the Bells Awakens the Finest Values, the Finest 

Layers of Life, stirring the Cosmic Forces of Light.  We ask for the Radiant Blessings of 

the Great Universal Beings, the Great Cosmic Beings of Light, the Radiant Messengers 

of Creation.  We ask for the Blessings from All Levels of Creation—the Light of 

Creation, the Light of Genesis and all its Expressions.  We sound the Call to Action, 

marked by the ringing of the Bells. 

Beloved Masters of the Light of Genesis, this Great Call to Action signals the 

Advancement of the Global Initiative to Bring Forth the Mighty Great Star of Genesis.  

We are implementing a Global Network to position in designated locations 7,000 

Chambers of Eternal Light, 7,000 Radiant Reflections of the Great Star of Genesis. 

Each Reflection is a Brilliant Point of Light.  Each Reflection Embodies the Qualities of 

the Great Star of Genesis.  Each Reflection brings forth the multitude of Expressions of 

the Great Star of Genesis.   

But, it is an important point here—the mirror can offer a crystal Pure Reflection of the 

Beloved Qualities, the Precious Droplet of the Ocean can Reflect the saltiness and the 

wetness of the Mighty Ocean—and yet, and yet, and yet—this Individual, Precious 

Reflection does not compare, does not compare, to the Immense Greatness of the 

Fullness of that Mighty Power which is at the Source of these Expressions.  These Sparks 

of Reflections, these Sparks of Reflections are Sublime, most Radiant, Precious 

Expressions.   

And yet, these Reflections do not individually capture the Immense Nature of Brilliance 

of the Mighty Great Star of Genesis.  For this, we require the Full Support of the Global 

Network of the Light of Genesis.  This Mighty Structure—the Mighty Great Star of the 

Light of Genesis—is coming forth as the Form, the Platform for all Action, all 

Expressions of Life, in this New Era of Eternal Light.   

This is the significance of our endeavor.  This Global Network of the Light of Genesis 

brings forth the Emergence of the Full Form for Earth—the Beloved Mighty Great Star of 

Genesis.  The Blessed Global Network will Generate these Reflections spread in all 

areas, Generating a Web-Work of Supreme Light.  Each Blessed Chamber of Eternal 

Light will rid the environment for each location of Earth.  Each Precious Chamber will 
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rid the environment from the burden of previous thoughts and actions deposited in the 

lands and waters, raising Earth’s Energy to the Vibration of Light, Light of the Mighty 

Great Star of Genesis. 

For this reason, Beloved Masters, we have called our Global Initiative the Global 

Network of the Light of Genesis.  This is the Great Call to Act. 

Dear Ones, we must make great steps of advancement in these early days.  With these 

Great Initial Steps Great Upsurge will follow.  We must position adequate numbers of the 

Chambers of Eternal Light in areas throughout the World to Generate a Network Effect—

an Effect of Dynamic Interaction between each of the individual Precious Units--Creating 

the first Structuring of this Blessed Global Network.  It is a Web-Work of Light, reaching 

across the lands and waters of Earth.   

This is the Great Call to Action.  We must establish 1,000 Chambers of Eternal Light, 

Positioned according to population, at this time.  This marks the Formation, the Level of 

Activation of the Global Dynamics of the Light of the Great Star of Genesis—the Form 

of the Era of Eternal Light.  This is our task at this very time; this is our Great Call to 

Action. 

Now, let us Bring Forth these Radiant Blessings. 

Many Blessings. 
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July 3, 2013 

 

Master Lantos  

 

It is a Beautiful Privilege 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

These are the days of Action, Action for the Advancement of the Global Network of the 

Light of Genesis.  This is the Blessed Action of the Great Light, the Light of the coming 

Form for the Era of Eternal Light—the Mighty Great Star of Genesis. 

We are, together Dear Ones, taking the steps to accomplish the Formation of the Blessed 

Global Network.  In all times past, the Beloved student stands on ready to act at the Call 

of the teacher.  This is the Blessed Role of the student.  It is the Nature of the student to 

offer Service to the Guiding Light.   

Together, Dear Ones, we are honored to be in this role of Service to the Supreme Light of 

Creation.  Our Service goes to the Enlivenment of this Great Light for All Creation, All 

Existence.  It is a Great Privilege to be in this Role, entrusted with this momentous 

Structuring of the Platform to Uphold the Immense Light and Energy of the Form of the 

Era of Eternal Light.  It is a beautiful Privilege.  It is an Immense Responsibility. 

At this time, Beloved Masters—whose thoughts and actions have paved the way for this 

Blessed Structuring—at this time, we must Act to Spread these Luminous Reflections of 

the Mighty Great Star of Genesis.  These Blessed Chambers of Eternal Light are to Shine 

with Great Brilliance, here and there across the great Globe.  This will bring about the 

Awakening of this Network—this Global Network of the Strands of Light, Streams of 

Light of the Great Star—Connecting as a Web-Work.  This Web-Like Structure captures 

the remaining impurities of the lands, the residue of the lands and waters of the Earth.  

This is what is required at this time.  We will advance from here step by step. 

This is the Program for our Blessed Earth.  We are eliminating the residue of past 

influence for our World specifically.  This is our task, one World Structuring the Platform 

for the Great Star of Genesis for Earth. 

Very good. 
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July 14, 2013 

 

Master Lantos  

 

Genesis Fusion   

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

Day by day the Blessed Global Network of the Light of Genesis expands.  Day by day 

New Points of Light are added to the Precious Web-Work, extending across lands and 

waters of Earth.  Our Precious Chambers of Eternal Light are the Blessed Reflections of 

the Great Star of Genesis.  Day by day the Structure grows.   

Each Precious Reflection, each Precious Chamber, establishes a Center of the Brilliant 

Streaming Light of the Great Star of Genesis.  Each Center Connects Globally with the 

other Centers of this Star Light—Light of the New Form for the Era of Eternal Light. 

We are constructing the Network, establishing the Framework for the Great Star of 

Genesis to Emerge as the Mighty New Form, the Platform of Life, the Platform of Action 

and Existence for the Era of Eternal Light.  It is a Blessed New Era of the Light of 

Genesis. 

For this we establish the designated number of Points of Light, Centers of Light, spread 

here and there, according to the population, for the release of the residue of action, the 

remains of action, the impressions left imbedded in the structure of the lands and waters 

of the Earth. 

These impressions must be released out of the Structure.  The impressions create 

limitations, imbalance, and suffering for life lived.  The Blessed Chambers of Eternal 

Light Perform the Function of eliminating these residues.  The Blessed Chamber of 

Eternal Light also Performs the Function of Establishing the Web-Work of Light—Star 

Light, Light of the Great Star of Genesis.  These two Functions are Performed 

Simultaneously.  This is Genesis Fusion.  Our Beloved Chambers of Eternal Light 

Perform these two Functions through the Process of Genesis Fusion.  It is a Dynamic 

Process. 

We have learned of this Process, the Dynamic Process of Genesis Fusion, we have 

learned of this Process in the Blessed Days of Knowledge—our Star Cell Training 

Course.  We began describing this Burst, this Igniting of Sublime Light as the Beloved 

Super Star Cell contacts the individual life force.  The meeting of the two elements—the 

Element of the Individual and the Element of the Super Cell—this combination Generates 

this Bursting Process of Genesis Energy.  It is a Highly Dynamic Process.  It is this same 

Process Applied on a different Level, on a different Scale. 
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Our discussion now is on the Genesis Fusion which occurs on the Level of the Chamber 

of Eternal Light together with the Contact of the Earth.  This is what we mean by Proper 

Placement.  Proper Placement is determined by continent, by altitude and by 

population—these ingredients.  Proper Placement may also include individual 

considerations, considerations for the benefit of the individual or family in the immediate 

surroundings.   

These factors being met set the stage for the occurrence of this Dynamic Process of 

Genesis Fusion.  It is the Process of Combination of the Energy and Structure of the 

Great Star of Genesis, together with Earth’s Structure—the Structure of land, the 

Structure of water.  In this Process there is a great Burst of Energy and, with this, the 

elimination, the throwing off, of the residue of action—the throwing off of the 

Impressions deposited in the Structure of Earth.  Two things, both things get 

accomplished.  It is beautiful, beautiful. 

More and more Chambers are sent out daily.  As these numbers increase, the Effects will 

multiply.  On the Level of the Individual, we have our Beloved Star Cell Tools, the Great 

Tools of the Light of Genesis.  Our Beloved Tools are now reaching the hands of the 

Masters of the Light of Genesis. 

Soon we will offer the Advanced Knowledge for the use and Effects of these Beloved 

Mighty Tools of the Great Star of Genesis. 

Many Blessings Dear Ones. 
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July 17, 2013 

 

Master Lantos  

 

Experiences Will Emerge Which May Appear Unexplainable 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

You are receiving the Great Tools of Light?   

These Tools, these Precious Tools of the Great Star of Genesis Enliven the Energy of the 

New Form.  The Platform for the Structure of the New Form is developing as more and 

more Brilliant Reflections of this Great Form are Awakened around the world, positioned 

around the world. 

There is an Automatic Process of linking together; the Web-Work Develops 

Automatically.  The Mechanics are so beautiful.  Such a Great Iintelligence organizes the 

Flow of Creation, the Structure of Creation.  It is beyond the scope of scholarly 

investigation.  The Source of Creation, the Supreme Source of All Creation Existence, is 

therefore called Almighty—the Almighty. 

As we continue in our Activity, our dedication to Structuring the Global Network of the 

Light of Genesis, Experiences will Emerge which may appear unexplainable, 

unimaginable—Experiences which are New, New to the Structure of day to day living—

New Events. 

As we Assemble these Precious Tools, these experiences will Emerge.  It is a Shift in the 

Form.  It is much like moving into a new house, or remodeling the old structure.  Many 

new features are added.  Now we have the switch to put on the lights, the water flows 

with the twist of the handle.  These things were unimaginable.  All it took was a New 

Form to replace the old form. 

The previous structure upheld life and activities suitable to that Era of Existence.  As we 

enter the New Era, New Activities develop, New Possibilities arise.  When we speak of 

these things on an intellectual level, without the Presence of the Tools, without the 

Enlivenment of the New Energy—New Structure—the understanding will be limited.  

That is why we must have these Precious Tools in hand, to Perceive the Possibilities, to 

Gain the Full Knowledge. 

Let us hear an ongoing report of the Expansion of these Beloved Tools of the Era of 

Eternal Light.  We wish to Enliven in the attention of each of our Blessed Masters of the 

Light, the general locations of the Chambers of Eternal Light around the World. 

Each Blessed Master of the Light of Genesis should have some Knowledge, some 

perception of the locations of the Blessed Star Chambers, the Precious Reflections of the 

Great Star of Genesis.  It will be very good to put the attention on this Blessed Global 

requirement.   
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Today we will Structure the Advanced Star Cell Training Course.  We will hold this 

course on an upcoming Sun Day.  As the Tools reach the hands of our Beloved Masters 

of the Light, we will set the date.  We wish to train our Blessed Masters for the 

Enlivenment of the Form of the Great Star, and the Awakening of the Energy of the Era 

of Eternal Light. 

Many Blessings. 
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July 21, 2013 

 

Master Lantos  

 

Great Things Can Be Accomplished With Great Ease   

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

We are investigating the Nature of Life as one Form, one Platform of Experience, is 

replaced by a New Form.  In the early stages, the shift of Experiences from the old way 

of functioning into the new style of functioning—all this seems so new.  It comes as a 

great surprise that these things, great things, can be accomplished with great ease.  Yes, at 

first it comes as a great surprise—the Healing occurs with ease, the Desires are met with 

ease.   

There is a Great Stability Generated through the Establishment of these Great Units of 

Star Light.  Each Unit, each Precious Chamber of Eternal Light, Enlivens the 

surroundings.  Together, these Units Interact to Assemble a Framework of Light—a 

Great Web-Work of Light.  And this beautiful Web-Work at once serves two Functions; 

Two Great Functions are accomplished simultaneously.  The Precious Chambers of 

Eternal Light Act to rid the environment of the remains of action, the residue of action.  

This is one Aspect.  The second Function is the Development of the Platform, the Global 

Platform of Light. 

Dear Ones, how do we obtain this Mighty New Form for Earth, how do we obtain this 

Great Universal Form of Light?  What method can be applied to call to this Mighty 

Universal Force of Light, that it comes to take up this Great Post for Earth, for the 

Blessings of Earth, for Ages to come.  It is a Great Phenomena which occurs. 

Dear Ones, we are Constructing—piece by piece, Unit by Unit—the Blessed Web-Work, 

and this Global Web-Work is made of Individual Units of Light, Star Light—the Pure 

Reflections of the Great Light of the Mighty Great Star of Genesis.  We are Assembling 

the comfortable residence, we are Assembling the Structure.  Upon completion of this 

Blessed Global Network, the Beloved Mighty Force Enters into this Creation.  That 

which we are Assembling is the Structure; this Precious Structure Shines with the Pure 

Reflection of the Light of the Mighty Great Star of Genesis.   

But, yes, there is a hesitation.  This Precious Pure Light, this Precious Reflection, is not 

the Light of the Mighty Force itself; it is a Pure Reflection of this Brilliant Light.  We 

may think of the full moon in the sky above.  This Beloved Structure is Formed in such a 

way that it can Reflect Purely the Light of the Mighty Sun.  Much can be seen by the 

Light of this Pure Reflection. 

Dear Masters of the Light of Genesis:  as more and more Chambers of Eternal Light are 

Positioned Properly around the Earth, the Web-Work of Light gets more and more 

developed.  Once Assembled, it is a Mighty Framework of Light; it is a Framework of the 

Light of the Great Star of Genesis.  And, it is into this Beloved Structure that the Blessed 
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Mighty Great Star of Genesis Enters.  The Structure is Formed and the Precious Life 

Enters.  The Form must be capable of supporting the Energy, the Soul, the Life, the 

Light.   

If the Object, or the Material Structure, is no longer capable of supporting the Existence 

of the Life, the Energy departs.  It is for this that the Great Respect is given to the Value 

of the Form.  As the Form Changes, the Life which is Supported Changes, the Activities 

Change.  That which is possible changes with the Change of Form.  It is a beautiful 

Knowledge.  One Supports the other.  The Life Glorifies the Form; the Form Supports the 

Channels of Direction of Life.  It is the Platform for the Performance and Progression of 

Life. 

Dear Ones, you are receiving now your Blessed Supreme Sequence Star Cells, and with 

this the Form is Renewed with the Precious Knowledge of the Proper Sequence Code of 

Life.  Beautiful, beautiful. 

Our Activities, our Deeds, are Performed on the Highest Level, Impacting Life for all; 

All Existence receives the benefits of these Sublime Actions of our Blessed Masters of 

the Art of Creating.  It is a Sublime Process of the Emergence of the Great Era of Eternal 

Light. 

Many Blessings. 
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July 24, 2013 

 

Master Lantos  

 

Ambassadors of the Light of the Great Star of Genesis   

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

We are receiving the Tools?  The Tools of the Mighty Light of the Great Star of Genesis 

are spreading across the lands of this Blessed Earth.  This is the Process.  It is the Process 

of the Establishment of the Global Network of the Light of Genesis.  The Earth rejoices 

with this Process.  It comes as a great relief; the removal of these deposits of past 

influence, past action—the removal comes as a great relief. 

These residues have burdened the Energy of Earth; these deposits have been stored in the 

Energy Structure of Earth.  It is an Impression.  Just as the tracks are left in the mud—the 

Generating Influence is gone, but the Impression remains.  It is an Impression in the 

Structure of Earth.  These Impressions are stored in the lands and waters and affect the 

actions, the experiences, of those dwelling in those areas. 

These Impressions affect all Aspects, offering Balance or imbalance.  Storms and 

disruptive weathers come up as a result of imbalance.  It is the Process of the Elimination 

of Imbalance.  Just as the Energy builds within the crust of the Earth and then the 

earthquake comes to release this Energy, the imbalance is corrected, Balance is restored.   

This is always the Direction of Life; Life Flows in the Direction of Balance.  These 

residues drag down the Flow of this Current of Life.  On a very Great Scale, we are 

restoring Balance to Earth--Balance is brought about by the release of these residues.  It 

is a Global Network which Functions in a Coordinated Manner.  One Blessed Chamber 

of Eternal Light interacts automatically with the others, together Forming the Blessed 

Web-Work of Light. 

We will speak more of this Blessed Energy, this Genesis Fusion, in our Advanced 

Course. 

Cindy:  

And he paused right at that moment and I just said to him, “We have scheduled the 

Course for this Sun Day”.  He said, 

Lantos: 

Very Good.  We will discuss this Knowledge on the Level of Experience.  As our Blessed 

Masters of the Light of Genesis receive these Precious Tools, we will be able to describe 

these things on the basis of Experience. 

Cindy:  
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And, at that point he paused again so I asked him about how long would this Course last?  

He said, 

Lantos: 

This may take some time.  Each Tool must be understood, the Functions must be 

Experienced.  In this way, our Beloved Masters will be able to very easily proceed with 

their work. 

Their work is the work of the Guide—the Great Ambassadors of this Precious Light of 

the Era of the New Form—Ambassadors of the Light of the Great Star of Genesis, 

Ambassadors of the Light of the Great Star of Genesis.  It is the job to lead, to chart the 

course; to offer Great Assistance to all, to Establish this Blessed Structure for all.  It is 

very good. 

Cindy: 

And he paused again, so I asked again, about how long would it take for the Class?  He 

said, 

Lantos: 

We will Experience the Effects of these Precious Tools.  This may take one hour.  We 

will see how the class proceeds.  In so far as instruction, the directions are simple.  It is 

the Understanding; it is the Experience, which is Significant.  We wish for all of our 

Blessed Masters of the Light to Experience these Blessed Tools of the Mighty Light of 

the Great Star of Genesis. 

Yes, we will prepare for Sun Day by having in hand our Precious Tools and Chambers of 

Eternal Light. 

Cindy: 

And I asked him, “Should we have all of our Tools present, or just the ones that are the 

Stars?  Should we have all of the Tools?  And he said, 

Lantos: 

Yes, yes.  We should be prepared with all Tools. 

Very good, very good. 

Many Blessings. 
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July 31, 2013 

 

Master Lantos  

 

A New Process of Energy 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, Greetings Dear Ambassadors of the Light of the Great Star of 

Genesis, 

You are the Guides, the Guides to assist the people, the Guides equipped with the 

Knowledge and Techniques to bridge the gulf between the mode of functioning which 

existed in the previous era and the Abilities and New Structure which is coming along 

with this New Era Emerging now. 

These Precious Tools and the Techniques for their use in Enlivening the Great Streams of 

Energy of the Great Star of Genesis Structuring the Blessed Web-Work of Light, these 

Elements, Dear Ambassadors, are the Key—the Key.  There is much Knowledge to be 

gained.  As Ambassadors you will continue to grow in Knowledge, grow in Ability.  The 

main thing, the point of Greatest Importance, is the Continued Enlivenment of the 

Beloved Structure.  The Continued Progress made in the Direction of Establishing this 

Blessed Web-Work, this Blessed Network, which is the Platform.  It is the home into 

which this Great Universal Form of Light enters.  This, Dear Ones, is the task.  We are 

the Builders of the Structure of the New Era of Eternal Light.  We are constructing the 

Platform for the Era of Eternal Light.   

We have experienced now some aspects of this Great Energy—some localized Aspects of 

this Great Universal Energy.  Let us continue our experience and understanding of these 

Precious Effects Generated by these Tools of the Great Star of Genesis. 

Dear Ones, for many years you have worked with the Blessed Wheels of Genesis.  For 

many years, these Great Cosmic Spheres have offered their Influence in treating an 

individual or a general area, Blessing the treated area with the Specific Qualities of the 

Light of Genesis.  These Influences are understood by our Beloved Masters of the Light 

of Genesis. 

Now, Precious Ambassadors of Light, we are introducing a New Platform, a New 

Energy, a New Process which becomes accessible in the Presence of the Blessed Tools of 

the Great Star of Genesis.  It is a New Process of Energy.  This Energy is called Genesis 

Fusion.  It is Genesis Fusion.  It is the same Process of the Enlivenment of the Basic 

Layers of Creation—that Basic Process of the Dynamics of Creation.   

However, now this Process is Filled with Bursting Radiance.  The Process is Filled by the 

Bursting Light of the Energy which Sustains the Mighty Form of the Great Star of 

Genesis.  It is a Mighty Form of Light.  The Blessed Great Star of Genesis has a Physical 

Expression in the Form of this Multi-Directional, Eight-Pointed Star.  This is very 

Significant.  The Shape, the Form, is very Significant.  The Eight Points are shaped 

around the Center, the Core.   
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Out of this Space—this Central Space which is at the Core—the Process of Initial 

Rotations occurs, the Process of Creation occurs.  It is a Spiraling Process.  You can see it 

in the very Expression of the Form of the Physical Expression of the Structure.  Out of 

the Center, Bursting out in Eight Directions—the Pure Energy of Creation Spirals from 

Totality to Nil.  That is the Range of Creation.  It is from Fullness to Nil.  This is the 

Expression of the Mighty Form of the Great Pyramid.   It is the Expression of this Great 

Process, the Expression of the Process of the Rotating Energy Emerging from Fullness 

extending into the Expressed Values of Creation.  This Expressed Value is the Material 

Form, the Physical Aspects of Creation.   

If one looks at the shape of a Spiral, the Spiral starts out with a wide base and gradually 

collapses into a Point.  It goes from the wide base to a point.  This is the Dynamics which 

give rise to the Mighty Structure of the Great Pyramid Shape.  It is the Expression of this 

Process of Creation. 

In our Blessed Tools of the Light of Genesis we find this Shape of the Pyramid.  This is 

an Expression of the most Basic Aspect of Creation.  It is the Aspect of the very Process 

of Creation Itself.  Therefore, the Pyramid of Genesis is the Great Teacher, the 

Embodiment of Light and Knowledge. 

Our Beloved Tools of the Great Star of Genesis are made in the Form of the Mighty 

Great Star of Genesis—a Great Universal Form of Light.  This Form is Expressed 

through Eight Pyramid Structures, each Pyramid containing the Energy of the Process of 

Creation.   

Eight, it is a Significant Number.  Eight represents Totality of Fullness on the Level of 

the Source of Creation, as well as Fullness as it moves into every aspect of Physical 

Creation—the Full Range, the Range from the wide base of the Spiral, up to the Point or 

Nil Value of the Spiral.  It is the Expression of Fullness as it travels from one extreme to 

the other extreme.  It is the Full Range.  Great Energy is Generated through this Process.  

It is a very Dynamic Kind of Exploding or Bursting Kind of Radiance.  This Bursting 

Brilliance is the Process of Genesis Fusion, Genesis Fusion.  Beautiful. 

The Great Star of Genesis brings to the Earth the Fullness on every Level of 

Expression—Fullness not only in the Finer Layers of Life, but also Fullness onto the 

Outer Expressed Layers of Existence.  Fullness on the Outer Layer of Life Awakens the 

Great Possibilities, the Possibilities which were previously available only on the Finer 

Layers of Creation. 

The Beings of Light:  the Great Beings of the Finer Layers of Existence, the Angels, the 

Masters of the Light—these Blessed Beings can perform Actions which appear 

Incredible, beyond the Level of Possibility of the Surface Layer of Existence. 

This Blessed New Form, our Beloved Great Star of Genesis, brings to the Surface the 

Full Range of Possibilities found Existing at the Finest Layers of Creation.  You see?   

This is the Final Stage of Transformation, the Stage in the Process of Transformation 

when the previous form is replaced by the New Form.  This is always the Final Stage of 

the Process, when the Actual Form itself gets replaced.   
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Much Preparation goes into this Process.  It is like the Beautiful Process of the butterfly.   

This is Transformation.  The Preparation goes into the Formation of all the necessary 

Conditions.  It is a time of great uncertainty and confusion, disruption of the normal 

processes of life.  And yet, that which Emerges is a Great New Form, a New Form with 

completely New Abilities—Abilities which previously were thought to be impossible.  It 

is the Final Stage of the Great Process.  It is the Transformation of Form. 

Dear Ambassadors of the Light of this Great New Form:  we will continue in the coming 

lessons our practice and experience with these Precious Tools of Light. 

Many Blessings. 
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August 4, 2013 

 

Master Lantos  

 

The Experience of the Process of Genesis Fusion   

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ambassadors of the Light of the Era of Eternal Light, the Light of the 

Great Form of the New Era, the Mighty Great Star of Genesis, 

Today our focus is on the Experience of the Process of Genesis Fusion, the Process of the 

Dynamic Interaction which is the Radiant Source of Energy for the Form of the Era of 

Eternal Light.  It is similar to a process of assimilation and digestion. 

When we eat a meal, we eat some of this and some of that—a little bread, a little 

vegetable, a little water.  Different ingredients are input into the physical system and, 

through the process of digestion, these different elements become useful to the body, 

useful to the cells—offering Energy, offering Nourishment in the Proper Form, in a 

useful Form.   

This is like the Genesis Fusion.  We combine different Elements—a Progress Clear 

Wheel of Genesis for example, along with the Precious Super Star Cell.  And, in the 

Presence of the Individual, Physical Energy, these ingredients combine in a Bursting, 

Radiant Process of Genesis Fusion, resulting in Usable, Useful Energy, Directed 

according to the Initial Ingredients. 

Let us understand this further.  In the process of digestion, one inputs into the physical 

system the type of food required at that particular time.  One may input a light fruit at one 

time, and, at a different time, one may require a heavier, full meal.  The results will vary 

according to the ingredients which were offered to the physical process of digestion.  It is 

a process, digestion is a process—a dynamic process which may assimilate many, many 

different forms or elements.  There are one million possible things to eat.  This amazing 

Physical Process of digestion comprehends and Automatically responds to the Material 

Input and Releases Energy to the cells as a direct result. 

Like this, Dear Ones, Dear Ambassadors of the Light of the New Era, Genesis Fusion is a 

Highly Efficient Process.  It is the combining of the resources presented, and out of this 

Process of Combination, a Huge Amount of Energy gets Released. 

We may Combine a Clear Progress Wheel with our Blessed Super Star Cell, and out of 

this Combination, we receive a Bursting Influence of Light and Energy.  There are, in 

fact, other ingredients involved which we have not listed.  In addition to the Clear 

Progress Wheel and the Super Star Cell, the Positioning on the body will have an 

Influence on the specific results.  The Placement on the body will have an Effect on the 

type of Energy Released to the individual.   
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If the Tools are placed on the right side of the stomach, the Type of Energy Released will 

differ from a Positioning on the neck or head.  If Positioned on the Left side, we Apply 

the Super Water Cell.  The Process is Highly Efficient, offering a tremendous Amount of 

Energy to the Blessed Individual.  If a certain Effect is desired, we may try several 

Combinations until finding the most Effective Placement for all Tools. 

For instance, let us take the example of heart disease.  Some aspects of the physical 

structure of the heart are located on the left side of the body.  We therefore, may begin 

experimenting with the Super Water Cell and these Blessed Great Cosmic Spheres.  

However, it may be necessary to move to the right side of the heart and, therefore, we 

would shift to the Super Star Cell.  In the Center of the body, we may apply any of our 

Precious Star Cells.   

The Energy of the Star Cells and the Energy of the Blessed Wheels, Generate a Sublime, 

Universal Quality.  It is a Cosmic Combination of Energy.  However, these Precious 

Super Cells may also be used with our Blessed other Tools of Light, just as the body 

benefits tremendously from a variety of different foods.  We will discuss some specific 

effects of each combination as we continue in our training. 

Very good, the Progress is very good.  We will move forward in Knowledge and 

Experience, Blessed by the Radiance of the Light of Genesis. 

Many Blessings. 
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August 7, 2013 

 

Master Lantos  

 

The Star Cell Treatment Session 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

Let us Assemble our Star Cells.  Today we will Experience a Brilliant Burst of the 

Energy Enlivened through the Star Cell Treatment Session.  In this, we begin with a Call 

for Awakening.  We ring the Bell of Genesis, sounding the Invitation to the Forces of 

Light.  We sound the Bell of Genesis Inviting the Presence of the Higher Beings of Light, 

the Radiant Celestial Beings—let us sound the Call to Light. 

Very good. 

Now, Dear Ones, we will begin the Treatment with our Blessed BioTranslator and 

BioAmplifier, making the Call to Enliven in every cell the brilliant Process of Genesis 

Fusion through the Presence of the Mighty Great Star of Genesis. 

We Position under our treatment area the Blessed Chambers of Eternal Light.  If 

available, we Position three Chambers—one at the head, one under the mid-section and 

one beneath the feet.  If available, the Presence of Three Chambers Enlivens the Energy 

Pattern of Infinity.  We will discuss this Value at a later time. 

Now, we begin the Process of Aligning the Star Cells.  We must look first at the Tools we 

have available.  We will reserve one Super Cell as our Director.  Our Director will be 

positioned on top of our Point of Focus, located somewhere along the Physical Structure.   

If our Point of Focus, the location in the body which we wish to Direct the greatest 

attention to, if this Point is on the Left Side of the body, we will use a Super Water Cell, 

if it is located on the Right Side, we will use, on this location, the Super Star Cell.   

One Super Cell will be our Director of the Mighty Great Star of Genesis.  The Super Cell 

will be placed directly on the Point of Focus.  

Now, we look at the remaining Star Cells.  These other Star Cells we will place along our 

Central Core of Energy, over positions such as the forehead, the throat, the heart, the 

stomach.  At each Point of Energy we position a Star Cell.  For this we may use either 

Super Cells or individual Star Cells.  It will be very good to apply at least Three Star 

Cells along this Central Core. 

If we have an additional Super Star Cell, as well as an additional Super Water Cell, we 

may hold one in each hand.  In the Left hand we will hold the Super Water Cell.  In the 

Right, we will hold the Super Star Cell.  Yes. 
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For the remainder of this session let us Experience now these Blessed Energies.  It will be 

good to allow at least 10 minutes in this position, 10 minutes.  We will discuss further 

this Brilliant Process on this Sun Day. 

Many Blessings. 
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August 11, 2013 

 

Master Lantos  

 

Technique for the Establishment of a Protective Shield   

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

Once the Energy Source is located, the Power may reach the entire town.  The Energy 

Source must be Established, it must be Available.  Then, the Lights will come on for all.  

The Energy Source comes along first, then the Entire Range of Possibilities follows. 

This is the Case with Creation.  Energy is located as the Source and then the Possibilities 

Emerge—many Possibilities, the Full Range of Possibilities.  During our Precious Star 

Cell Treatment Session, many Possibilities Emerge.  The Energy Source is located in the 

Experience of Genesis Fusion and then the results follow Automatically.  The Effects are 

the Automatic Result of the Source. 

With our Precious Chambers of Eternal Light, we Enliven the Great Field of the Web-

Work of Light and Energy, Generated by the Great Star of Genesis.  The Precious 

Chamber of Eternal Light Enlivens the Web-Work of Energy, Structuring the Global 

Network of the Light of Genesis.  It is a Global Influence which follows the Source.  The 

Source is the Precious Light of the Mighty Great Star of Genesis—the Brilliant Radiance 

of the Mighty Great Star of Genesis.  This, Dear Ones, is the Source of the Web-Work 

which is Connecting all parts of the World, Structuring the Platform for the Emergence of 

the Form; it is the Physical Form of the Mighty Great Star of Genesis. 

The Chamber of Eternal Light is the Reflection of the Great Form of Light.  We have 

present this Luminous Reflection of the Great Form in every Star Cell Treatment Session. 

When three Chambers of Eternal Light are present, the Structure of Infinity Emerges—

the Structure of Infinity Emerges.  It is the Source.  The Effects which follow Reflect the 

Nature of the Source.  The Nature of Infinity Emerges for the Individual in the Star Cell 

Treatment Session when the three Chambers of Eternal Light are present.   

Yes, you see.  The Direction of the Source determines the outcome.  This is the Nature of 

Creation—the Source Directs the Outcome, the ingredients determine the meal.  The Star 

Cell Treatment Session offers the Dynamic Energy of Genesis Fusion and Directs this 

Radiant Energy along the Channels established by the Placement of the Tools, the 

Positioning of the Tools—left side, right side, the Director Enlivening the Point of Focus, 

the Enlivenment of the Central Core Energies.  These Elements determine the specific 

Outcome.  Each Session offers New Possibilities.  Each session may be Directed towards 

a Specific Need or Desire. 

Today we will describe a Technique for the Establishment of a Protective Shield.  This 

Energy Shield is Generated by the Presence and Positioning of four Star Cells around the 

bed at night—one at the head, one at the feet, one to the right, one to the left.  These 
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Precious Cells may be positioned on the ground or may be elevated.  Only, they must 

surround the sleeping quarters, the bed of the individual. 

Beside each Star Cell position a BioAmplifier and face the Amplifier in the outward 

direction, away from the individual—four Star Cells, four BioAmplifiers.  The Star Cells 

may be of any sort—Super Cells or Individual Star Cells.  It may be that a combination is 

used for the configuration of this Star Shield. 

It is a Force Generated for Protection.  It is very Uplifting, Purifying, Energizing for the 

Individual; and this Beloved Star Shield Dissolves the negativity in all directions. 

Beautiful. 

Tonight, Blessed Ambassadors of the Great Star of Genesis, you may Experience the 

Dynamics of this Blessed Star Shield. 

Very good, very good.   

Many Blessings. 
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August 14, 2013 

 

Master Lantos  

 

An Energy Acceleration Treatment 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

There are two Aspects along the Path of Development.  One Aspect is the Knowledge of 

the Tools and Techniques, the Value of Understanding.  The other Aspect, Blessed 

Ambassadors of the Light of the Great Star of Genesis, the other Aspect is Experience.   

As the Blessed Global Network of the Light of Genesis stretches out across Earth’s lands 

and waters, the Radiance of the New Form, the Form of the Mighty Great Star of 

Genesis, grows.  Along with this growth of the Web-Work of Light, we find our Value of 

Experience changing.  As the New Form Emerges, the Aspect of Experience naturally 

changes.  The Experiences of Life in the Structure of one house will differ from the 

Experiences which are possible in the Structure of a New Home.   

This New Structure offers a Greater Range of Experiences.  It supports activities which 

were not available in the Precious Structure, owing to the limitations of the Structure—

limitations on the Level of the Form.  This New Form offers Fullness.   

As we prepare for the treatment session, we arrange the Blessed Chambers of Eternal 

Light.  We arrange three Blessed Chambers of Eternal Light to offer the Structure of 

Infinity—the Form of Infinity. 

Yes, Beloved Ambassadors, we may even use these words of description—we may call it 

the Structure of Infinity, the Form of Infinity.  How is it that this Infinite can have 

Structure?  This, Dear Ones, is the Magnificence of Creation.  Within the Structure we 

may locate Infinity—through the Structure, through the Form, Infinity is located.  It is 

beautiful, it is Brilliant. 

These Precious Reflections of the Great Light of the Mighty New Form, these three 

Precious Chambers of Eternal Light, when Positioned Properly—under the head, the mid 

and the feet—these Precious structures interact to Form the Structure of Infinity.  With 

different Forms come different Possibilities.  With Infinity, All is Possible.   

As the Blessed Global Network of the Light of Genesis grows in its Presence across 

every continent, we will Experience New Possibilities Emerging on all Levels of Life.  

This Form, this Mighty New Form, brings forth the New Aspects of Experience for all in 

daily life.  As Ambassadors of the Great Light of the Mighty New Form, your role will be 

to Guide, Guide in Knowledge, Guide in the Experiences.   

For this reason it is very important to Experience the Blessed Energy of the New Form.  

To Experience the Nature of the New Form through these Blessed Practices with the 

Sublime Tools of Light.  We are gaining the Experience of the Form; we are gaining the 

Vision of the Form—before the Full Arrival of the Form.   
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In this way, we are gaining the benefit of the Knowledge, as well as the benefit of the 

Experience.  Both of these Aspects of development Structure  Precious Ones, the Quality 

of Ambassador of the Light of the Mighty New Form.  We are moving through the 

process of training, training in the Techniques of the Radiant Energy of the Star Cells.  

We are Experiencing the Bursting Energy of Genesis Fusion. 

Today, Blessed Ambassadors, we will go through the steps of a very simple Treatment.  

It is an Energy Acceleration Treatment.  You will see how even this simple Form of 

Treatment may bring about Great Results.   

As always, we Invite the Great Beings of Light with a Sound of the Bell.  We will hold 

our Beloved Translator, Calling for the Energy of the Great Star of Genesis.  You will 

find, with this Process, an Increase of Energy, a Boost of Energy.  It is a Boost, like the 

engines on a jet.   

Position first the Precious Chamber or Chambers of Eternal Light.  On the forehead 

Position a single Star Cell.  On the area of the navel, Position an additional Star Cell.  In 

the left hand hold a Super Water Cell, in the right hand hold a Super Star Cell.  We will 

enjoy this Position for 10 minutes.  This will offer the Boost. 

We received the Knowledge of the Application of the Star Cells for the Creation of a Star 

Shield, a Precious Star Shield.  Blessed Ambassadors, today we receive the Knowledge 

of the Star Boost, it is a Star Burst.   

To this simple set of Positioning we will add our Beloved Wheels.  We will discuss this 

in our next instruction.  Now enjoy the Energy of the Star Burst. 

Very good. 

Many Blessings. 
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August 18, 2013 

 

Master Lantos  

 

An Energy of Great Brilliance 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

It is a day to continue our Development with the Experience of the Tools and Techniques 

of the Radiant Form, the Great Form, of Light which is Emerging for All; with the 

Expanding Structure of the Global Network of the Light of Genesis—the Great Web-

Work of Light, the Great Web-Work of Energy.  It is a New Form of Energy.  It is an 

Energy made possible through the Presence of the Expanding Web-Work of Light.  This 

Energy we will call Genesis Fusion.  It is an Energy of Great Brilliance.  It is the Energy 

of the Mighty New Form of the Great Star of Genesis. 

Cindy: 

And he paused at that point, and I mentioned to him that, just yesterday, was sent out 

from the BioGenesis offices, the total count would bring it to 1,012 Chambers of Eternal 

Light to different parts all over the World.  And then he continued, 

Lantos: 

Brilliant, Brilliant Light is Generated and it is through this Expanding Web-Work the 

Connection which begins to Form as a Global Structure, it is through this Network that 

the very Structure of the lands and waters begin to shift.  It is the Final Stage of the Great 

Shift.  This is the Process of the Purification of the residue, the remaining traces of the 

influence of the previous era, the action of the previous era, which has been stored in the 

structure of the lands and waters, and has impacted the Energy of Life on Earth. 

This residue of action is released as we expand globally our Chambers of Eternal Light.  

The Network is Global; the Web-Work is Global.  One thousand twelve Precious 

Chambers of the Great Light of the Mighty Great Star of Genesis—1,012—1,012 Radiant 

Star Clusters of Light beginning to Form the Great Web-Work of Cosmic Light, 

Universal Light.  One thousand twelve, it is very good.  Well done.  It is very good.  

Beautiful, the Expansion is beautiful. 

Dear Ambassadors, let us continue in our focus on the Expansion of this Blessed Web-

Work.  It is through the growth of this Web-Work that the Structure is Formed; the 

Platform is Formed for the Emergence of the Great Form of Light for the New Era.  

Beautiful. 

Your efforts are bringing about great change, great results.  The results are Global, the 

results are on a Global Scale.  The Influence of a Chamber of Eternal Light, a single Star 

Cluster of Radiant Star Cells, a single Cluster Generates a Global Influence.  Yes, it is a 

Global Influence. 
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Today, we will continue our Experience with the Star Burst Treatment of Acceleration.  It 

is a Great Energy Treatment.  Today, we will add to the Treatment the First Rays 

Progress Wheel of Genesis.  Today we will see the effects of a very slight addition and 

the Shifting of the Results which Emerge out of this slightest addition.   

In this way, we will find Precious Ambassadors, the vast range of Possibilities which 

open to our Direction as we become familiar with the Experience of the Great Energy of 

Genesis Fusion. 

Today we will set the Treatment Tools as before, placing the Star Cells in the 

arrangement on the forehead, on the navel, on the left and right hands.  This Establishes a 

Great Pathway of Energy, a Great Pathway of Light through the Physical Structure of the 

Individual. 

Cindy: 

And he paused for a moment, and I asked at that time a question that we had had about 

whether the specific types of Cells that you are putting on the forehead and, also, on the 

navel, whether they have to be the Singular Star Cell or if they can also be either of the 

Super Water Cell or the Super Star Cells, if they have to be specific types of Star Cells.  

He said, 

Lantos: 

These may be Singular Star Cells or they may be Super Cells.  In the Central Core, along 

the Central Pathway of the physical body, any of the Star Cells may be applied.   

Cindy 

So I said, “So we could use one Singular on the forehead, and then one Super Cell, we 

can use any combination like that?  He said, 

Lantos: 

Yes, yes, the Great Central Core is the Source of the various Expressions which Emerge.  

Out of this Core the Expressions Emerge.   

Cindy: 

So, he paused at that point, so I again just said, “So any of the Cells can go along the 

center.  He said, 

Lantos: 

Yes, Yes. 

Today we will now experience the addition of a single Wheel, the First Wheel of 

Expression, the First Impulse of Expression, of the Great Cosmic Spheres.  This is the 

Expression of the First Ray Wheel of Progress. 

We will position this Wheel on the forehead.  If a second Wheel is available, a second 

First Rays Progress, we may position this Wheel on the navel, along with the placement 

of the four Mighty Star Cells.  This is our session for today. 
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We will discuss the results in our next session. 

Cindy: 

And then I said to him, “So, if we have two Wheels, then the two First Rays Progress 

Wheels are to just go along with the Star Cells on the forehead and the navel, and then we 

have the two Super Cells in the hands.  So two Wheels and then the four placements 

would be exactly the same as the other Treatment?  And he said, 

Lantos: 

Yes. 

Cindy: 

And then I said, “Should we do the Treatment for the same amount of time, about 10 

minutes?  And, he said, 

Lantos: 

Very good, it will be very good. 

Many Blessings. 
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August 21, 2013 

 

Master Lantos  

 

The Precious Wheels of Genesis are the Cosmic Spheres 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

It is a Great Blessing.  We are Blessed with the Knowledge of Genesis Fusion and the 

Direct Experience of Focusing this Energy along the Pathways established by the Wheels 

of Genesis. 

The Precious Wheels of Genesis are the Cosmic Spheres, the Great Cosmic Regions.  

Each Wheel of Genesis Reflects the Energy Pattern Enlivened by that Cosmic Region.  

There are 27 Great Celestial Regions, 27 Spheres, 27 Wheels, along with one Wheel of 

Hope. 

Each Wheel Enlivens the certain Set of Aspects of Creation, certain Qualities of 

Existence.  In order to Direct the Energy of the Blessed Mighty Great Star of Genesis 

along a certain Pathway we add a particular Wheel of Genesis to the Treatment. 

At this time, we are describing the Personal Values of Individual Treatment.  The Blessed 

Star Cells may be applied in many ways and we will continue to expand our 

understanding of the applications of this Blessed Energy of Genesis Fusion. 

In our previous session, we arranged the Placement of the Star Cells.  A Super Water Cell 

in the left hand, a Super Star Cell in the right hand.  We positioned a Star Cell on the 

central forehead and one on the area of the navel region.  We positioned our Blessed 

Chambers of Eternal Light under the area of Treatment.  This, Beloved Ambassadors, is 

our Basic Placement of the Star Cells for the Purpose of Energy Acceleration.  To this 

configuration, we added a single Wheel—the first Wheel of expression—the First Rays 

Wheel of Progress. 

Beloved Ambassadors of the Mighty Great Star of Genesis, we begin with the First 

Expression Emerging from Fullness.  Out of the Source of Creation the First Expression 

Emerges and Creation follows along a specific Path.  These Expressions of Creation are 

Reflected in the 27 Wheels of Genesis—the 27 Great Cosmic Spheres. 

The First Sphere is the First Rays Wheel of Progress and, in our previous session, this 

Precious Wheel was added to the forehead, the forehead.  And, if two Wheels are 

available, then the second is to be added to the navel region, each Wheel positioned 

alongside the Star Cell.  The Precious Star Cell may be positioned alongside, above or 

beneath the Cosmic Wheel. The Value is in the closeness, the close range between the 

Star Cell and the Cosmic Wheel 

We begin with First Rays Progress.  This Cosmic Expression is the first to Emerge and, 

therefore, Fullness is reflected most Fully.  It is a most Complete Reflection of the 

Fullness of the Source of Creation.  This is the Nature of Creation.  The First Impulses 
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Emerging out of the Source most Fully Reflect the Qualities and Nature of the Source.  

Beautiful. 

The Nature of our Precious First Rays Progress Wheel is Fullness, Enlivenment of 

Fullness on every Layer of Expression.  From the Physical Layer to the Spiritual Layer, 

each Layer of Expression is Awakened to the Quality of Healing.  Fullness is Healing. 

This First Rays Progress Wheel is the Mighty Healer.  If there is doubt as to the specific 

Tool or specific Wheel for an ailment, this Precious First expression of Nature is a 

selection which carries with it the Blessings of the Source.  The Nature of the Source is 

displayed clearly in this Great Cosmic Region. 

Today, let us again Experience this Initial Wheel, along with the Mighty Energy of 

Genesis Fusion, Awakened through the Precious Star Cells. 

Very good, Dear Ones, very good. 
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August 25, 2013 

 

Master Lantos  

 

All Aspects of Life Get Regenerated 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

We enjoy the Waves of Knowledge, the Warmth of Experience.  It is a Process of 

Discovery, a Process of Awakening the True Nature of the Cells.  It is a Process of 

ridding the Structures of the burdens of the past—past action, the residue of past action.  

We are releasing the Structures from the weight of impurities—the Structure of the 

individual, the Structure of the land and waters. 

Genesis Fusion:  it is the Energy which Powers the Mighty Great Star of Genesis.  

Genesis Fusion:  it is the Process of Culmination, and through this Process Virtually all 

Elements are Produced; all Aspects of Life get Regenerated.  It is a Bursting Reaction, a 

Source Reaction, a Process which is the Source of Mighty Universal Energy—the Source 

of Energy for the Blessed Mighty Great Star of Genesis, the Form of the Era of Eternal 

Light. 

Blessed Ambassadors of the Era of Eternal Light, we are discovering the Experience of 

this Blessed Energy.  It is a Great Release of Energy which at once Purifies, Regenerates 

and Transforms.  Do you recognize these Elements Blessed Ambassadors?  The Aspects 

of Progress, Regeneration and Transformation—these are the components Structuring the 

array of Great Cosmic Spheres—the 27 Blessed Wheels of Genesis.  Yes, it is a Cosmic 

Expression of Creation.  

Let us continue our experience on this day with the Blessed Wheels in our Star Cell 

Energy Treatment.  We will Experience the Dynamic Process of Genesis Fusion in our 

positioning of the Star Cells along the Central Core, as well as the positioning of the 

Super Cells in the hands.  This is all in the Presence of the Chambers of Eternal Light, the 

Blessed Reflections of the Great Star of Genesis.  Yes. 

It is best to position three Chambers of Eternal Light under the treatment table.  However, 

if only one is present we will proceed with an added Super Star Cell positioned under the 

head and a Super Water Cell positioned under the feet.  Acceleration:  Energy through the 

Dynamics of Genesis Fusion. 

Today we will Experience the Progress Wheels.  Select two Progress Wheels; position 

these Wheels along with the Star Cells on the Central Core.  We will Experience Genesis 

Fusion in the Direction of Progress.  You may select any two Progress Wheels—it may 

be a Progress Aqua along with a Dark Violet Progress; it may be a Clear Progress along 

with a Green Progress.   
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Place one Wheel on the forehead with the Star Cell and one in the region of the navel.  

Now let us Experience this Progress Motion of Acceleration.  In these coming days, Dear 

Ambassadors, you may experiment with the Progress Wheels in these 10 minute Star Cell 

Acceleration Sessions.  Yes. 

Very good, very good 

Many Blessings. 
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August 28, 2013 

 

Master Lantos  

 

The Ability to Direct the Unfathomable Scope of New Energy 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

As we progress in our stages of training with the Precious Star Cells, we will begin to 

harness the Ability to Direct the Vast Energies Generated by the Process of Genesis 

Fusion.  It is a Vast Range of Possibilities open to the Experience as we Enliven and 

establish the Platform for the Form of the Era of Eternal Light.  Yes, Yes.  Yes, Beloved 

Ambassadors of Eternal Light, this is our Purpose of these days and weeks of training in 

the various combinations and Effects Generated through the Energies of these Precious 

Star Cells. 

You are gaining the Ability to Direct the Unfathomable Scope of New Energy, New 

Possibilities—Possibilities which Emerge as the New Form Emerges, as the Platform is 

Structured through the Establishment of the Global Network of the Light of Genesis.  The 

New Form—the Mighty Great Star of Genesis Emerges as the New Form—the Form for 

the Era of Eternal Light.  Yes, it is beautiful.  This is your Role.  It is a Great Role of 

Transformation, from the previous form to the Establishment of the New Form.  It is a 

Great Role of Responsibility. 

And, now, we will continue with our Experiences in the Process of developing our 

Understanding, as well as, our Experience of the Process of Genesis Fusion.  We have 

Experienced the Star Cell Session of Acceleration and to this we have added the Wheels 

of Progress.  Progress is one of the Three Basic Subdivisions of Energy.  It is one of the 

Three Basic Energies.  These Energies are the Energy of Progress, the Energy of 

Regeneration and the Energy of Transformation.  Like the charges of the particle, each 

Charge—Positive or Negative or Neutral—each Charge will carry with it certain 

Qualities, certain Features.   

As we begin with the Progress, this group of Charged Energy will have certain Effects, 

certain Influences on the Physical Structure.  The Energy of Genesis Fusion Magnifies 

these Energies to an Unfathomable Magnitude.  The Progress Energy is one type of Spin.  

This Energy has a specific Direction, or we may call it, a Spin. 

As we experiment with the Progress Spin in our Star Cell treatments we may find the 

throwing off of certain residues.  Certain types of Influences of past action will be more 

easily released through the Process of the Experience of the Progress Spin. 

Again, today, once again, as we are aware of the Properties of Spin which are Generated, 

let us call for the removal of the binding influence of past action.  We Call for the Energy 

of Genesis Fusion to release us from the burdens or residue of the past.  Yes, again today, 

let us Experience the Progress Star Cell Acceleration Session. 
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Very good, very good.   Many Blessings.        
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September 1, 2013 

 

Master Lantos  

 

The Precious Spheres of Regeneration 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

Beloved Ambassadors of the Light of the Great Star of Genesis, today we are training 

with the Neutral Spin, the Regeneration Spin.  This Neutral Level of Spin is at the same 

time a Spin moving in the Direction of Progress as well as the Direction of the removal of 

the unwanted—the replacement of one state with another.  Regeneration represents Both 

Aspects—the Aspect of Growth as well as the Aspect of Transformation.  This is the 

Value of Regeneration.  It is, therefore, represented by a Dual Spin or we may even 

consider it to be a Neutral Spin—Spin of a Neutral Character. 

 

We will select for today’s session of Genesis Fusion Acceleration—we will select 

today—Wheels out of the set of Neutral Regeneration Spin.  Neutral is the Property of 

Motion in both the Inward and Outward Directions.  It is the Experience of the Repeated 

Process; it is a Simultaneous Process of Progress and Transformation contained within 

the Space of the Regeneration Great Cosmic Sphere.  It is like a Whirlpool Influence.  It 

is at once the Process of Creation, as well as the release of the material substance.  It is at 

once the Process of Progress as well as Transformation.  This is Regeneration, exactly 

this. 

 

Today, we will Experience the Great Dynamics of these Cosmic Spheres of 

Regeneration.  Select two or more wheels according to the number of Star Cells 

positioned on the Points of Energy of the Central Core.  Regeneration is a Dynamic 

Process and, Experienced together with the Process of Genesis Fusion, much Activity can 

be expected to occur.  

 

When there is a deep pocket of resistance within the tissues of the body, one which is 

unwilling to let go of the negative residue, we will Awaken it with the Spark of 

Regeneration.  We will jump start it with the Genesis Fusion generated by the Mighty 

Super Cells together with the Precious Spheres of Regeneration.   

 

Neutral Spin is the Source of All Creation Spin.  Within the context of Neutral Spin we 

find the Possibilities of All Spin, it is a Great Awakener.   

 

Be certain to ring the Bell before each session of Genesis Fusion.  Each session with the 

Mighty Star Cells Calls for Awakening.  We perform each session above the Chambers 

of Eternal Light.   
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These are the training days of Experiencing the Process of Genesis Fusion together with 

the Great Cosmic Spheres of Existence.  Let us choose now, two or three, or several 

Wheels of Regeneration and ring the Call to Awakening.  Let us begin our session. 

 

Very good. 

 

Many Blessings 
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September 4, 2013 

 

Master Lantos  

 

We Are Experiencing Acceleration of the Physical Structure  

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Blessed Ambassadors of the Light of the Great Star of Genesis, 

We are Experiencing Acceleration of the Physical Structure through these Beloved 

Dynamics of Genesis Fusion, produced by our Beloved Super Cells.  It is a Great 

Process.   

This level of treatment session is specifically tuned to the individual.  The Blessed 

Chambers of Eternal Light are the Great Reflections Structuring the Global Influence and 

Creating a Platform for the Emergence of the New Form for the Era of Eternal Light.  It 

is this powerful Influence, the same Radiant Influence which Structures a Global Web-

Work.  This Blessed Radiance is applied on the Level of the Individual.  Yes, the 

Significance is Great.   

The Dynamic Process of Genesis Fusion Transforms and rids the structure of the 

unwanted residues while Accelerating the cells with an Extreme Boost of Power and 

Energy.  This is the Great Power which Fuels the Cosmic Forces, such as the Beloved 

Mighty Great Star of Genesis.   

It is a Cosmic Source of Immense Energy.  Yes, this is the Clear Vision.  You see the 

Dynamics at work on many layers?  These Dynamics are, at once, scaled to relate to the 

Layer of Individual Life—there is the Layer of the immediate household—as well as the 

Influence for the community. 

On the Global Scale the Influence appears as a Web-Work of Connecting Streams of 

Light—Radiant Beams of Illumination.  These Structures, these Beams of Light, offer the 

necessary Framework for the arrival of the New Form—the Form of the Mighty Great 

Star of Genesis.  This is a beautiful Point of Understanding for our Blessed Ambassadors 

of Star Light.   

Dear Ambassadors, the Influence will be felt on every Layer of Creation, and this 

Influence will be Expressed in different ways on Each Layer.  The Effect on the Layer of 

the Individual will be Expressed differently than the Expressions on the Global Scale.  

And, while these Expressions may differ, the Dynamic Process of Genesis Fusion 

remains the same Process.  It is the Great Cosmic Source of Energy.  This Energy reaches 

the Infinite. 

The three Chambers positioned beneath the treatment table Generate Infinity.  The Global 

Establishment of the Complete Network of Chambers of Eternal Light Generate the 

Infinite on the Global Scale.  Do you see?  Yes, very good, very good. 

The Wheels will offer the Direction and the Mighty Star Cells are the Rocket Boosters—

Pure Energy.  Without the Wheels still the Energy is Formed and the Rockets go.  The 
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Wheels add the Fine Directional Tuning—we wish to go here Specifically.  It is like a 

Cosmic Chart—a Great Cosmic Mapping System of navigating the twenty-seven Blessed 

Cosmic Regions.  The Possibilities are endless and, if we want Specific Results, it is best 

to Apply the Great Cosmic Mapping System.  It is a Great System of Navigation.   

Dear Ones, we will instruct you in the Process of Selecting the Proper Wheel 

Combinations, selecting the Proper Navigational Direction.  This will be taught later in 

this year, before the end of this year, after we have had some degree of Experience with 

the Blessed Effects of the Star Cell Acceleration Sessions. 

Today, we will again select from our collection of Wheels of Regeneration.  We will 

select Wheels to Navigate the Direction for the Rocket Boosters.  We will Target the 

Direction and Experience this Blessed Process of Genesis Fusion. 

Many Blessings. 
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September 8, 2013 

 

Master Lantos  

 

The Directorship of Transformation 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

On this Sun Day we proceed with our Experiences in the Star Cell Acceleration Session.  

We will continue with this individual application of the Mighty Energy of Genesis 

Fusion.  This is an application for the individual directed to the cells of the individual—

Transformation. 

Now, we will Experience that Element which annihilates one state and out of this 

Emptiness a New State is Formed.  Life progresses along a continuum, a Path which 

Upholds the Expression of Individual Qualities.  These Qualities are the sign posts of 

Life, the Expressions of Life.  Over time, through the Actions of the past, a layer of 

residue clouds these Pure Expressions of Life.  With Transformation, one state is reduced 

to its Pure Source and out of this Expressionless State a New Expression Emerges.   

This New Expression, that which Emerges, comes about as a result of the previous 

conditions.  With this Process of Acceleration through Genesis Fusion we introduce the 

Direction of Transformation.  We introduce the Direction of the Spin in Creation 

Identified as the Process of Transformation.  This Acceleration Session receives the 

Direction of Transformation.   

We may say, in general terms, that the Direction of Progress is for Growth, Progress, 

Advancement.  The Direction of Regeneration is for a Pinpointed Renewal—Renewal of 

a Specific Quality, an emotional issue or a disease—one element which is seemingly 

stuck in its own shell or case.  To release this condition from its encasement we apply the 

Principle of Regeneration.   

Today we experience the State or Direction of Transformation.  Progress is a Momentum, 

it is a Spin.  Like this Transformation is a Momentum, it is also a Spin.  The Experience 

of Transformation is much like the Experience of Progress; it is for Direction.  In this 

case, Change of Direction—Redirection.  It is a Path Change, a Change of Direction in 

Life, an Overall change in the Direction of Health, Well-being and Happiness.   

These General Pathways fall within the Directorship of Transformation.  These Changes 

are brought about with Momentum, Spin.  Progress is Spin in one Direction; 

Transformation is Spin in the Reverse Direction.  That which is Regeneration is Neutral 

Spin—one may see it as Spin in Both Directions Simultaneously, one may see it as Spin-

less or Neutral Spin.  These are the Directions issued by the Great Cosmic Spheres.   
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Today we apply the Spin of Transformation.  Select the Wheels of Transformation and 

place next to the Star Cells Aligned on the Central Core of Energy.  We will Experience 

this Direction of Transformation for the same length of time as with our other 

Acceleration Sessions.   

Let us enjoy this Process which most effectively Restores Life to its Proper Pathway.  It 

is a beautiful Process; it is a most Sublime Process.  Let us begin with the ringing Call of 

Light, the Bells of Awakening. 

Very good, very good. 

Many Blessings. 
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September 11, 2013 

 

Master Lantos  

 

The Process of the Acceleration of Energy 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

Dear Ambassadors of the Precious Energy of the Mighty Great Star of Genesis, you are 

the Ambassadors, the Directors of the Light—such a beautiful role, such a historic role to 

hold in the Flow of Creation—it is a Flow of Creation.  Just as the boat can be guided 

safely along the flowing current, the Life—the Life of the Individual, the Path of the 

Earth—all this may be Directed Properly along the Flowing Currents of Existence. 

When there is a rocking to the boat—the boat has come into some turbulent waters—we 

simply perform a little Technique here, a few minutes a day, and we will align the boat 

again in the calmer currents, flowing gently along the path. 

As Ambassadors the Role is to Guide—guidance for oneself, guidance also for others.  

As we Experience the Blessed Sessions of the Star Cell Acceleration we find the Value 

for the individual, it is a Great Value coming onto the individual—the Blessed Energy 

Delivered through the Process of Genesis Fusion.  In the Presence of the Great Chambers 

of Eternal Light we will Experience the Structure of Infinity—Infinity.  

Each Set of Wheels offers a Direction; each Set of Wheels offers a Change of Course of 

the Flowing Current of Energy.  We have Experienced now the Flowing Advancement 

associated with the Progress set of Wheels.  We have Experienced also the Bursting 

Extraction possible by the Energy of Dual Spin, it is the Energy of Neutral Spin, and this 

is brought about through the Blessed Set of Regeneration Wheels.  In the last session, we 

discovered the results of the Process of Acceleration of Genesis Fusion in the Direction 

of Reverse Spin:  to Redirect the Flow in a New Course, to Correct a Path, to set forth a 

straight and Clear Path for the Blessings of the Individual.  This is the Blessed Effect of 

the Star Cell Acceleration Guided by the Direction of Transformation. 

These Directions are charted by the Great Cosmic Regions.  There are 27 great Celestial 

Regions, and each of these is represented through the Energy and Structure of a specific 

Wheel of Genesis.  In all, we have 27 great Cosmic Wheels of Genesis. 

Again today we will Experience the Flow of the Energy of Transformation.  We are 

establishing a general understanding of the uses of the Beloved Star Cells in their relation 

to the individual—this is the Process of Acceleration of Energy.  It is the Process of 

bringing to the individual the Energy of the Higher Octaves of Light—the Great 

Universal Layers of Light, the Residents of the Energy of the Mighty Great Star of 

Genesis—making available this Great Source of Energy, available to the Level of the 

Individual.   
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This Dear Ones, this is the Process of Acceleration.  Acceleration in the Presence of 

Infinity is a Great Experience indeed, a Blessing, a very great Blessing, each time the 

individual Experiences this Process. 

Now, Dear Ones, we will again today Experience this Process of Acceleration, Star Cell 

Acceleration, with the Wheels of Transformation.  We begin with the Call of Awakening, 

the Ringing Invitation to the Great Beings of Light across the Realms of Creation. 

Very good, very good. 

Let us begin. 
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September 15, 2013 

 

Master Lantos  

 

The Star Cell Acceleration Session 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

We have two, the Dynamics of two; and out of this, out of two, comes a third.  Out of the 

Dynamics of the two comes a third.  It is very beautiful, very beautiful. 

Even as the time is changing, even as we pass from one Era into another—a New Era—

the Dynamics of the Process of Creating remain.  The Dynamics remain:  the Expressions 

Change, the Form Changes, the Possibilities of Expression Change.  However, the 

Fundamental Dynamics of Creation, the Art of Creating, remains.   

We have Experienced the basic Nature of the Three.  We have Experienced the Basic 

Expressions of the Positive Spin; it is the Set of Spin within each of the Cosmic Regions 

Governing the Nature of the Advancement, the Propagation.  This Quality Emerges out 

of the Positive Spin.   

In our own experience we pick up the Progress Wheels, we make our selection out of the 

Progress Set of Wheels.  We apply these Wheels to Chart the Direction for the Star Cell 

Acceleration Session.  Progress is a valuable Tool, a valuable Direction.  We are always 

grateful for the Path of Progress.  It is our Experience that the Acceleration Sessions of 

Progress are so Enlivening, so Beautiful, so Uplifting.  Yet, still, this is not the only Spin; 

this is not the only Direction. 

Dear Ones, you will find on every vehicle the controls, including the direction of 

forward, the direction of reverse and, also, the direction of neutral.  And yet, the Goal is 

to move from one Point of Origin to a Point of Destination.  Yes? 

One may imagine that the only requirement to go from one location to another is the 

requirement of Progress.  This is not the wise understanding of the Path of Advancement.   

The Wave travels from here to there.  The Energy of the Wave moves from here to there.  

This Movement is accomplished through the alternation of the rise and fall of the water.  

The water rises to a great height, followed by the great depth; then, the subsequent rise 

again.  It is a series of alternation.  This is a Beautiful Point.  The Mighty Energy 

Expressed by the moving Waves across the Earth, this Mighty Energy, Flows by way of 

the rise and return, rise and return. 

At the height of the Wave, there is a Point of Pause.  It is a State of Neutral Rise—

Neutral.  It is in a Neutral State of rise, as well as, a Neutral State of fall.  This Neutral 

State may also be located at the base of the Wave, at the Point just beyond the 

Completion of the fall and just before the start of the rise.   
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These Points are the Points of Neutral Energy, Neutral Spin.  We call this Energy 

Regeneration.  Yes, you see?  It is a beautiful Process.  This is the Process of Creation, 

the Art of Creating.   

In our practice of the Techniques of Creating, we may locate these Three Elements.  

Always, in every Process of Advancement, these Elements may be Located and Realized. 

We will, today, Experience our Beloved Star Cell Acceleration Session with an 

Alternation of these Three Principals of Direction.  We will begin with the Principle of 

Transformation.  This will Clear the Path and offer Great Momentum, Great Depth to that 

which follows.  Next, we will select from our Set of Regeneration Wheels.  This will 

Ignite the Pure Energy found only in Silence, Stillness.  And then, we will select from our 

Set of Progress.  In this way we will Experience a Total Cycle of the Cosmic Spheres.  

This is Star Cell Acceleration. 

We will offer five to ten minutes for each Spin—five minutes Transformation, five 

minutes Regeneration, five minutes Progress.  This is the Path of Advancement; this is 

the Process of Acceleration.  Genesis Fusion—this is the Enlivenment of Genesis Fusion 

through the Energy of the Blessed Super Cells, the Blessed Star Cells. 

Very good, very good. 

Let us experience this Acceleration. 

Many Blessings. 
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September 18, 2013 

 

Master Lantos  

 

This is The Pathway of Earth 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

We are gaining Knowledge and Experience of our Blessed Star Cell Acceleration 

Program.  It is a Beautiful Program for Development on the personal level—on the Level 

of the Individual Physical Structure.   

In this session, we will apply our Precious Wheels, the Representations of the Great 

Cosmic Spheres of Existence.  These are our Guides, Directing the Flow of Energy—

Genesis Fusion—along specific Pathways of the Individual Structure. 

Now, Dear Ambassadors of the Mighty Star Light, we may expand this Experience to 

include the Precious Tools of Genesis Energy:  our Blessed Flame of Genesis, our 

Blessed Wand.   

First, we will start with our Beloved Pyramid.  In this session it will be good to apply the 

8-Sided Clear Pyramid.  This Great Structure contains both the Energy of the Great 

Pyramid of the past Era, as well as the Energy of the Eight Directional Star Form, the 

Form of the New Era, the Era of Eternal Light—the Mighty Great Star of Genesis. 

It is a Link, a Bridge, between the Energy of the previous Era and the Energy of the 

Emerging Era.  It is a New Era, and we are Structuring the Platform for this New Form, 

the Emergence of this New Form.  We are accomplishing this global task as, day by day, 

Chambers of Eternal Light are spread across the Globe, Building the Network, 

Constructing the Global Web-Work of Light—Star Light.   

You are Ambassadors of this Mighty Great Star Light.  It is a Universal Light, a Great 

Universal Structure, a Presence so Great that its Influence extends far beyond the 

boundaries of the Cosmic Scale.  This is the reason we apply the term Universal.  It is a 

description of the Greatness of Energy and Influence which far exceeds the localized 

Cosmic Realms.  A Great Universal Being is Mighty indeed.   

Taken for consideration, the Awareness much reach beyond, extend beyond, the Great 

Expanse of these Cosmic Regions which surround us and which Govern our day-to-day 

Activities.  A Great Universal Being is Great indeed.  A Great Universal Form is Mighty 

indeed. 

Dear Ambassadors, we are Establishing a Platform sufficient for the Arrival of this Great 

Mighty Universal Form of Light.  Always, Dear Ones, our focus must turn to the Great 

Global Vision.  The research and sessions on the Level of the Individual are a Great 

Blessing for the individual; however, the focus in the Awareness must be on the Global 

Scale, on the Construction of the Global Network of the Light of Genesis.   
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It is through the Establishment of these Individual Clusters of Star Light that the 

Radiance joins together, collecting in Beams, Forming a Supreme Network of 

Illumination.  It is a Sublime Web-Work of Beams of Radiance—Precious Strands of Star 

Light—together Forming this Web-Work.  Yes, Blessed Ambassadors, do you see the 

Goal?   

This is the Pathway of Earth, the Pathway for the Structuring of the Light of the New Era 

for Blessed Earth.  It requires a Global Awareness, a Global Focus.  While maintaining 

the Global Scale of Awareness, we may also proceed to Accelerate the Energy on the 

Level of the Individual, for the individual.  We are Progressing on the Level of the 

Individual, as well as on the Global Scale.  Very good. 

This evening, we will practice the Star Cell Acceleration Session with the addition of a 

Clear 8-Sided Pyramid, as well as Treatment with the Flame and Wand during the 10 to 

15 minutes of Star Cell Acceleration through Genesis Fusion.  This we will add. 

We may begin with the Flame.  This will require the assistance of another individual.  

The Flame may be waved over the individual, particularly over the areas along the 

Central Core.  From the head to the toes, the Flame may be applied in circular or wave-

like motions, waving over each area.  Following the Flame, the Wand may be applied in a 

similar fashion.  This will be our Session for the coming few days. 

Many Blessings. 
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September 22, 2013 

 

Master Lantos  

 

This is the Training for the Life of Infinity 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ambassadors, 

This Training, this Knowledge, this Practice, this Experience—this is the Training for the 

Life of Infinity, a Life of Infinity.  Infinity—it is a Great Universal Quality.  Within the 

word, all boundaries, all limitations are lost.  All boundaries dissolve.  It is the Platform 

of the Boundless.  It is the Structure of the Boundless.  Yet, yet, it is a Structure.  Yes, it 

is a Magnificent Structure, the Structure of Infinity. 

Two things exist—a Structure as well as a Structure-less Aspect of Universal 

Continuum—boundaries and the boundless, Structure and Fullness.  Fullness—Fullness 

is Expressed through the Structure of Infinity. 

Dear Ones, Dear Ambassadors, our Precious Chambers of Eternal Light generate an 

Influence of a Universal Nature.  It is an Influence on a Universal Scale, the Scale of the 

Mighty Great Star of Genesis. 

Light Extends from the Star in the direction of Infinity.  Light may Extend to Infinity, 

Light may travel Infinitely.  This is a Very Important Point.  Our Blessed Chambers of 

Eternal Light are the Reflections of the Mighty Great Star of Genesis.   

We call these Precious Clusters, the Chamber of Eternal Light.  In other words, 

“Chamber” is the Representation of that Blessed Structure to Support Infinity, and 

“Eternal Light” is that Sublime Aspect of Infinity—Eternal Light. 

As our Blessed Global Network is Assembled, we will find these Qualities of Infinity 

coming to the surface of life, the Qualities which Support the Expression of Fullness—

Infinity. 

Until the completion of this Precious Global Network, we will require additional Tools to 

accomplish a similar result.  For the Structuring of this Quality of Infinity, we ask 

Initially for the Presence of Three Chambers of Eternal Light, Eternal Light.  It is very 

beautiful, yes? 

We are at the Precious Seat of Eternal Light, the Source of the Knowledge for the Earth:  

the Location of Great Purity for the Emergence of Great Knowledge, the Location of the 

Beloved Great Central Translator. 
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Dear Ones, Dear Ambassadors of Eternal Light, Light is Eternal, its Nature is Infinite, yet 

it is Upheld by a Structure.  Very beautiful. 

Our Beloved Chambers of Eternal Light Generate the Structure to Uphold the Infinite—

Infinity. 

We will continue with our understanding of the Infinite.  Just now we will Experience the 

Blessed Qualities through our Precious Star Cell Session of Acceleration. 

Very good, very good. 

Many Blessings. 
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September 25, 2013 

 

Master Lantos  

 

The Dynamics of Balance 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

Today we are thinking on the issue of Balance—Balance.  We have considered the 

Existence of the Aspect of Infinity and, and Blessed Ambassadors, we have seen that the 

Mighty Existence of Infinity is Upheld by the Structure.  Structure is capable of 

Supporting the Infinite.  Structure is an Element which contains certain Boundaries.  

Without certain Boundaries it would not be a Structure, it would be structureless.  You 

see?  Even the word gives away the Nature; the description is contained within the Name. 

Structure—Structure indicates the Existence of certain Boundaries.  And yet, and yet, this 

is a very Beautiful Point—the Mighty Nature of Infinity may Emerge on the Platform of 

a particular Structure.  This is the Highest Aspect of Balance.  Balance indicates Opposite 

Values.  For Balance to Exist there must be the coexistence of Two Opposite Values.  In 

this Relationship of the Two, a Third Greater Fullness is Formed.  Infinity and Structure, 

two Opposite Values, and yet, One’s Existence Supports the Other.   

We are Constructing this Reality for Earth.  We are Assembling the Mighty Structure, a 

very Specific Pattern of Star Clusters of Eternal Light specifically located in designated 

areas across the Earth.  And out of this, the Blessed Mighty Great Star of Genesis 

Emerges.  The Infinite Arises on the Platform of the Structure. 

Balance—we will spend some days now discussing different Values of Balance.  It is 

very important to understand this Nature of Balance as we are Experiencing the Vast 

Energies Generated through the Star Cell Sessions of Acceleration.  Yes, yes, yes.  Very 

good, very good. 

We notice already the Distinction between the left side of the Central Core and the right 

side.  On one side we position the Super Water Cells; on the other we position the Super 

Star Cells.  The reason for this is Balance.  Out of Balance comes a Fullness Greater than 

the two parts.  Left side—Water Cells, right side—Star Cells. 

This Enlivens the Distinct Qualities which are Specific to the Nature of the Energies of 

each side of the Physical Structure.  Like this, like the Balance seen within the Physical 

Structure of the individual, there is a Balance Upheld on the Grander Scales of Nature:  

Balance within the household, Balance within the city and Balance within the continent. 

From continent to continent there is the Aspect of Balance, which when Upheld, 

Maximizes the Blessings for all to enjoy. 
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Today, let us return to the simple Experience of one Super Water Cell held within the left 

hand and one Super Star Cell held within the right hand, in order to Generate the 

Dynamics of Balance for the individual body. 

It is always best to Experience these Dynamics in the Presence of the Great Master 

Influences—the Great Seal and the Mighty Chamber of Eternal Light.  Also, we may add 

to our session a Blessed 8-Sided Clear Pyramid.  Simply position this Pyramid above the 

head or anywhere in the surroundings.  Good. 

Let us ring in the Call for Awakening, the Invitation to the Great Beings of Light.  It is 

the Call for the Highest Balance.  Beautiful. 

Let us enjoy now for three to five minutes. 

Very good, that is all, very good. 

Many Blessings. 
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September 29, 2013 

 

Master Lantos  

 

A Bridge of Star Light 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

We are delighting in the discussion and Understanding of Balance—Waves of 

Understanding, Waves of Knowledge.  Balance may be located on every Level of 

Expression.  We are exploring the Values of Balance as they relate to our Process of 

Acceleration on the Individual Level, as well as on the Level of the Structuring of the 

Platform for the Era of Eternal Light.   

We experienced, in our last session, a Blessed Simple Technique for the Activation of 

Genesis Fusion.  For Genesis Fusion to Ignite, Balance must exist.  It is a Grand State of 

Balance, one containing vast amounts of Energy.  It is this Energy which gets released 

into the surroundings as the Dynamics of Coming Together of the Great Opposites are 

met, Opposites which offer the Blessed Wholeness.  Wholeness is Balance. 

Now, today Dear Ones, let us continue our journey into the realm of Balance.  Today 

select one color group of the Great Cosmic Spheres.  Select, for instance, the Aqua Set of 

Wheels or, you may select any set you desire to perform this Blessed Technique. 

We have experienced, in previous sessions, the Effects of the Wheels of Progress—many 

colors, one Spin.  We have experienced the Effects of Regeneration; again, all types of 

Wheels, all colors, a single type of Spin.  And also, we have placed the Transformation 

Wheels of varying colors upon the Physical Structure.  This Process Generated the Focus 

on the Spin, the Direction issued by the particular Spheres in the specific mode of Spin.  

These sessions generated certain Types of Balance. 

Today we will apply a different direction for our Experience.  We will select all three 

types of Spin within a singular Sphere set, a singular color of Wheel.  Choose now a 

color—Green, Aqua, Dark Violet—any color you wish to Experience during this 

Acceleration Session of Balance. 

Let us take the example of Light Violet Spheres.  First, we will begin with the simple 

layout of Tools from our previous session—a Super Water Cell in the left hand, a Super 

Star Cell in the right hand, a Clear 8-Sided Pyramid above the head, or positioned near in 

the environment, a Blessed Chamber of Eternal Light and a Great Seal of Genesis.  These 

are the Tools for this basic Pattern of Star Light Acceleration.   

To this we will add one or three or five Star Cells of any type along the Central Core.  If 

one Star Cell is available we will add one, if three are available we will add three.   
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Light Violet Spheres—now, Dear Ambassadors, we will add into the right hand the 

placement of the Light Violet Progress Sphere.  This Sphere we will hold along with the 

Super Star Cell.  We will position the Wheel of Regeneration somewhere along the 

Central Core.  Position this Wheel near to a Star Cell, in the area of the Star Cell.  Yes.  

And into the left hand we will place the Wheel of Transformation.  Yes.   

In this case, in this instance, we are applying all three spin types simultaneously.  The 

effects Create a Bridge, a beautiful Bridge of Star Light, within the Physical Balance, 

within the Physical Structure.  Beautiful. 

Let us select a color and arrange the Tools.  We will always introduce the Process of 

Genesis Fusion with the Sounding of the Bell.  Very good, very good, very good. 

This we will experience for five to ten minutes.  Very good. 

Many Blessings. 
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October 2, 2013 

 

Master Lantos  

 

A Great Star for the Blessings of All 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

We see the Dynamics of Balance; we see the Expressions of Balance in every Aspect of 

Creation.  It is a Continuous Process.  It is an ongoing Process in which Events and 

Expressions perpetually Seek a State of Fullness.  It is a Perpetual Coordination of 

Values—seemingly Opposite Values—day and night, light and dark.  The apparent 

Opposites give rise to Fullness.  The Physical Structure is a most Precious Structure in 

Creation.  It is the Sublime Representation of Creation—an Expression of Structure 

capable of Supporting the Infinite, a Structure which, when functioning smoothly, is 

capable of Supporting the Infinite—Infinity.  It is a matter of the Establishment of 

Balance within the Structure.   

Our Precious Chambers of Eternal Light are Structures which are Pure Reflections of the 

Blessed Great Star of Genesis, a Mighty Universal Structure.  Balance is Expressed 

within each Cluster, within each Chamber of Eternal Light.  This Influence of Balance 

spreads, it Blesses the Surroundings.  It offers the Energy of Infinity to its Surroundings.  

This is the Localized Experience of this Blessed Chamber.   

To generate the great availability of New Possibilities we must look to the Greater Scale, 

the Global Scale.  For change to be realized on the level of one leaf, change must be dealt 

to the entire plant.  It is in this way we must view our task. 

It is a personal task, highly personal.  Always we strive for the Highest on the Level of 

the Individual.  As Ambassadors of Star Light, we Extend our Vision to understand that 

the Blessings of the individual leaf depend upon the condition of the entire plant.  The 

treatment of one requires the consideration and treatment of the other.  It is an 

Inseparable Relationship of the Life existing on the Planet and the Life of the Planet 

itself—one Influences the other, Always. 

As one Form, one Great Form for the Planet, replaces a previous Form, this, Dear Ones, 

is a Time of Extreme Possibilities of Expression.  The Change of the Form for Earth 

comes with the Possibility of Vast and Dynamic Swings of Expression.  The Light may 

be very Light, the dark very dark.  The Focus must remain on the Creation of the 

Complete Structure. 

We speak of the Blessed Global Network of the Light of Genesis, the Complete Platform 

for the Era of Eternal Light, that Structure which, when fully assembled, Supports the 

Great Universal Form, the Mighty Great Star of Genesis.  It is beautiful.  It is the 

Creation of Infinity on the Global Level of Structure. 
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The previous form offered certain Experiences, certain Values.  The Mighty Great Star of 

Genesis is a Great Universal Form of Sublime Light.  It is the Great Star; it is the Great 

Star for the Blessings of all. 

Today, Dear Ones, let us select again three Wheels, three Expressions of the Cosmic 

Spheres.  In one singular color we will select the Progress, the Regeneration and the 

Transformation, and again, apply these Aspects to the Star Cell Session of Acceleration.   

We are in the Process of Training, as well as Experiencing.  We are Training in the 

Knowledge of the Effects of Genesis Fusion and, at the same time, we are Experiencing 

these Effects first-hand.  This is Balance—Training and Experience. 

You are becoming Ambassadors of the Era of Eternal Light, Ambassadors of the Sublime 

Light of the Great Mighty Star of Genesis. 

Very good. 

Many Blessings. 
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October 6, 2013 

 

Master Lantos  

 

The Source of Great Power is a State of Balance  

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

We are considering all Aspects of Balance.  In these few sessions we are gaining insight 

into the Nature of Balance—the Nature of Balance as well as the Experience of Balance.  

The Presence of Balance is the basis of Strength, yes Strength.  We have seen how 

Progress is Attained through a Well-Conducted Flow, a Balanced Flow of Events.  

Balance is for Progress.   

Now, Dear Ambassadors Training in the Mighty Influence of Star Light, we are gaining 

the Understanding of the Source of Power, the Source of Strength in Creation.  This 

Source, the Source of Great Power, is a State of Balance.  To achieve Power, to achieve 

Strength, one must first achieve a Condition of Balance.  Strength is always a Byproduct; 

Strength is a Result.  When a particular Result is Desired, the Key Element, the Key to 

this Desire, is Balance.  Great Feats, Great Results, come from a State of Balance.  When 

imbalance surfaces weakness follows; weakness accompanies imbalance, Strength 

Accompanies Balance. 

A daily session of Balance brings Strength to the activities throughout the day.  As we 

Experience the Effects of the Star Cell Acceleration Sessions, we broaden our Experience 

of different Realms of Balance, different Spheres of Balance.  Each Sphere is governed 

by a Set of Three Wheels of Genesis.  Each Set Reflects the Impulses Specific to that 

Region of Creation.  Therefore, the Experience of one Set of Wheels Illumines, within 

the Physical Structure, a State of Balance particular to those Qualities.  It is a Source of 

Great Strength. 

Let us Experience again, on this Sun Day, a set of one color of Wheels.  Out of this 

Experience Strength Emerges.  It is a Sublime Combination, a Sublime State of 

Heightened Balance, arising out of the Experience of Genesis Fusion and the Directional 

Influence of the Complete Spin set of One Cosmic Sphere.  Yes, again today, again on 

this Sun Day, we will Enliven a Heightened State of Balance. 

Very good, very good. 

Many Blessings. 
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October 9, 2013 

 

Master Lantos  

 

 It is a Global Event  

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

Beautiful.  The Structuring of Balance:  it is the Structuring of the Platform for the Great 

Universal Form, the Mighty Great Star of Genesis, the Luminous Form of the Era of 

Eternal Light, a New Era, New Form, New Possibilities, Universal Possibilities. 

The limitations of the past are being lifted as the Precious Chambers of Eternal Light are 

positioned around the world.  There is much concern at this time for the well-being of 

individual nations.  Dear Ones, Dear Ambassadors, your Role is a Global Role.  The 

Focus is a Global Focus.  The well-being of one country, one continent, is Connected to 

the well-being of all countries, all continents.  It is a Global Event.   

The Transformation is a Great Transformation.  The residue of the old Era—the thoughts 

and actions imbedded in the Earth’s Structure of lands and waters are being released, 

being Lifted through the Bursting Effects of Genesis Fusion.  

Genesis Fusion:  the Great Source of Star Energy, the Source of Star Radiance, Star 

Light, the Dynamic Source of Energy of the Mighty Great Star of Genesis, the New Form 

of the Era of Eternal Light. 

Blessed Ones, Balance of the Earth is being restored.  Release of residue is the 

Restoration of Balance.  When residual deposits of action—past action—are present, the 

Structure of Earth is burdened and the support offered to Life on every continent is 

lessened—less support, decreased Expressions of Fullness of Life.  Limitations arise, 

conflicts arise—these are the Expressions of the residues of the past actions of the 

previous Era.   

We are now Constructing the Platform, the Framework, for the New Form.  The New 

Form for Earth is a Great Universal Form of Light.  While the individual sessions may 

generate remarkable Effects—Great Change, Great Results—these Effects will be 

Maximized beyond measure by the Establishment of the Global Network of the Light of 

Genesis—the Global Network of the Light of Genesis Structuring the Web-Work of Star 

Light:  Reflections, Clusters of Light across the Globe. 

Let us Generate a Vision of this Global Web-Work.  Let us create a design, a view of the 

Globe complete with Achievement of the Global Network of Eternal Light.  The Clusters 

of Light—Star Bursts here and there—Illumining all the Planet.  On every continent:  

Light bursts of Light, Genesis Fusion, Star Burst, and Streaming Beams of Fine Web-

Like Strands Extending from Cluster to Clusters, Forming a Global Web of Star Light.  

Yes, it is the visual image of the Global Network of the Light of Genesis.   
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This is Very Important, it is Very Important for the Achievement of this Blessed Global 

Action.  It Requires Action, Action and Attention, Attention of our Blessed Ambassadors 

of Star Light.  Let us Generate this beautiful image of our Precious Planet Enveloped by 

the Strands and Clusters of Star Light.  The Clusters must appear in the vicinity of the 

Proper Placement.  This is in the population districts, placed around the continents of 

Earth.  It must be a view from space, a full view, a Complete Vision.  This is the Global 

View we will share with our Blessed Ambassadors of Star Light.   

In this way, Dear Ones, Dear Masters of the Art of Creating, we will Create this Blessed 

Global Network of Eternal Light.  First, we will See the Accomplished Image, and then 

we will Achieve the Creation.  We hold dearly our Blessed Continental Coordinators.  

We will Generate an Image for each continent, an Image of the Network Clusters of Star 

Light.  We will also Generate a Global Image, a Beautiful Global Image of the Network 

of Eternal Light.  Yes, this is very good, very good. 

Many Blessings.   
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October 13, 2013 

 

Master Lantos  

 

 Rose Star Acceleration Treatment  

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

We welcome a New Light.  This Light comes as a result of the increasing Web-Work of 

Star Light.  As the Web-Work Develops, as more and more Chambers of Eternal Light 

are positioned on every continent, many Beings, many Great Beings of Light, will be 

Drawn to this Realm.  The Arrival of this Being of Light indicates a Significant Mark of 

Achievement.  It Signifies a Level of Accomplishment in our Focused Efforts to 

Structure a Global Network of Eternal Light.  These Great Beings of Light arrive as the 

Environment, as the Quality of the Vibration of Energy, increases to Support these 

Sublime Beings of Light. 

This day Signals a Beautiful Accomplishment for our Blessed Ambassadors of Eternal 

Light.  We have successfully Advanced the Energy of Earth to a Level which can Support 

this Blessed Being’s Refined Structure.  This Blessed Beings Refinement would not have 

been Supported without the Placement of the Blessed Pure Reflections of the Mighty 

Great Star of Genesis, the Blessed Chambers of Eternal Light.   

It is the Duty of the Custodians to Prepare the household.  Yes, it is the Duty, the Blessed 

Duty, to Make Ready the home for the Arrival of the Honored Guest.  This is our 

Cherished Role.  Dear Ambassadors, Custodians of the Light, Custodians of Eternal 

Light, we are ridding the Earth of the residue; we are Preparing the home for the Arrival 

of the Honored Guest.   

Before the Expected Guest Arrives, we may enjoy the Blessings of Visits by Other Great 

Beings.  Often this is the case, before the arrival of the Head of State the location is 

visited by others.  We may consider these as Diplomatic Scouts Arriving early to Observe 

and Evaluate the Progress of Preparations.   

Today, we are Blessed with the Arrival of a Mighty Diplomat, a Being well-appointed in 

close relation to the Beloved New Form of the Mighty Great Star of Genesis.  It is a 

Great Blessing marking a Significant Level of Accomplishment for our Global Endeavor 

of Structuring the Global Network of the Light of Genesis, a Network of Star Light for 

the Emergence of the Mighty Form for the Era of Eternal Light. 

This Blessed Being is charged with the Energy of Genesis Fusion.  Out of the 

outstretched wings we see the Embracing Influence of Star Light Energy. 

Today, we will perform a specific Rose Star Acceleration Treatment, specific in 

Directing the Energy offered by the Presence of this Great Being of the Rose Star.   
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Position the foundation of the Star Cells along the Central Core as well as in the two 

palms.  To these Stars we add a Wings of Genesis in each palm.  We will also position a 

set of Rose Sunrise Energy Wheels—Progress, Regeneration and Transformation.  We 

will position these Three Wheels in the right hand, the heart area and the left hand, as we 

have positioned in our earlier Treatments. 

We have Experienced in these past few weeks our practice with these Precious single 

color sets, and like this, like this Experience, in this same way we will Experience the 

Sunrise Energy Set of Spheres.   

If two Wings are not available, we will use one Wing placed on the navel region.  These 

Blessed Tools Direct the Force of Energy Present in the Form of the Great Being of the 

Rose Star.  We continue to ring the Bell of Genesis:  Awakening the Environment, 

Calling to the Beings of Light, Sounding the Great Call to Light. 

Blessed Ambassadors, it is through your dedicated efforts, your great service to the Light 

that this Mighty Being has Arrived.  It is a very good Confirmation Signaling an 

Advancing Stage of Star Light.  Well done, well done. 

Many Blessings. 
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October 16, 2013 

 

Master Lantos  

 

 Mighty Messenger from the Rose Star  

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

As Balance is brought about, Progress is Automatic.  The Establishment of Balance is the 

Source of Progress.  Balance is for Progress.  As we move forward—Progress—we may 

not always know the best Direction, the correct Path.  Balance leads us in the Proper 

Direction.  Our Focus is on the Creation of Balance for all lands and waters of the Earth. 

With this, Dear Ambassadors, with this, we will find the Creation of the Proper 

Conditions and the Unfoldment of the best Path.  Positioning the Blessed Chambers of 

Eternal Light— positioning these Precious Clusters of Star Light, as Brilliant Points of 

Light, here and there in the vast darkness of the sky—positioning these Lights throughout 

the Locations on Earth, Dear Ones, this brings about the Structuring of a Great Galaxy of 

Many Lights, a Coordinated Pattern Generating the Highest Path of Progress, the Best 

Outcome. 

When the circumstances and conditions of Earth are in turmoil, when the leaders cannot 

find the Proper Path, when the people are discouraged that their words are not 

recognized, this, Dear Ambassadors, is the time for the Emergence of the Guiding Light, 

the New Light to Guide and Illumine the Path.  This Light, the Light which comes in the 

darkness and Points the Way, Leads and Guides Mankind to the Goal.  This Light, Dear 

Ambassadors, is in All Fact, in All Reality, the Light of the Great Star.  This Star is not 

merely a Vision in the sky, but Blessed Custodians of Knowledge, this Mighty Great Star 

is the Form for Earth, replacing the previous form.  The Mighty Great Star of Genesis is a 

Great Universal Form, a Form of the Highest Order, and this Blessed Form, Dear 

Masters, offers Possibilities on the Scale of Infinity.   

It is to this Creation, Dear Masters of the Art of Creating, that our Service has led us.  It 

is to this Structuring that our Focus, our Attention and our Actions are Dedicated.  When 

we look about and see the actions, we see the struggle of the great leaders of the great 

nations, and when the world cries out for change, let us Act to Structure this Great 

Transformation, this Great Change.  This Transformation cannot occur in an isolated 

manner.  Infinity does not pop up in a spotty manner, here and there.  Infinity is carried to 

Earth in Fullness, in Great Dignity, by the Great Cosmic Ocean.   

Yes, the Blessed Form of the Mighty Great Star of Genesis is Directed to Earth by the 

Currents of the Great Cosmic Ocean.  This Great Cosmic Conveyer System Flows 

Endlessly throughout the Universe, Enlivened through the Purifying Actions and 

Experiences with the Dynamics of the Process of Initial Rotations.  The Experiences of 

the Process of the Art of Creating have engaged the Blessed Great Ocean with our 

Precious Earth, and set its Path in our Direction—a Path which now we prepare for in our 
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Steps of Structuring the Global Network of the Light of Genesis, the Platform for this 

Great Form which is set for Arrival on Earth.  The Arrival of the Blessed Mighty 

Messenger from the Rose Star, this Arrival comes to offer Assistance and Support in this 

Great Time of Need. 

Dear Ones, the Direction is Clear.  We do not concern ourselves much with the events 

and circumstances.  Our Focus remains on the Establishment of the Global Network.  It is 

through this Creation that the Earth Receives Balance, Balance for Support of the Great 

Light of Infinity, the Blessed Light of the Great Star of Genesis. 

This is the Need at this time; this is the Need.  All capable of Supporting this Blessed 

Endeavor—all Capable of Placing 5-10 Chambers of Eternal Light—this is the Greatest 

Assistance that can come to all on Earth.  This is the Greatest Assistance of any Action in 

this Age:  establishing City by City, Continent by Continent, the Blessed Web-Work of 

Star Light, the Light which Guides, the Light which Illumines all, ridding the Earth of the 

residue of past action and influence, Preparing the Platform for the Emergence of the 

Mighty Universal Form of the Great Star of Genesis. 

We will again, today, perform our Blessed Technique for the Rose Star Acceleration.  

Our Beloved Guest may only remain with us for a brief amount of time.  We give thanks 

for the Presence and Blessings of this Great Being of Light.  We are the Custodians of the 

Light which will structure the New Form for all. 

Many Blessings, many Blessings. 
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October 20, 2013 

 

Master Lantos  

 

There is a Shift in the Atmosphere, a Global Shift  

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

There is a Shift in the Atmosphere, a Global Shift.  We are Blessed by the Presence of 

our Beloved Visiting Great Being of Light—the Blessed Being of the Rose Star.  This 

Beloved Great Force of Light comes, and with this Presence the Atmosphere is Purified.  

This Blessed Purification comes like the winds, sweeping away the clouds.  The Clarity 

Shines, Greater Perception, Greater Possibilities arise as a Result of this Blessed Energy. 

The Direction is for the Completion of the Great Platform to make ready the Earth’s 

Structure to Support the Blessed Mighty New Form.  We are Assembling the Structure, 

the Global Web-Work.  This Blessed Web-Work is comprised of the Individual Clusters 

of Star Light, Connecting together, Forming the Strands of Light—Beams of Star Light 

Encircling the Earth.   

Each Precious Chamber of Eternal Light Forms an Orb of Star Light, a Reflection of the 

Mighty Great Star of Genesis.  This Orb Emits Rays, Strands, Beams of Star Radiance 

which, by their very Nature, Connect with the Other Streams of Star Radiance Forming a 

Connected Structure of Light—a Web-Work of Light.  It is a Highly Organized Structure.   

The Focus of the Blessed Being of the Rose Star is to Accelerate the Process of the 

Assembly of this Web-Work.  It is a Web of Star Light, a Global Network of Star Light. 

To Generate this Precious Global Structure there must be Great Coordination—

Coordination and Organization.  In these days we will find Great Advancements, Great 

Opportunities arising.  We will formulate the Steps of Action for the Achievement of this 

Great Global Initiative.   

We are Initiating the Platform of Eternal Light.  We Herald the Awakening of the Beings 

of Light with our Ringing of the Bells. 

Now, let us Perform our Rose Star Acceleration Session together.  At this time, we will 

aspire to make Full Use of the Blessings of this Great Presence of the Rose Star as the 

Radiance Shines in these Precious Days.  Very good. 

Dear Ambassadors, the Focus, the Desire during this upcoming week, is Directly 

Positioned upon the Achievement of Structuring the Blessed Global Network of the Light 

of Genesis for Earth. 

Many Blessings. 
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October 23, 2013 

 

Master Lantos   

A Dynamic Week of Action  

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

Yes, yes—A Dynamic Week of Progress.  We are experiencing a Week of Action, Action 

supported by the Blessed Influence of Energy and Direction offered through the Presence 

of the Blessed Great Being of the Rose Star. 

Dear Ones, Ambassadors of Star Light, this Blessed Presence showers Earth with 

Universal Qualities of Light, Qualities of the Blessed Rose Star.  Yes, this is the Time of 

Action to Structure the means for the Establishment of the Great Global Network to 

Support the Beloved Mighty Great Star of Genesis. 

Dear Ambassadors—Action, Action for the Expansion of the Clusters of Light, the 

Chambers of Eternal Light in every part of the World.  Yes, today the Focus is Action, 

Action with the many Blessings and Support of the Messenger of Star Light, the Great 

Messenger of the Rose Star.  Very good. 

Now, let us ring the Bells, Sounding the Call to Action in this Blessed Time of Action.  

We sound the Bells and we will, today together, proceed with the Star Cell Acceleration 

Session for the Beloved Rose Star—all Ambassadors together at this time.  Yes.  Very 

good, it is very good. 

Many Blessings. 
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October 27, 2013 

 

Master Lantos   

We Have Established a Beginning  

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

It is Warming Up—the Energy, the Energy required to Establish the Blessed Global 

Network of the Light of Genesis.  This Level of Energy is Expanding and Warming Up, 

Gaining Finer Direction, Gaining Momentum. 

Blessed Ambassadors:  your Task is to Move this Field of Energy, Direct this Increased 

Energy into Action to Establish the Blessed Global Network of the Light of Genesis.  

Yes, Action.   

We have established a beginning to our Blessed Web-Work of Light.  It is a beautiful 

start.  The Radiance is so Clear, the Reflection so Sublime.  It is the Reflection of the 

Mighty Great Star of Genesis.  One by one these Precious Clusters have been placed—

many in the households of our Beloved Ambassadors of Eternal Light.  It is very good. 

Now… 

Cindy: 

And, at that time, Lantos actually paused for a very long time after he said, “Now”, and 

then he continued, 

Lantos: 

Now Dear Ambassadors, the Influence must Spread, the Web-Work must Expand its 

Structure.  This Expansion may occur in Stages.  We have experienced the First Stage, 

the Initial Placements—Clusters of Light Shining as Beacons here and there around the 

world—but vast spaces remain unconnected, the residue remains unaltered.   

In the Second Stage, many spots of high population must receive the Effect of Radiance, 

the Brilliant Effect of Star Energy.  These locations may be selected on the basis of 

history, as well as population and location. 

History—by history we are describing the Actions and Thoughts which have been 

Deposited and which have left Significant Impact on the lands.  World-wide these points 

of negativity or strong residue must be addressed.  These locations—these locations of 

intense residue—must Receive the Great Star Light.   

This is the Path which has been Illumined by our Beloved Messenger—the Great Being 

of the Rose Star.  It is the Next Stage; it is the Next Action.   

Compile a list, a Global list, of these points of historic residue.  Compare these locations 

with current levels of population and formulate a Chart of Action, a Map of Action.   
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Our Beloved Ambassadors are capable of Great Feats.  As this Blessed Energy warms up, 

the Support is greatly increased, Support for the Distribution and Proper Placement of 

these Beloved Clusters of Great Star Light.  Yes, Action. 

We wish to see a Blessed Global Vision of this Network, a Vision of our Earth encircled 

by the Channels and Pathways of Light—Clusters and Beacons of Light—Connected by 

Radiant Strands of Luminous Star Energy. 

In this present time, Dear Ambassadors, our Focus is Global, it is a Global Focus and, 

together, we practice the Beloved Star Cell Session of Rose Star Acceleration.  Yes, Dear 

Ambassadors, we begin with the Call of the Bells.   

It is very good, very good. 

Many Blessings. 
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October 30, 2013 

 

Master Lantos   

 

The Earth Enters a Delicate Phase for These Coming Few Days 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

At this time we Accelerate the Light of Protection for the World.  At this time, we will 

place our Blessed Master Tools—the Great Pendant of Eternal Light and our Beloved 

Star Cells—onto a map of the World.  We will Position these Tools of Great Light 

Directly onto the Continents and Waters of Earth.  We will place this map near to our 

Blessed Chambers of Eternal Light. 

The Earth enters a Delicate Phase for these coming few days.  It is a period of lesser 

protection, increased vulnerability.  It is important to lend our Great Instruments of 

Protection for the Shielding of our Precious Earth’s energy. 

We may encircle this map with Wheels.  We may place upon the map, also, our Blessed 

8-Sided, Clear Pyramid. 

Now, we will today Perform a Star Cell Acceleration Session for the Blessed Rose Star.  

This will be our Final Performance of this Technique until we again join together for 

Knowledge on this Sun Day.  

For the coming days, we will allow our Precious Tools to reside upon the World map.  

The Focus is on the World; Blessed Ambassadors, our Focus is on the World.  Three days 

of Global Focus, three days. 

Now Blessed Ambassadors, keep your Shields as your own protection, worn or carried 

with you, during these coming few days.  Very good.  Each evening perform the 

Technique for the Personal Pathway as well as the Technique to Dispel the Darkness. 

Very good, very good. 

Many Blessings. 
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November 3, 2013 

 

Master Lantos   

 

 

Lantos: 

Very good, it is very good. 

Greetings Dear Ambassadors of the Light of Genesis, 

Our Assistance with the Formation of a Global Shield, a Layer of Protection, has offered 

a smooth passage through a Phase of Darkness.  In these few days, our Blessed Tools of 

Light Created a Luminous Layer aiding Earth’s own membrane of protection.  Our 

Beloved Great Tools of Star Light Generated Magnificent Energy—Energy and 

Assistance. 

Now, we may Resume our Path, our Structuring of a Permanent Network of Light—a 

Global Network of the Light of Genesis—to remove the pockets of weakness, the areas 

of darkness which generate weakness; Affecting the Life, not only in these areas, but also 

Influencing Life on the Global Scale. 

Each pocket of residue affects the Entire Global System.  It is One System.  A System is 

made of many parts, many cells.  Each part, each cell, contributes to the overall 

condition.  One cell may offer smooth functioning, strength, while another may afflict the 

system with weakness and disorder.   

We Focus now on the Phase of Action which Illuminates these pockets of intense 

weakness.  It is always best to root out the weakness and disorder.  Then, the Framework 

may be Structured with Great Efficiency and Ease.  Yes, yes.   

The periods of weakness for the Earth are times when calamities may occur, wars may 

commence, natural disasters may strike the lands and waters.  We Focus now on 

removing the weakness, weakness which was deposited in the lands and waters and has 

remained since as a dark residue, a residual weakness. 

Now we must gather the Resources to place our Beloved Chambers of Eternal Light in 

these Specific Areas of concentrated weakness.  This is the Phase of Action, the Focus 

and Direction for the Energy and Resources of our Blessed Ambassadors of the Radiant 

Light of Genesis. 

Today we resume our Techniques and Sessions.  Our Blessed Great Messenger, the 

Messenger of the Rose Star, has remained and offers Light and Assistance for all.  Today 

we Ring the Bells, each Blessed Ambassador of the Light rings the Bell, Sounding the 

Call to Action.  We will perform a Star Cell Acceleration Session.  You may each select 
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from any additional Wheels to incorporate into this Session today.  It is a Session to 

Ignite the Brilliant Burst of Energy, the Energy required for this Global Action. 

Dear Ones, we are Structuring the Blessed Global Network of the Light of Genesis for 

all.  Our Action is for all, the benefit is for all—for All Ages to come. 

Many Blessings. 
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November 6, 2013 

 

Master Lantos   

 

A Structure to Stand the Course of Time 

Smooth Passage Through a Phase of Darkness 
 

Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

Thank you for your efforts, your attention, your Focus and Desires on the Structuring of 

the Beloved Global Network of the Light of Genesis.  It is a Global Focus, a Global 

Structuring of the Clusters of Star Energy in all parts, together Connecting to Generate a 

Beautiful Web-Work of Star Light.  The Strands of Star Light are Reflections, 

Reflections of Beams of the Great Star of Genesis, the Form of the Era of Eternal Light.  

This is the Blessed Structure, the Beloved Form, the Form to support All Possibilities for 

the New Era.  It is an Era of Eternal Light, an Era, Dear Ambassadors, an Era of Eternal 

Light.  

We do not go through these efforts, these activities, for something small, some small 

result, some temporary experiences.  What we Structure here, that which we Structure 

here now Blessed Ones, is a Structure to Stand the Course of Time in this New Era of 

Eternal Light.  It is a Rising of a New Form, an Emergence of a New Guiding Light.  The 

Beloved Mighty Great Star of Genesis is the Guiding Light and, for this we must 

Establish a required Platform:  the Conditions necessary, the Energy required for the 

Emergence of this Brilliant Form of Great Star Light.  It is Beautiful, Beautiful. 

We are Acting to Establish the Necessary Platform, the Necessary Structure of Light.  We 

now must Act.  It requires Action, this Precious Phase of Construction requires the 

Placement by our Beloved Ambassadors, Placement of many Clusters of Light, 

Chambers of Eternal Light for areas of greatest need, areas identified by the historical 

occurrences of ill acts—war, disaster, sickness.  It is through these indicators that we 

identify lands burdened by the weight of the past.  It is the weight of a residue, residue.   

Let us announce to our Blessed Ambassadors of this Mighty Light this list consisting of 

the Areas of Focus during this Phase to remove the deepest spots of residue.  We will put 

together one list—city by city, including those populations.  This is one area of focus.  It 

is this present Phase of Action; it is the Phase of Removal of the deepest residue. 

At the same time, yes Dear Ones, at this same time, we will hold our Vision of the 

Brilliant Structure of the Web-Work of Star Light encompassing the Beloved Earth—

Strands of Star Light, Beams of Radiance—Streaming across the distances of land and 
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water, Connecting to Form the Beloved Global Network of the Light of Genesis.  In this 

Vision, we have the Goal; the Goal is contained in this Blessed Global Vision of Light.   

 

Cindy: 

And then Lantos paused, actually for a while, and David had sent to me a photo of a 

sample of some artwork which actually shows the Earth and then it shows the beams of 

Light.  And so, at this time, particularly since he paused, I decided to show him this 

picture just to see if this would be showing what he’s talking about, and here’s his 

remarks, 

Lantos: 

Yes, yes, Beautiful, Beautiful.  Let us offer this Vision of the Goal to our Beloved 

Masters of the Art of Creating.  In this, the Goal is Enlivened, Enlivened.  Greater Energy 

is made available for the use along the Path with a lively Vision of the Goal.  Yes, 

Beautiful.  Send this Vision out to All Ambassadors of the Light. 

Now, let us practice our Star Light Acceleration Session for the Precious and Beloved 

Rose Star, the Great Being of the Rose Star.   

Beautiful, it is a Beautiful and Brilliant Structuring of Sublime Light. 

Many Blessings. 
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November 10, 2013 

 

Master Lantos   

 

Focus Attention and Energy on the Vision of Connectedness 
 

Lantos: 

Greetings Beloved Ambassadors of the Light of Genesis, 

We are Focusing the Light, we are Focusing the Energy, we are Structuring the 

Framework of Star Light—Chambers of Eternal Light, Brilliant Clusters of Light—

Illumining the lands, together Connecting to Form this Radiant Global Network.  It is a 

Great Task; it is a Global Network. 

We must organize our efforts for the rapid Achievement of the Required Clusters of Star 

Light—Clusters which, in their Reflection of the Great Energy of the Beloved Great Star 

of Genesis, offer to the surroundings a Burst of Purification, a Blast of Purifying 

Influence, Spreading to the Surroundings, ridding the lands of the imbedded residues:  

residue imprinted in the lands, originating from Action, the Effects of Action—Thought, 

Speech, Action—Expressions leaving an imprint in the Structure of the Earth.  It is 

imprinted in the structure.  It is imbedded in the lands.   

In our Success of the Initial Phase of Action, we have Accomplished the Creation and 

Distribution of over 1,000 Precious Clusters of Light, Placement of 1,000 Precious 

Clusters of Light, touching each continent, Influencing Earth’s Structure. 

In our Next Phase of Action Dear Ambassadors, we must further Spread these Precious 

Reflections of Star Light, taking them Directly to the troubled locations, locations with 

troubled history:  places of war and disease, places of disaster, places of extensive 

turmoil.  This is the Next Phase—the step required for the Structuring of the Global 

Light, the Global Framework of Star Light.   

These troubled locations weigh down the Energy of Earth.  These are Pockets of 

Influence, Pockets of Disturbance of the Flow of Energy Generated by the Precious 

Existing Chambers of Eternal Light.  Interference causes poor Connections, broken 

Connections in the Framework of the Precious Light.  We must rid the Earth of these 

Pockets for the Beams to Connect, Spreading across the Globe.   

We wish for our Blessed Dear Ambassadors to Focus Attention and Energy on the Vision 

of Connectedness, the Global Vision of the Beams Encircling the Earth, Connecting and 

Illumining all.  This is the Precious Vision of the Blessed Global Network of the Light of 

Genesis.  Beautiful.   

Let us get to work.  This is the task at hand. 

Many Blessings. 
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November 12, 2013 

Additional message this week 

Master Lantos   

 

The Role of the Blessed Signal Cells 
 

Lantos: 

Yes, yes, we will make our Precious Signal Cells stand out and Light the Path.  Beautiful, 

Very Significant.   

Then, we will practice.  In this Phase of Time practice may be required.  We will practice 

with our Precious Signal Cells in Directing along the Proper Path—right from the 

beginning through to the Goal, from here to the Goal.  This is the Role of the Blessed 

Signal Cells. 

Cindy: 

And then he described some of the details about the Signal Cells themselves for us, and 

then he continued, 

Lantos: 

It will be Brilliant, very good.  And, we will Structure a class of instruction, a class for 

the period of learning and practice.  Yes, yes.   

And, before this class, we will refresh our Knowledge of the Techniques of the Art of 

Creating.  This will be very good.  We will Enliven again the Proper Steps for the Process 

of Creating and Ability.   

Then, following this Enlivened Knowledge, we will introduce the Techniques for the 

Practice and Performance with our Precious Signal Cells.  Yes, this is the Path of 

Knowledge.   

We are traversing the Two Paths simultaneously:  The Path of Knowledge, the Path of 

Action—each Path Significant, each Path Essential for the Unfoldment of the Era of 

Eternal Light. 

Blessed Ambassadors, it is a Time of Duty—Commitment to both the Path of Knowledge 

as well as to the Course of Action. 

We are Very Blessed with the Great Celestial Assistance which was Present.  Aid comes 

to our Assistance, to our Support, in this Great Mission of Structuring the Global 

Platform for the Mighty Great Star.  It is Beautiful, Beautiful.   

Very good. 
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November 13, 2013 

 

Master Lantos   

 

We are Approaching the Holy Season 
 

Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

We are approaching the Holy Season; we are approaching that time of year when the 

Quality of the Atmosphere is Blessed with the Energy from the Finer Layers of Creation.  

These Finer Levels of Existence Rise in Waves of Purity, offering Waves of Grace and 

Blessings for all.   

During this time, this time of the Holy Season, we will Focus on our Two Paths—the 

Path of Action and the Path of Knowledge.  Knowledge and Action:  Action to Bring 

Forth the Creation of the Platform for the Emergence of the Mighty Great Star of 

Genesis—Action in this Present Phase to rid the Earth—to Purify from the lands of Earth 

the deep residue, the pockets of darkness which cast a shadow across the globe, lowering 

the Energy, causing interference in the Connections and Streams of Light generated by 

the Precious Clusters of Star Light, our Beloved Chambers of Eternal Light.   

We must bring the Chambers to these locations of embedded residue.  The darkest 

locations must be Blessed with the Arrival of Great Light—Mighty Star Light, the Star to 

Illumine All—the Blessed Form for the Era of Eternal Light. 

Yes, we will use these Blessings of these Holy Days; we will Apply the Increased Levels 

of Energy into Accomplishing our Blessed Mission to Establish a Radiant Platform of 

Star Light.  We will also take this opportunity of the Refined Vision, the Refined Layers 

of Experience, open to us during these weeks of Purity.   

We will Refresh our Knowledge and Experience of the Precious Techniques of the Art of 

Creating.  We will Train in our Blessed Use of our Signal Cells and Star Cells following 

the Enlivenment of this Knowledge of the Basic Level of Expression—the Level of 

Creation, the Level of Creating.  Yes, yes.   

This is our Path Dear Ambassadors.  Yes. 

Very good, very good. 

Many Blessings. 
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November 17, 2013 

 

Master Lantos   

 

The Great Cosmic Ocean is the Great Cosmic Conveyor 
 

Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

We will discuss today the Universal Currents of Energy.   

Dear Ambassadors, dear Luminaries skilled in the Art of Creating, there is a Great 

Expanse of Energy which Flows throughout the Universe Connecting All, Delivering the 

Influence from one location to another.  It is a Cosmic Conveyer.  We call this Great 

Expanse the Great Cosmic Ocean.  It is a Blessed Cosmic Conveyer with a Path and a 

Direction.  Just as the Currents Flow in a Continuous Path, the Great Cosmic Ocean 

Flows too:  in a Path, along Specific Channels, along Certain Bands or Layers.  The Great 

Cosmic Ocean is the Great Cosmic Conveyer. 

As we Establish Greater and Greater Bands of Star Light, Greater Global Connections of 

Streams of Star Light, the Atmosphere of Earth changes, the Energy of Earth changes.  It 

is like making a change in one magnet, strengthening the magnet:  suddenly, one will find 

the Energy Moving towards this Location.  The Energy, the Currents of Energy, are 

drawn to the Blessed Energy magnet just as the metal pieces are drawn to the metal 

magnet.   

The Formation of these Streams of Star Light, this Global Network of Star Light, 

Generates what we can call a Magnetic Influence.  It is an Influence which carries an 

Attractive Force, Drawing to it Great Cosmic Energy.  Yes, this is a Blessed Result of the 

Process of Structuring the Global Network of the Light of Genesis.  Even along the Path, 

even as we are building the Platform to Support this Radiant Mighty Form, we are 

Drawing vast amounts of Great Cosmic Energy to our Realm.   

At this point in our activities, during this Present Phase of Action, we are locating the 

places of residue; we are pinpointing the locations on the Earth where past action, past 

influence, has left a mark.  It is a deep Impression stored in the lands—a scar, a residue of 

past action. 

As we Introduce the Great Reflections of the Mighty Great Star of Genesis, we Cleanse 

these marks, we remove the residue.  Placement of these Clusters of Star Light Cleanses 

and Purifies the Structures of the land and waters.  Removing these residues Strengthens 

the System of Energy for the Earth.  It is like the Strengthening of the Magnet.   
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As these residues are removed, Balance is Restored.  We are Restoring the Balance on a 

Global scale.  This is our Beloved Global Network of the Light of Genesis.  This is our 

Focus, our Direction for Action.  Yes, Dear Ones, this is the Direction.  Very good, very 

good. 

Many Blessings. 
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November 20, 2013 

Part One 

Master Lantos   

 

Genesis Fusion Delivers a Burst of Energy 
 

Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

We will work today with our Precious Star Cells, Tools of the Mighty Great Star of 

Genesis—the New Form for the Era of Eternal Light.  We will begin with the Experience 

of Genesis Fusion.  The Introduction of Genesis Fusion Delivers a Burst of Energy, it 

Enlivens the Whole.  It Enlivens each of the Parts which make up the Whole.   

In a quick time we will Experience the Bursting Energy; in a quick time, we will Gain the 

Benefits.  This Energy is Dynamic:  it is the Energy which Sustains the Universe, it is the 

Fuel Cell, it is a Dynamic Process generating vast amounts of Mighty Energy.   

Let us sit quietly.  First we sit motionless without the application of any Star Cells.  We 

may sit, if possible, in the Presence of the Precious Chamber of Eternal Light, as well as a 

Luminous 8-Sided Pyramid.  We sit for a short amount of time, allowing first the 

Elimination of the Outer Layer of Influence.   

This Outer Layer on the body Attracts the day’s Influences.  It is a Sticky Layer, a Layer 

which hangs onto the Impressions and carries with it the fatigue and residue Generated 

through the course of a single day of work.  A single day of living Accumulates a layer of 

reside.   

And yet, this residue is easily removed—much of this is removed even through the 

simple act of sitting quietly, peacefully, in the Presence of the Master Tool of the 

Chamber of Eternal Light, as well as, the Blessed Clear 8-Sided Pyramid.  Yes, yes.  We 

will sit easily for just a minute. 
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November 20, 2013 

Part Two 

Master Lantos 

 

Genesis Fusion Delivers a Burst of Energy 

 

Lantos: 

Now, we will select the Star Cell Tools.  In this selection we will position a Super Water 

Cell in the left hand and a Super Star Cell in the right hand.  We will add now the 

remaining Star Cells to any place on the body—left side is for the placement of Water 

Cells, right side is for the placement of the Star Cells. 

Place the Tools on any location, place as many as you wish.  Let us see now what 

happens.  We will arrange the Tools and Experience the results for three minutes.  In all, 

this session is under five minutes. 

Let us begin. 
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November 20, 2013 

Part Three 

Master Lantos   

 

Genesis Fusion Delivers a Burst of Energy 
 

Lantos: 

Good, good.   

Now, Dear Ambassadors, you may position these Precious Tools in any location with 

Outstanding Results, Superb Benefits.  The Dynamic Increase of Energy is the Initiation 

of Genesis Fusion.  It is a Process of Initiating the Energy of the Mighty Great Star of 

Genesis.  Very good, very good. 

In this way, in under five minutes, we rid the body of the daily residue:  we Initiate 

Genesis Fusion, we Awaken this Precious Universal Energy within our Personal 

Structure.  This is an Essential part of every day.  It is a routine, just as sleeping, just as 

taking nourishment in other forms for the body—food, activity, rest.  Very good. 

We are preparing for our Courses of Training.  It is very good, very good. 

Many Blessings. 
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November 24, 2013 

 

Master Lantos   

 

Signal Star Training Course 
 

Lantos: 

We will offer the Signal Star Training Course on a Sun Day.  It is a day of the 

Great Star, a Sun Day—a Sun Day during the Blessed Holy Season.   

We are entering the weeks of the Holy Season.  It is the Sublime Season of Purity.  

It is the Season during which time the Finest  Levels of Creation Blossom.  It is 

like the Blossoming of the wild flowers along the hillside.  The hillside is there, 

every day, always there for all to enjoy.  Only, during these Precious few Weeks, 

the hillside Awakens with color—Radiant color Emerges atop the green back-

drop.   

These Delicate Expressions Exist on this hill throughout the entire year.  

However, it is during these few weeks that their Radiance pops out, Blooming on 

the Surface.  It is the Blooming Expression of the Finer Aspects of the hillside.  

Like this, like this hillside, the whole of the atmosphere enjoys the Radiant 

Expressions of the Finer Aspects of Creation.  Radiant Expressions of the Layers 

of Beams of Light, popping up we may call it—popping up—available for the 

Blessings for all.  Yes. 

It is during this time that we dedicate our attention to these Heightened Layers of 

Life.  This is the time of the Holy Season, the Season of Sublime Blessings.  We 

will offer our Course of Training for our Precious Signal Star Tool during this 

Season of Blossoming Values of Eternal Light—Radiant Expressions of the 

Finest Layers of Light—on a Sun Day. 

It will take two to three hour’s time.  We will train with the Tool.  We will 

familiarize ourselves with the Signals we Receive from the Tool, and we will 

practice Selecting the Proper Path, using the Guiding Directional Light of this 

Precious Tool—one Sun Day.  Good, good.  Yes. 

We are on the doorstep of the Holy Season.  We will Enliven the Blessed Proper 

Sequence Code Within through the drinking of the Holy Waters.  This act 

Enlivens the Precious Values of Memory, Awakening the Initial Rotations Within 

each Cell, Restoring Memory of Fullness Within the Physical Structure.  It is very 

good, very good.  Let us enjoy the Waters of Awakening, the Holy Water of Life. 
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Now, Dear Ambassadors of the Light of Genesis, let us enjoy a Star Cell Session, 

our Session of Genesis Fusion.  We will proceed with the Experience of the Super 

Cells and the Star Cells as the Bursting Energy of Genesis Fusion is Generated.  

First, we will sit for a short period of Silence.  Following this Silence, we will 

perform the Genesis Fusion Session for three to four minutes. 

Very good, very good. 

Many Blessings.   
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November 27, 2013 

 

Master Lantos   

 

The Signal Star Tool is the Great Indicator 
 

Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

Dear Ambassadors of the Light of Genesis, we are entering the weeks of the Holy 

Season—the season of Radiant Light, the Season of the Sublime Guiding Light.  In this 

Season, we will gain Knowledge and Experience.  Knowledge and Experience together 

Create the Awakening of Fullness; one without the other only offers Partial Values of 

Fullness.  Together they Awaken Fullness. 

It will be good, first, to refresh our Knowledge of the steps and Process of the Art of 

Creating.  Then, we will proceed with our Course of Training for our Precious Signal Star 

Tools.  This Precious Tool, the Signal Star Tool, is the Great Indicator:  Pointing the 

Way, Signaling the Way to the Goal, Signaling the Direction to Achieve the Goal.    

These are the Tools of this Holy Season of Light.  These are the Blessings of this Holy 

Season.  The Proper Direction is Filled with Light.  These Precious Tools indicate the 

Way of Light. 

Cindy: 

And then he paused a long time.  Then, he continued and said, 

Lantos: 

We are working now to remove the remains of darkness.  In this Season of Great Light, 

we are in the phase to remove the remaining pockets of darkness.  It is the remains of 

darkness.  It is not necessarily the actual darkness, it is the remains, the residue, and, due 

to this residue, the Light, the Beloved Streams of Star Light, experience disruption, 

disturbance.  Just as the radio signals may experience a disturbance—an interference in 

certain pockets, certain locations—so also the Actual Beams of Radiant Star Light 

Experience ripples, disturbance, in the Pure Streams of Brilliance.  This is our Focus.  

Together we Direct our Focus to removing, eliminating, the remains of darkness.   

Let us hear now from the Director, the details of the locations of these residues.  We will 

gain a Complete Understanding of the Steps of Action for our Current Phase, a Phase to 

Remove the Residues of Darkness, to Clear the Path for the Construction of the Global 

Framework, the Global Platform for the Form of the New Era of Eternal Light—the 

Global Network for the Light of Genesis. 
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Very good.  Let us hear now from our Blessed Director these details. 

Many Blessings.  
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December 1, 2013 

 

Master Lantos   

 

Action is the Path, Fulfillment is the Goal 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

What is the purpose of Action?  Action is for Fulfillment—Action is the Path, Fulfillment 

is the Goal.  As a Desire is Formed, the Path of Action is Structured which will lead to 

the Accomplishment of the Desire.  Action is a Path; the Purpose of a Path is Fulfilled in 

the arrival at the destination, arrival at the Goal. 

Our Beloved Signal Cells will offer Guidance along the Path, Guidance in the Realm of 

Action.  Dear Masters of the Art of Creating, Action is Blessed.  The Path of Action is a 

valid Path.  The Path of Action, when Illumined by the Light of Knowledge, the Light of 

Guidance—this Path is a Blessed Path. 

In this Holy Season, we begin with the Techniques of the Art of Creating.  This is the 

Highest Knowledge, the training for the Highest Level of Action, the Level of Creating. 

We will then proceed with the fine tuning of the Path, the Illumining of the Path, with our 

Blessed Course of Training for our Precious Signal Star Cells.  These dates are set? 

Cindy: 

That was the question that he asked, and so I said to him, “I’m not sure if the dates have 

been set”.  His response is, 

Lantos: 

Yes, yes, we are Lighting the Path of Action, we are in a Phase of Action in our 

Development of our Global Network of the Light of Genesis.  It is a Phase of Action to 

remove the residue of darkness from the lands, cleansing the residues.  This phase is a 

phase which requires tremendous Action; this Phase requires the Focused Support from 

our Beloved Ambassadors of the Light of Genesis.  We have the Goal identified.  The 

Path Forms to Achieve the Goal. 

Dear Ones, today we will end now our discussion, we will begin now our practice of 

Creating.  Today, we will together perform the Techniques of Creating and together we 

will Enliven the Goal of the Accomplishment—the Fulfillment of our Phase of Action for 

the removal of the remains of global residue, the remains of past action, the remains of 

past incorrect action:  action devoid of Light, action devoid of guidance, un-illumined 

action. 

Now, we will perform 10 to 15 minutes of Creating.  Together the Global Ambassadors 

will offer the desire also for the removal of global residue and the Structuring of the 

Beloved Global Network of the Light of Genesis for all. 
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Soon we will offer the Course to refresh the steps of the Techniques of the Art of 

Creating. 

Very good, very good. 

Let us begin. 

Many Blessings. 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

David then gave instructions for the desires and quadrants used for this practice of Creating:  

o Three different desires, three different processes of Creating.   

 First Desire in the quadrant of Object 

 For the 700 Chambers of Eternal Light properly placed for Phase 

II. 

 Second desire in the Quadrant of Ability using the Light Violet or the First 

Rays BioTrinity.  They are interchangeable. 

 The removal of global residue 

 Third desire is also in the Quadrant of Ability, using the Light Violet or 

First Rays BioTrinity. (whichever one was not used for the second desire) 

 The Structuring of the Global Network of the Light of Genesis for 

All. 

o You may place a Chamber of Eternal Light under your chair during your Creating 

practice. 

 The top of the Chamber should point towards your feet 
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December 4, 2013 

 

Master Lantos   

 

Designing the Plan of Action 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

Beginning today we will explore the Regions of our Present Phase as described by our 

Beloved Director.  This Phase of Action is the Phase of Removal of Darkness, the 

Removal of the Residues which remain imbedded in the lands of locations around the 

Earth.  We will explore in detail, in depth, each location—continent by continent—as 

described by our Beloved Director. 

Today, we will begin with the American continent, the North American Continent—a 

continent of Great Light, Great Prosperity.  It is here that we will set our direction for the 

Illumination of these locations of residue.   

We will, together Dear Ambassadors of the Light of Genesis, we will together Design a 

Plan for the Placement of the necessary Chambers of Eternal Light.  This is our Program: 

our Program is Action, Designing the Plan of Action. 

Let us begin with the ringing of the Bells, the Sounding of the Call to Action; it is a Great 

Call to Action for all.  Yes, let us begin with the Bells.  Then, we proceed to the 

Knowledge, the Knowledge offered again by our Beloved Director of the Light. 

This is our Program, Dear Ones.  Over the next sessions, we will Design the necessary 

Steps of Action and, through the support of our Blessed Ambassadors, the Design, the 

Steps required for this Phase of Action will be Fulfilled in this year. 

Yes, this is our Program, Action for the Accomplishment of our Global Network of the 

Light of Genesis.  It is a Global Plan for the Establishment of the Platform for the 

Emergence of the Great Star of Genesis, the Form of the Age of Eternal Light.   

Yes, yes.  Let us hear from our Director. 

Very good, very good. 

Many Blessings. 
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December 8, 2013 

 

Master Lantos   

 

This is the Action Phase 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

Yes, yes.  We are delving into the Phase of Action.  Action is for Accomplishment, 

Accomplishment of our Beloved Global Network of the Light of Genesis, Action 

required for the Structuring of the Platform for the Era of Eternal Light.  This is the 

Action Phase. 

We are now Focusing our Energy, our Resources, on the removal of those pockets, the 

remains of darkness.  It is the remains of past action, past influence, which was imbedded 

in the lands.  It is the impression, an impression which weighs down the atmosphere, 

causing disturbance, weakness, disease.  These are the pockets of residue which appear in 

the lands of the Earth.   

It is at this present time in our Creation of the Blessed Global Network that we Focus our 

Attention, our Resources, on the removal of these remains, thereby Cleansing and 

Clearing the Way for the Streaming Connections—the Rays of the Beloved Great Star of 

Genesis.  Yes, yes. 

Now, we will proceed today with our Design for Global Action.  We take on this Global 

Action, continent by continent, land by land.  We have heard the details of the remaining 

residues of the American continent of the North.  Now, we will hear the report of the 

residues of the American continent of the South, along with the European continental 

region. 

Let us put our attention, Dear Ambassadors—Masters of the Art of Creating—let us 

Focus our Attention in the Direction of these lands of the Earth.  As we listen to the 

details expressed by our Blessed Director, we will gain the Inspiration and Knowledge of 

the Direction for Action.   

We may hear of a specific location, a specific instance or occurrence, which has impact 

on our own individual life, or the life of the ancestors in the family line.  The family line 

stretches out, Connecting the individual life in the present with the effects of action of the 

lives of those related, reaching back through time and across lands and distances. 

Yes, Dear Ambassadors, we will listen today to the reports of the residues of the lands 

and the Blessed Steps of Action in the Direction of the Achievement of the Global 

Network of the Light of Genesis. 

Dear Director, we first Sound the Bells. 

Many Blessings. 
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December 11, 2013 

 

Master Lantos   

 

Life Will Be Transformed 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

We are continuing today with our study of the pockets of residue imbedded in the lands 

of Earth.  This is our Present Focus.  This is the Present Phase required for the 

Development of the Blessed Global Network:  the Blessed Global Structure of Star Light, 

Radiant Beams of Star Light Forming the Web-Work to Create a Platform for the 

Emergence of the Mighty Great Star of Genesis, the Great Form of the New Era, the Era 

of Eternal Light. 

We will listen today to the details from our Beloved Director, the details of the deepest 

residues on the continent which supports the greatest population of Earth—the continent 

of Asia.  With greater population comes greater impressions—greater deposits of action, 

thought, impulses—within the structures of the lands.  These residues have existed over 

many centuries, many for thousands of years and, it is at this time, in this Present Phase 

of our Global Activity, that these remains must be released, these residues must be 

removed. 

We are in a Phase of Action—Action—Action required for the Platform to Support the 

Arrival of the Great Form of the Mighty Great Star of Genesis.  With this, Life will be 

Transformed; all Actions will be Supported by the Brilliant Radiance of the Great Star of 

Genesis. 

Let us hear today from our Blessed Director, let us hear the reports of the details of the 

Steps of Action for our Beloved Asian continent. 

We begin with the Sounding of the Bells. 

Very good. 

Many Blessings. 
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December 15, 2013 

 

Master Lantos   

 

A Signal for Correct Action 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

We have now our Blessed Signal Star Cells.  With these Cells, the Signal will Shine, the 

Highest Path will be Illumined.  The Precious Tools assist in charting the Highest Course.  

These are Precious Instruments of Light, Instruments capable of receiving the delicate 

Impulses of Truth—the gentle Waves of Influence which Form, according to events. 

These Precious Tools Detect the Waves of Influence.  It is an Instrument for early 

Detection.  It offers a Signal, a Signal for the Highest Path, a Signal for Correct Action.   

We will offer the complete instruction for these Signal Cells.  Our Ambassadors of the 

Light of Genesis will benefit from this Instrument of Light.  Yes, yes.  Good. 

And now, we will complete our analysis of the pockets of residue, the pockets of the 

remains of action.  Let us hear from our Beloved Director.  We will complete today our 

investigation into the Path of Action, the Steps of Action required to accomplish our 

Present Phase of Action, our Present Phase which is required for the Formation of the 

Global Network—the Global Web-Work of Radiant Beams of Star Light.   

We must, at this time remove the disruptions, the residues, the remains.  These remains 

have the effect of interference, disturbance.  The lands retain the memory of action, the 

residue of past action.  Yes.  We are releasing these pockets of residue through the 

planning, the assistance, the Action of our Blessed Ambassadors—continent by 

continent, land by land.   

Now we will hear from our Director completing our investigation and Formation of our 

Plan of Action for each continent. 

Very good, very good. 

We ring the Bell.  Very good. 

Many Blessings. 
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December 18, 2013 

 

Master Lantos   

 

A Technique for the Holy Season 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, Greetings Beloved Masters of the Art of Creating, 

Each day is Precious; each day marks the Progress in our Phase of Action for the 

Achievement of the Global Network of the Light of Genesis.  As we Progress, the Light 

increases, the Light, the Blessed Beams of Star Light, increase with the positioning of 

each Chamber of Eternal Light.  Each Chamber Generates an increase in the Radiance of 

the Beloved Web-Work for Earth. 

As Masters in the Art of Creating, our Blessed Role is the Role of Creating.  Yes.  We 

have a beautiful Plan for the Accomplishment of the Global Network of Light for Earth.  

This Precious Network of Light is the Platform for the Form of the Era of Eternal Light—

the Beloved Mighty Great Star of Genesis.  Yes.  It is a beautiful time, a most special 

Phase of Development Blessed by the Waves of Purity of this Holy Season. 

Today we will perform a Technique for the Holy Season.  We will Experience the 

Genesis Fusion Energy Ignited by the Blessed Star Cells.  For this Blessed Technique, we 

will sit comfortably above a Chamber of Eternal Light.  In the left hand we will hold a 

Super Water Cell; in the right hand we will hold a Super Star Cell.  We will sit 

comfortably for two minutes in the Radiance of the Dynamic Process of Genesis Fusion.  

Waves of Radiance, Waves of Energy, Waves of Purity Flow in this Process.  After the 

two minutes, we will remain seated and perform the Technique of the Personal Pathway.  

Such a simple Process.   

During our Signal Cell Training, we will add a third step to this Precious Process, this 

Holy Season Technique.  The third step involves Creating. 

Now, let us begin, let us Experience these Initial steps of our Holy Season Technique. 

Very good, very good. 

Many Blessings. 
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December 22, 2013 

 

Master Lantos   

 

The Dynamics of Star Light Energy 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

Dear Ambassadors of the Light of Genesis—seven days of Genesis Fusion, seven days of 

Genesis Fusion.  We will commence today our seven day Genesis Fusion Pogram.  This 

Program is Designed to Enliven within each Individual, each participant, the Levels of 

Light, the Levels of Existence which Generate the Energy, Energy for the Emergence of 

Form. 

We are speaking of the Forms of the Universe.  These Forms Emerge in order, in Set 

Sequence.  This is the Grand Design.  The Energy Applied for the Creation of the Web-

Work of the Universe is Genesis Fusion. 

Yes, Dear Ambassadors, Genesis Fusion is that Energy Connecting All at the Basis of 

Creation, that Energy which is Created by the Beloved Almighty Source of Creation.  

The Universal Web-Work is that Fabric of Light, that Structure of Light which Supports 

the Form of Creation.  Just as we are Structuring our localized Web-Work, our localized 

Fabric of Creation, so too, exists these same Dynamics, the Dynamics of Star Light 

Energy, spreading outwards, Connecting together to Form a Blessed Web-Work of Light. 

This is the Web-Work of Creation.  It is out of this Web-Work that Nodes of Energy 

Emerge like bubbles—here and there.  Out of these Energy Nodes Form Emerges.  The 

Story of the Emergence of Form is the story of the Expressions of the Action and Intent 

Generated by the Supreme Almighty Source of Creation.  This is the Story of Creating; 

this is the Story of Creation. 

Now, Dear Ones, beginning with this day, and from this day onwards until next Sun Day, 

we will engage in the Experience of the Technique of the Holy Season.  It is a simple 

Process and requires little time daily.  However, the Effects are to Generate the Precious 

Energy of Genesis Fusion within each Blessed participant. 

For this Technique, we will be positioned above a Beloved Chamber of Eternal Light.  

Seated, we will be Blessed by the Presence of the Structure of Star Light reflected by this 

Blessed Device.  Waves of Purity, Waves of Energy Flow through the Environment of 

this Blessed Master Tool. 

Hold in the left hand the Blessed Super Water Cell, and in the right hand hold the Super 

Star Cell.  After two or three minutes, while seated, perform the second phase of this 

Technique—the Blessed Technique of the Personal Pathway.  Beautiful.  Yes, each day 

like this for seven days.  We will add the final step of our Holy Season Technique with 

the instruction of the Signal Cells.  Beautiful.  Very good. 

Many Blessings, many Blessings. 
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December 25, 2013 

 

Master Lantos   

 

Structuring the Web-Work of Eternal Light 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Messengers of Peace and Eternal Light, Masters of the Sublime Art of 

Creating, Ambassadors of the Radiant Light of Genesis, 

Each day is Precious.  Yes.  We are proceeding along the Pathway of Action, marked by 

the Blessed Strokes of Illumination.  Chambers of Eternal Light placed properly 

throughout the lands of the Earth Illumining the environment, removing the residue, 

Structuring the Web-Work of Eternal Light—the Blessed Global Network of the Light of 

Genesis.  With this Structure, with this Platform, the Beloved Mighty Great Star of 

Genesis Emerges.  Yes.  Each day is Precious, each day a step closer. 

Today, we will perform our Blessed Technique of the Holy Season—the Technique for 

Purification, the Technique for Radiance and Illumination—Enlivening the Great 

Universal Energy of Genesis Fusion.   

Two to three minutes with the Precious Super Cells, a few minutes with our Personal 

BioTrinity, the Beloved Tool for the Personal Pathway.  Yes, yes.  Each day we will 

practice this simple Technique, Generating the Energy of Genesis Fusion.  Beautiful, it is 

beautiful. 

Many Blessings. 
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December 29, 2013 

 

Master Lantos   

 

The Core Energy of the Universe 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

The Energy of Genesis Fusion gets Ignited, gets Initiated through the Blessed Super Cells 

in our practice of the Sublime Technique of this Holy Season.  It is the Experience of the 

Energy of Creating, the Experience of the Core Energy of the Universe.  Our Blessed Star 

Cells, the Radiant Reflections of the Mighty Great Star of Genesis, Generate this Genesis 

Fusion which may be Experienced on an Individual Level, Awakened within the Cells of 

the Individual.  It is a Bursting Radiance.  It is the Process of Igniting the Core Energy, 

firing up the Brilliance of the Mighty Great Star of Genesis within the Individual.  This is 

Genesis Fusion. 

In our Blessed Technique of the Holy Season, we begin this Process of Igniting the 

Genesis Fusion, Initiating the Core Energy of the Universe.  We sit above the Beloved 

Chamber of Eternal Light holding, in the left hand, the Super Water Cell, and in the right 

hand we hold the Super Star Cell.  In this Process we Fire Up the Dynamic Energy of 

Genesis Fusion for the Blessings Within, as well as for the Radiance of the Whole of the 

Environment.  It is a Blessing for All.   

Two minutes of Radiance and then we shift our attention easily to the Practice of the 

Technique of the Personal Pathway.  Now, Blessed Masters of the Art of Creating, this 

third step is Creating, the Process of Creating.  For this Technique we will select one of 

our Five Precious BioTrinities, one of the 10 Great Beams represented in Five Channels 

of Expression.  It is through these Channels that the Creation moves from Intent through 

to Expression.  Each individual is associated with one of these Rays of the Source, this is 

the Personal Pathway.   

During this Process, the final step of the Technique of the Holy Season, we will select 

one of these Five Beams.  Yes.  Let us make this selection with our Precious Signal Star.  

Select one of the Five BioTrinities.   

With the Signal Cell we will now select a Star Cell.  It may be a Star Cell, a Water Cell, a 

Super Star Cell or a Super Water Cell.  Make this selection. 

Now position the BioTrinity with the Star Cell together in the palms of the hands, and we 

will perform our Technique of Creating with the following Intent:  Core of Light, Core of 

Light, Core of Light.   

Very good, very good.  Beautiful, the Effects are Beautiful. 

We will practice this Blessed Technique of the Holy Season for three days and then we 

will discuss the Effects.  Let us first have the Experience.  Very good.  Let us begin. 

Many Blessings. 


